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We propose, formulate and examine novel quantum systems and behavioral
phases in which momentary choices of the system’s memories interact in order
to source the internal interactions and unitary time evolutions of the system.
In a closed system of the kind, the unitary evolution operator is updated, mo-
ment by moment, by being remade out of the system’s ‘experience’, that is, its
quantum state history. The ‘Quantum Memory Made’ Hamiltonians (QMM-
Hs) which generate these unitary evolutions are Hermitian nonlocal-in-time
operators composed of arbitrarily-chosen past-until-present density operators
of the closed system or its arbitrary subsystems. The time evolutions of the
kind are described by novel nonlocal nonlinear von Neumann and Schrödinger
equations. We establish that nontrivial Purely-QMM unitary evolutions are
‘Robustly Non-Markovian’, meaning that the maximum temporal distances
between the chosen quantum memories must exceed finite lower bounds which
are set by the interaction couplings. After general formulation and consider-
ations, we focus on the sufficiently-involved task of obtaining and classifying
behavioral phases of one-qubit pure-state evolutions generated by first-to-third
order polynomial QMM-Hs made out of one, two and three quantum memories.
The behavioral attractors resulted from QMM-Hs are characterized and clas-
sified using QMM two-point-function observables as the natural probes, upon
combining analytical methods with extensive numerical analyses. The QMM
phase diagrams are shown to be outstandingly rich, having diverse classes of
unprecedented unitary evolutions with physically remarkable behaviors. More-
over, we show that QMM interactions cause novel purely-internal dynamical
phase transitions. Finally, we suggest independent fundamental and applied
domains where the proposed ‘Experience Centric’ Unitary Evolutions can be
applied natuarlly and advantageously.
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1 Introduction
In conventional treatments of the unitarily-evolving quantum systems, it is typically as-
sumed that many-body interactions and the dynamical equation of the system are (as phys-
ically postulated and mathematically formulated,) independent of the system’s quantum-
state history. In this discipline, the total Hamiltonian generating the system’s unitary time
evolution is a (time-independent or time-dependent) Hermitian operator that is ‘implanted’
inside the system, independent of which trajectory of quantum states the system has been
taking up until the present moment. But, this is not necessarily the most general frame-
work to be taken, as one can envision. In fact, one naturally tends to investigate general
formulations and concrete realizations of fundamental-or-emergent closed quantum many
body systems which function beyond this established discipline. Intending this investigation
in the present work, and regarding intrinsic connections between the state-history of a
quantum system and the system’s quantum memories, we begin with a very selective and
brief overview on the conventional perspective and framework of Non-Markovian dynamics
in quantum many body systems.

Time evolution of a quantum system is typically described through one of three main
types of processes [1, 2, 3]: i) the unitary evolution of a closed system generated by a
Hamiltonian, be it time-independent or time-dependent subject to temporal locality; ii)
the non-unitary evolution which is induced by a quantum measurement process; iii) the
dissipative, irreversible dynamics of an open system undergoing interactions with an envi-
ronment, as for example formulated by a Lindblad Markovian master equation. At least
for two reasons, processes of type ii) and iii) are not completely independent: on the one
hand, the action of a quantum measurement repeated a sufficient number of times can lead
to an effective description in terms of a master equation for the reduced dynamics of the
system; on the other hand, the action of an environment interacting with the system can
sometimes be interpreted as a series of repeated measurements.

However, processes of type i) and iii) are opposite in characteristics. The unitary evolution
of every closed system under a time-independent Hamiltonian (with discrete spectrum) is
quasi-periodic, due to the quantum Poincaré recurrence theorem [4], while an open system
evolving under a Lindblad master equation can eventually evolve to attractor asymptotic
states independent of the initial state, such that the system’s initial-state information is
not preserved. Furthermore, while the interaction with the environment brings dissipa-
tive effects, and so irreversibility in the dynamics, it can also produce coherent effects
developed by modifications to the Hamiltonian dynamics [1, 5, 6, 7]. Between these two
opposite settings, there comes a variety of more complex scenarios in which the interact-
ing environment does not simply act as a sink in which the information is lost. Instead,
the system-environment interactions and the internal dynamics of the environment may
be such that the information from earlier quantum states of the system can be dynam-
ically fed back to the system. This interplay results in Non-Markovian profiles for the
system’s time evolution, because of becoming by nature state-history dependent. Indeed,
memory dependencies in quantum dynamics have been acknowledged since the birth of
the theory of open quantum systems. A step taken often in deriving master equations
is the Born-Markov approximation in which the environment quickly ‘forgets’ any trace
of its interactions with the system. Hence, the system’s time evolution is described by
a local-in-time differential equation which is independent of the system’s (long or short)
state-history. Such a decoupling can be reasonable only under certain conditions, like for
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sufficiently-weak system-environment couplings, or if the characteristic timescale of the
environment dynamics is sufficiently shorter than the one of the system.

However there are many important physical settings in which the approximation of sys-
tem’s memory-independent dynamics breaks down significantly, leading to complex Non-
Markovian evolutions. Despite their relevance and significance, only in recent times a
promising deal of coherent research has been conducted on analyzing these much-more-
challenging settings. Indeed, in an increasingly more diverse spectrum of domains in open
quantum systems, finding out the many impacts of strong memory effects has turned into a
doorway to many body physics scenarios with remarkable novelties from the standpoints of
theoretical and experimental quantum physics, and even mathematics. See, merely as few
examples, [8, 9, 10]. In this realm, developing more inclusive definitions, characterizations
and measures of Non-Markovian quantum processes is still an evolving endeavour, hosting
a variety of approaches, proposals and concrete formulations [11, 12, 13]. These distinct
approaches are based upon a variety of different but compatible standpoints such as, the
backflow of quantum information from the environment to the system [14, 15, 16], the
divisibility of the dynamics [17], the evolution of the geometric volume in the state space
accessible to the system [18], and several more. Increasing efforts are devoted to develop a
comprehensive framework which sharpens similarities and discrepancies between all these
approaches [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].

Most known methods of quantifying non-Markovianity are formulated from the very per-
spective of the system’s dynamics alone: access to the reduced density operator of the
system during its time evolution should be sufficient to accurately decode the required
signatures of Non-Markovianity. This dominant standpoint has the double advantage of
being minimalistic in formulation, while also more practical form both theoretical and
experimental viewpoints, but is incapable of satisfactorily capturing the root causes of
the emergence of Non-Markovianity and memory effects in open quantum systems. How-
ever, manifesting directly in the formulation, the actual role of the system-environment
correlations in sourcing and mediating the memory effects is attracting increasing atten-
tion [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. To this aim, a variety of scenarios have been developed in recent
years where the interacting environment and its interplays with the system are modelled
explicitly [31, 32, 33], allowing us to understand better the physics of crossovers between
Markovian and Non-Markovian evolutions [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40].

Finally, recent promising advancements in experimental techniques for controlling and
manipulating quantum systems have led to the first direct observations of Non-Markovian
dynamics [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47], while its impact in a whole variety of areas has
been also addressed. These important areas, to name a few, include topological phases of
matter [48, 49, 50], quantum optics [51, 52, 53, 54], thermodynamics [55, 56, 57, 58] and
entanglement dynamics [59, 60, 61].

The present work, however, aims to take the study of quantum-memory effects to the
very extreme: we develop an idealization of a Non-Markovian quantum dynamics which is
completely coherent, free from any dissipative effect, and retains the totality of the specify-
ing qubits of the system’s states at past times. Stated more specifically, we study the time
evolution of general closed quantum systems under a completely new kind of Hamiltonians
which are (functionally and explicitly) made from arbitrary choices of the system’s states in
the course of its history from an initial time up to the present time. Therefore, the physical
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context is that of a unitarily-evolving quantum many body system whose many-body inter-
actions and Hamiltonian emerge, moment by moment, in an intrinsically Non-Markovian
way: at every present moment, the closed quantum system itself reconstructs its internal
interactions and its Hamiltonian by ‘connecting’ or ‘linking’ (a number of) its quantum
memories. In effect, we develop an original general type of quantum dynamics which is
marked with two complementary faces, at once and consistently: the system’s evolution is
Non-Markovian and Unitary.

We propose and work out the most direct definition and formulation of the promised the-
ories for generally-defined closed quantum systems. One first envisions a unitary quantum
state history of a closed system beginning from some initial moment t0 up to the present
moment t. We now identify the density operator of the system, ρ(t′), at each moment
t′ ∈ [t0, t], with the quantum memory of the closed system at that moment. Henceforth,
the quantum state history of the system evolves onwardly, on a moment-by-moment ba-
sis, using the available quantum memories. In this way, an entire unitary quantum state
history can be constructed from t0 all the way to t =∞. Concretely speaking, the closed
system ‘selects’ and combines its available quantum memories at every present moment to
construct a composite (generically nonlocal in time) state-history-dependent Hamiltonian,
being called ‘Quantum-Memory-Made Hamiltonian’ (QMM-H), which generates its unitary
time evolution operator.

But, mathematically formulating a QMM-H is one thing, establishing that the resulted
dynamical equations can develop solutions which are consistent physically is another thing.
In particular, physical consistency of the QMM unitary evolution implies that the quantum
memories which construct the Hamiltonian polynomial are not actually independent vari-
ables. That is, any pair of system’s density operators at times t′ and t′′ which come in the
above proposed construction of the Hamiltonian at the present time t, must be themselves
obtainable from one another under the accordingly-constructed time evolution operator in
between the times t′ and t′′.

The upshot becomes the statement that the physical solutions to the nonlocal-in-time non-
linear Schrödinger equation resulted from the QMM-H must realize, one by one, a unitarily
self-consistent state-history for the system. After proving the consistency of the theory, it
is important to establish that the physical moduli space of the QMM Schrödinger equa-
tions, namely that which corresponds to its unitarily self-consistent solutions, is a large and
rich landscape which, compared to the conventional settings, accommodates novel phases
of unitary state-histories, and also novel phase transitions. This demanding task consists
the focus of a large part of the present paper which, by means of analytical and numerical
analyses in combination, is done successfully.

A brief outline of the paper is now presented with the selected highlights. We commence
with a general theory of ‘(N,L) QMM-Hs’, formed as order-L polynomials made of N
quantum memories, together with their highly-novel Schrödinger equations. There, we
also introduce the ‘Quantum Memory Characters’, specially the ‘QMM Two-Point Func-
tions’, in terms of which QMM Unitary Evolutions (QMM-UEs) are reformulated and
characterized naturally and usefully. Moreover, the general (2,2) QMM-UEs are detailed
for further clarifications. Finally, we establish that all purely-QMM unitary dynamics are
‘Robustly Non-Markovian’, meaning that non-constant wavefunctions are developed only
when the maxima of the ‘quantum-memory distances’ exceed the finite thresholds which
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depend on the QMM-H couplings.

In the course of Sections 4, 5 and 6, given total novelty and significant theoretical com-
plexity of QMM-UE, we focus on exploring the most elementary case studies: the closed
system of one qubit evolving under (1,1), (2,2), (2,3) and (3,3) QMM-Hs. First, the dy-
namical equations of all these cases are detailed with important explanations, in Section
4. Section 5 presents a variety of analytic solutions and results for the (2,2) QMM-UE.
In Section 6, phase diagrams of one-qubit wavefunctions made purely by quantum memo-
ries are analyzed for each one of the above QMM-Hs, finding wide classes of qualitatively
unprecedented unitary quantum state histories. Moreover, we present several selected ex-
amples of Dynamical Phase Transitions which are unitarily developed in the course of the
evolutions generated by QMM-Hs (in even the most elementary closed quantum system,
namely) the one-qubit closed system, as a result of the higher order interactions between
the system’s quantum memories. Moreover, we present highlighted lessons, selected from
all these analyses, to complete Section 6.

The Proposal is revisited, elucidated and also evaluated in Section 7. On one hand, we
highlight several interesting open questions to be addressed in the future works. On the
other hand, we briefly present our current visions on the diverse categories where QMM-
UEs can be realized and utilized advantageously, in future.

2 Unitary State-History-Based Quantum Behavior:
The Hamiltonian Formulation

2.1 The Central Idea
The central mission of the present work is to address and investigate in details the question
phrased below, which is significant and intriguing, but largely unexplored. The roadmap
we use to answer it, is first presenting the general formulation of the merging envisioned
in it, followed by extensive (analytical and numerical) explorations of the resulted novel
quantum behaviors, in the simplest specific models and in some general cases.

Can one unify, in the context of a closed quantum system and in a consistent way, the
principle of system’s time evolution unitarity with one’s request for the system’s many-
body interactions and total Hamiltonian being (entirely or partially) made from the sys-
tem’s state history?

We now begin with presenting a quite general formulation of self consistent unitary evo-
lutions whose generating Hamiltonians are being made (partially or entirely) by the past-
until-present quantum-state-history of a general closed system, and subsequently realizing
the main implied features of such proposed systems upon undertaking diverse analyses.
Visions related to (the inquiry of) what kinds of natural or artificial systems can be de-
scribed by these novel Hamiltonians is indeed an intriguing and important question which
we postpone to Section 7.

On general grounds, the defining operator of the total Hamiltonian of a closed quan-
tum many body system can have a dichotomic structure (effectively or fundamentally) as
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follows,

H
(Total)
(The Most General)(t) = H(State-History Independent)(t) + H(State-History Dependent)(t) ≡

≡ H(Conventional)(t) + H(Quantum Memory Made)(t) ≡ HC(t) + HQMM(t).
(1)

Given a closed quantum many body system at hand, the conventional part HC(t) in def-
inition (1) is the most general Hamiltonian one can formulate out of the complete set of
operators whose definitions do not depend on the system’s state history. The ‘Quantum-
Memory-Made’ (QMM) contributions to (1), collectively named HQMM(t), is the most
general Hamiltonian one can formulate as a Hermitian composite operator whose consti-
tuting components have intrinsic dependencies on the state history of the system which
is developed from an initial time to the present moment. Conventional Hamiltonians,
collectively denoted by HC(t), can be either constant operators or time dependent opera-
tors. In contrast, QMM-Hs do always have time dependencies which are induced by their
being made from the ongoing state histories of the closed systems. In what follows from
now, we develop a general formulation of HQMM(t) made directly from momentarily-chosen
past-until-present quantum states of the closed system.

2.2 Quantum-Memory-Made Hamiltonians: A General Formulation
Suppose we have a completely arbitrary closed quantum system and want to consider
its Hamiltonian-generated unitary evolution all the way from an initial time to infinity,
t ∈ [t0,∞). One straightforward way to represent the system’s state-history up to the
present moment t is the continuos set of density operators which represent the system’s
quantum states at the corresponding times in the course of this history,

P[t0,t] ≡ { ρ(t′) , ∀ t′ ∈ [t0, t] } ⊂ lim
t→∞
P[t0,t] ≡ P[t0,∞). (2)

It is clear that every single bit of quantum information which is contained in each one
ρ(t′) ∈ P[t0,t], namely in every system’s past-or-present state, is one ‘qubit memory’ of the
system. In other words, the qubit memories of a quantum system up until a present time
t correspond, in a one to one manner, to all the quantum information bits necessary and
sufficient to specify the system’s quantum-state-history P[t0,t] uniquely. Likewise, we refer
to every density operator in the quantum-state-history P[t0,t] as one ‘quantum memory’
of the system. Note that by a slight extension of terminology, the system’s momentary
density operator is likewise to be called a quantum memory. We, now highlight a point
which is conceptually essential to all the formulation to be put forth: a contrast between
(2) for a closed quantum system and its counterpart in an open quantum system. The
quantum systems whose state-histories (2) we address here are isolated, undergoing time
evolutions which are reversible by being unitary. By this virtue, the totality of the quan-
tum information by which the system’s states, ρ(t′) ∈ P[t0,∞) ∀t′, are uniquely specified,
are enforced to stay inside the entirety of the quantum system and be eternally preserved.
Hence, what plays the role of an ‘storage’, containing all the memories to be utilized in
the construction of HQMM, is the entire quantum system itself. Re-emphasizing that the
closed quantum many-body system under consideration has an arbitrary nature in terms
of its defining degrees of freedom, and can have a wide range of defining structures, we
now move on to formulate the envisioned evolution.

Our aim is to formulate a unitary evolution operator whose generating HamiltonianHQMM(t),
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at each present moment t, emerges from a chosen assembly of the system’s available
qubit memories, being arbitrarily selected. That is, HQMM(t) is (re-)formed, moment
by moment, as a nonlocal-in-time Hermitian operator which features structural depen-
dence on the information content of some chosen elements of P[t0,t] . Therefore, the qubit
memories contained in system’s density operators at arbitrary past-to-present moments,
ρ(t′chosen) ≡ ρt′chosen

∈ P[t0,t], ∀ t′chosen ∈ [t0, t], participate in the momentary re-construction
of the Hamiltonian HQMM(t). To make it more clear, we first determine a subset of P[t0,t],
denoted by Pchosen

[t0,t] , which contains (nothing but all) the system’s ‘participant quantum
memories’ out of which HQMM(t) is to be made,

Pchosen
[t0,t] ≡ { ρt′chosen

, ∀ t′chosen ∈ [t0, t] } ⊂ P[t0,t]. (3)

We now state the general definition of a QMM Hamiltonian (QMM-H) as follows,

HQMM(t) = O[ Pchosen
[t0,t] ]. (4)

In definition (4), O = O† denotes a Hermitian operator and the brackets (in the R.H.S of
it) mean ‘explicit structural dependence’. Overall, the definition (4) states that a QMM-H
at present time t is a Hermitian operator with explicit structural dependence on a chosen
subset of the past-to-present quantum-state-history Pchosen

[t0,t] . Obviously, there are infinitely-
diverse ways to introduce operators O which realize (4), mainly based on: a) how one
extracts the qubit memories contained in the chosen quantum memories ρt′chosen

∀t′chosen,
and b) how one assembles those qubit memories to construct a Hermitian operator as
the QMM-H. Among all possibilities, in what follows, we choose an infinitely-large family
of QMM unitary evolutions (QMM-UEs) whose QMM-Hs are formulated by taking the
straightforward way to realize (4). We introduce QMM-Hs which, as Hermitian compos-
ite operators, are functions, specially polynomials, of the density operators which consist
Pchosen

[t0,t] (3). That is, O[Pchosen
[t0,t] ] is a nonlocal-in-time Hermitian operator whose consti-

tuting operators include all the chosen past-or-present density operators of the system,
namely all the chosen quantum memories themselves: ρt′chosen

∀t′chosen. Furthermore, we
can let Pchosen

[t0,t] be itself a countable or uncountable set. For concreteness, we take the
former possibility in what follows, returning to the latter possibility in Section 7.

2.3 A Polynomial Family of Quantum-Memory-Made Hamiltonians
Having made all these specifications, one concrete family of QMM-Hs is now presented
according to the following recipe.

The recipe begins with choosing a doublet of positive integers, (N,L). N equals |Pchosen
[t0,t] |

and is the total number of the system’s past-or-present density operators out of which the
present-time QMM-H, HQMM(t), is constructed. L is the maximum algebraic length of the
QMM operator monomials, made of the Pchosen

[t0,t] elements, which combine linearly to form
HQMM(t). Now, given N and looking backwardly from the present moment t, we take a
choice of N ‘quantum-memory distances’ (QMDs), ∆(t)

i=1···N , which uniquely identify all
the Hamiltonian-maker quantum memories as the density operators of the system at N
past-to-present moments given by ti ≡ t−∆(t)

i : {ρti}. The chosen QMDs are constrained
and ordered as follows,

(∆(t)
1 , · · · , ∆(t)

N ) ; 0 ≤ ∆(t)
N < · · · < ∆(t)

1 ≤ (t− t0). (5)
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We note that with the above selections of N and the spectrum of QMDs in (5), the QMM-H
argument in (4) is completely fixed as follows,

Pchosen
[t0,t] = { ρt1 , · · · , ρtN }. (6)

The recipe continues with specifying the QMM monomials which combine linearly to be-
come the QMM-H. A Hamiltonian monomial is denoted by Φsi1 ··· sir

i1 ··· ir (t), where r ≤L≥1 is the
monomial’s length as a density-operator string, and the lower and upper indices specify
respectively the monomial’s variables picked up from Pchosen

[t0,t] and their algebraic pow-
ers. Every QMM monomial Φsi1 ··· sir

i1 ··· ir (t) is structured as follows. First, we choose an
r-tuple (i1, · · · , ir) ⊂ ({1, · · · , N})r which fixes (ti1 , · · · , tir) ≡ (t − ∆(t)

i1
, · · · , t − ∆(t)

ir
).

Second, we have the ‘option’ to take a choice of r + 1 state-history-independent operators
A(r) = (A(r)

1 , · · · , A(r)
r+1). Third, we choose the monomial-forming powers (si1 , · · ·, sir).

Now, the ‘QMM-monomial operator’ Φsi1 ··· sir
i1 ··· ir (t) is conceived in the following form,

Φsi1 ··· sir
i1 ··· ir (t) ≡ A

(r)
1 (ρti1 )si1A(r)

2 (ρti2 )si2 · · · (ρtir−1
)sir−1A(r)

r (ρtir )sirA(r)
r+1. (7)

Finally, we form a linear combination of these QMM monomials, following a choice of
complex-or-real (constant-in-time or time-varying) ‘coupling’ coefficients λsi1 ···siri1···ir (t), and
sum it up with its Hermitian conjugate. We now have, in result, a Hermitian nonlocal-
in-time operator integrating some degree-l(≤L) monomials of N past-or-present system’s
quantum states, chosen from a specified Pchosen

[t0,t] as (6). Therefore, the recipe outputs a

broad realization of QMM-Hs (4), denoted by H(N,L)
(QMM|A)(t) with A ≡ {A(r),∀r}, in the

following form,

H
(N,L)
(QMM|A)(t) ≡

(must include r=L)∑
all chosen r

1 ≤ r ≤ L

(i1,··· ,ir) ⊂ {1,··· ,N}r∑
all chosen

(
(i1,si1 ), ··· ,(ir,sir )

) λsi1 ···siri1···ir Φsi1 ··· sir
i1 ··· ir (t) + h.c.

(8)
We must highlight three important points about the QMM-Hs (8). First, the above λ-
couplings can be non-constants, furthermore, they can have explicit dependencies on scalar
quantities made from the elements of (3). However, we shall assume that all λ-couplings
are state-history-independent constants. Second, we obtain more complex QMM-Hs as
linear combinations of H(N,L)

(QMM|A)’s with distinct choices of integer powers, coupling pro-
files and the insertion operators in A. Third, depending on the context, one chooses or
must employ as some A(r) elements nontrivial state-history-independent operators. Ex-
amples are projection or swap operators corresponding to the eigenstates of the relevant
observables. However, we choose to focus on the behavioral phases of the unexplored and
intriguing category in which the QMM-Hs are ‘entirely’ made of the system’s state-history :
we carefully analyze, in Sections 4, 5 and 6, the intriguing subclass of QMM-Hs (8) given
by constant couplings and the uniform choice: A(r)

l = 1.

The resulted Entirely-QMM-Hs, denoted by H(N,L)
QMM(t), read as follows,

H
(N,L)
QMM(t) ≡

(must include r=L)∑
all chosen r

1 ≤ r ≤ L

(i1,··· ,ir) ⊂ {1,··· ,N}r∑
all chosen

(
(i1,si1 ), ··· ,(ir,sir )

)λsi1 ···siri1···ir (ρti1 )si1 · · · (ρtir )sir + h.c.

(9)
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One sees that additional care must be taken concerning the unitary time evolution in a
sufficiently-early time interval which we call the ‘quantum-memory storing period’. Given
N and a choice of the largest QMD in (5), ∆(t)

1 , we define t∗ to be the earliest moment
as of which, or right after which, all the N participant quantum memories in (6), have
become available for the system. For example, if one selects a constant value a for the
largest QMD, ∆(t)

1 = a, we have: t∗ = t0 + a. However, if one chooses a time-dependent
linear profile, ∆(t)

1 = c1 (t − t0) with |c1| ≤ 1, then: t∗ = t0. In any case, the ‘quantum-
memory storing period’ is always the time interval from t0 to t∗. This is because before
going past this period, the system has not yet developed enough state-history resources
to build up H

(N,L)
(QMM|A)(t) as defined in (8). Independently, even when t∗ = t0, because

the initial-time Hamiltonian H(N,L)
(QMM|A)(t0) becomes a polynomial in only ρt0 , no nontrivial

dynamics is generated by it, as the system is at state ρt0 . Therefore, unless t0 = −∞, we
must employ an alternative Hamiltonian to be at work in the quantum-memory storing
period. This initial ‘Kicker Hamiltonian’, H(Kicker)(t), i) generates a nontrivial dynamics at
the initial time of the state-history, t0, and ii) builds up dynamically a ‘quantum-memory
pool’, extended from t0 to the moment t∗, using which the closed system can hand all
its afterward evolution to the QMM-H (8). As such, the total Hamiltonian of the closed
quantum system is given by,

H
(Total)
(QMM|A)(t) ≡ θ(t∗ − t) H(Kicker)(t) + θ(t− t∗) H(N,L)

(QMM|A)(t). (10)

It is worth to remark the following points regarding the Kicker Hamiltonian. First, it is
easily possible to construct a large variety of Kicker Hamiltonians H(Kicker)(t) which them-
selves are (Purely) QMM, as we detail in Appendix A. Second, as explained above, there
are infinitely many time dependent choices of the largest QMD, that is: a = a(t), for
which the quantum-memory storing period vanishes, t∗ = t0, such that no Kicker Hamil-
tonian is necessary. Third, choosing H(Kicker) = HC as was characterized in (1), namely a
state-history independent operator as the Kicker Hamiltonian, is sufficiently good for us
in investigating the examples of Sections 4, 5 and 6.

The QMM time evolution operator corresponding to a time interval [t′, t′′], U (Total)
(QMM|A)(t

′′, t′),
generated by a continuous sequence of momentary Hamiltonians H(Total)

(QMM|A)(t ∈ [t′, t′′]) de-

fined in (10), is unitary. The unitary evolution operator, U (Total)
(QMM|A)(t

′′ , t′), equals the
(limit) product of infinitely many unitary operators corresponding to infinitesimal time
evolutions covering the entire interval [t′, t′′], which is resummed in the form of a Dyson
expansion using time ordering product operator, T , as follows,

U
(Total)
(QMM|A)(t

′′ , t′) = lim
M→∞

M∏
m=1

U (Total)
m

(
t′ + t′′ − t′

M
m , t′ + t′′ − t′

M
(m− 1)

)
≡

≡ lim
M→∞

M∏
m=1

exp
[
i
t′′ − t′

M
H

(Total)
(QMM|A)

(
t′ + t′′ − t′

M
(m− 1)

) ]
=

= lim
M→∞

M∏
m=1

[
1 + i

t′′ − t′

M
H

(Total)
(QMM|A)

(
t′ + t′′ − t′

M
(m− 1)

) ]
=

= T exp
(
− i

∫ t′′

t′
dτ H

(Total)
(QMM|A)(τ)

)
.

(11)
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As such, the system’s quantum states, which themselves are the constructional resource
for the QMM-H, must evolve consistently-and-unitarily as described by,

ρt′′ = U
(Total)
(QMM|A)(t

′′ , t′) ρt′ U
(Total)†
(QMM|A)(t

′′ , t′). (12)

2.4 Pure State Histories Composing QMM Unitary Evolutions
The QMM-Hs (8) can be made from arbitrary mixed quantum states. But, from now on,
it suffices to focus on investigating the QMM-UEs which are made by the pure states of
the system, on the account of their sufficient richness. Assuming state purity at the initial
moment, given that the whole QMM time evolution is ensured to be unitary (11, 12), the
corresponding state-history of the system (2) will be developed as a continual sequence
of pure states: it will be a ‘pure-state-history’. Being so, as of now, we only focus on
pure-state-histories of closed systems, that is,

P[t0,∞) = { ρt′ = |Ψt′〉〈Ψt′ | , ∀ t′ ∈ [t0,∞) },
ρt′ = ρst′ , ∀s ∈ N , ∀ t′ ∈ [t0,∞).

(13)

Now, merging (9) and (13), we arrive at the following family of pure-state-history QMM-Hs,
denoted by H(N |L)

QMM (t),

H
(N,L)
QMM.PureStateHistory(t) ≡

≡ H
(N |L)
QMM (t) =

(must include r=L)∑
all chosen r

1 ≤ r ≤ L

(i1,··· ,ir) ⊂ {1,··· ,N}r ; il 6=il+1,∀ l∑
all chosen

(
(i1,si1 ), ··· ,(ir,sir )

) [
λi1···ir ( ρti1 · · · ρtir ) +

+ λ?i1···ir ( ρtir · · · ρti1 )
]
.

(14)

The QMM-UEs generated by the above family of Hamiltonians will be the very subject
of all our analytical and numerical findings in the rest of this work. Some results are
general: they hold for the whole family (14), either precisely or at least qualitatively. But,
many exact results are the outcomes of detailed analyses in a number of chosen concrete
examples. Specifically, in what follows, we write down the explicit choices of the QMM-Hs
(14) whose one-qubit-system realizations we will detail in Section 4, and map the phase
diagrams of their QMM wavefunctions in Section 6,

H
(1|1)
QMM(t) = µ ρt−a ∆(t)

1 = a,

H
(2|2)
QMM(t) = µ ρt−a + λ ρt−a ρt + λ? ρt ρt−a (∆(t)

2 ,∆(t)
1 ) = (0, a),

H
(2|3)
QMM(t) = λ ρt−a ρt + λ? ρt ρt−a + η ρt−a ρt ρt−a (∆(t)

2 ,∆(t)
1 ) = (0, a),

H
(3|3)
QMM(t) = κ ρt−a ρt−b ρt + κ? ρt ρt−b ρt−a (∆(t)

3 ,∆(t)
2 ,∆(t)

1 ) = (0, b, a).
(15)

The QMM-Hs (14) together with their QMM Schrödinger equations (to be coming very
soon) and their QMM evolving wavefunctions, can be recast in an alternative way which
we highlight specially for its elegance and effectiveness. One defines a family of ‘Quantum-
Memory Characters and Operators’ which are natural to the proposed systems. Given one’s
choice of all the participant quantum memories shown in (6), these quantum-memory char-
acters are as follows: the ‘Quantum-Memory Two-Point Functions’ mtil tir

(QM-TPFs); all
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their QM n-point-function descendantsmtir1 ···tirn
; the QM Two-Point Observables, in other

words, the pairwise QM-Fidelities, w2
til tir

. They are defined as such,

mtil tir
≡ 〈Ψtil

|Ψtir 〉 ; mti1 ti2 ···tir−1 tir
≡ mti1 ti2

mti2 ti3
· · ·mtir−1 tir

= ( mtir tir−1 ···ti2 ti1 )?,

w2
til tir

≡ |mtil tir
|2 = Tr[ ρtl ρtr ] =

(
Tr
[
(√ρtl ρtr

√
ρtl)

1
2
])2 = F ( ρtl , ρtr ).

(16)

Moreover, we define the ‘Quantum-Memory Two-Point Operators’ (QM-TPOs), Mtir til
,

Mtir til
≡ |Ψtir 〉 〈Ψtil

| = M †til tir
; Mtir tir = ρtir ; Tr[ Mtir til

] = mtil tir
= m?

tir til

(17)

Now, in terms of the above quantum-memory measures and operators, the QMM-Hs for-
mulated in (14) are recast as follows,

H
(N |L)
QMM (t) =

=
(must include r=L)∑

all chosen r

1 ≤ r ≤ L

(i1,··· ,ir) ⊂ {1,··· ,N}r ; il 6=il+1,∀ l∑
all chosen

(
(i1,si1 ), ··· ,(ir,sir )

) (
λi1···ir mti1 ti2 ···tir−1 tir

Mti1 tir
+

+ λ?i1···ir mtir tir−1 ···ti2 ti1 Mtir ti1

)
.

(18)

Although obvious, it would be worth emphasizing that the preservation of the total mea-
surement probabilities does hold in the course of QMM-UE, that is: Tr[ρ(t)] = 1, or for the
pure states: < ψt|ψt >= 1, if the system’s state at t0 is normalized to one. This dynamical
preservation is an automatic and direct implication of the unitarity of the system’s evo-
lution under the QMM-Hs (8,14), manifested in (10,11,12). Moreover, detailing H(2|2)

QMM in
Subsection 3.2, we even explicitly demonstrate that | |Ψt〉 | is the invariant of QMM-UEs,
using their QMM Schrödinger equations (27).

Finally, we highlight an important point. Apart from the QMM-H with (N,L) = (1, 1), in
examples (15) to be analyzed in Sections 4, 5 and 6, we have taken the smallest QMD to
be zero, such that ρt ∈ Pchosen

[t0,t] . But, this is optional: a ‘working-frame’ choice. That is, in
definition (8), we do not demand that the present moment state of the system, ρt, should
be necessarily used in the making of HQMM(t). Indeed, whether or not the chosen Pchosen

[t0,t]
contains ρt is an arbitrary option under which the formulation of HQMM(t) remains fully
covariant.

3 The Dynamical Equations Of Unitary State-History-Based Quantum
Behavior

3.1 QMM von Neumann and Schrödinger Equations
As (10,11) demonstrate, evolution under QMM-Hs (7,8), or its pure-state-history version
(14), is unitary. The time-integrated evolution of the states is given by (12) which combined
with (11,14) leads to a highly complex structure for the differential dynamical equation
corresponding to it. The complexity originates from the intrinsic quality of QMM-UEs:
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that, states evolve under states, and that for this process to run, there must be a consis-
tent interplay between the system’s states at distinct moments. This interplay imposes a
nonlocal-in-time nonlinearity on the differential dynamical equations of QMM-UEs. Here
we derive these equations and write their expressions in alternative useful forms. Before
moving on, let us note that we employ conventional Hamiltonians for the Kicker Hamilto-
nian which is at work during t ≤ t∗, throughout the paper. Hence, the unitary evolution of
the states, given by (10,11,12), leads to a known conventional Schrödinger equation during
[t0, t∗]. Being so, we only need to work out the QMM delay-differential dynamical equation
which is on role as of having the quantum-memory pool filled up, namely for t ≥ t∗.

The equations (11) and (12) once combined immediately result at the well-known gen-
eral structurally-unpacked form of quantum dynamical equation for the system’s states.
The (Liouville–)von Neumann equation for QMM-H (14) during t ∈ [t∗,∞), is given by,

ρ̇t = i [ ρt , H(N |L)
QMM (t) ]. (19)

Now, applying the explicit expression of H(N |L)
QMM (t) in (14) to general equation (19), the

dynamical equations for the corresponding family of pure-state-history QMM-UEs is yield
as the following von Neumann equation,

i ρ̇t =
(must include r=L)∑

all chosen r

1 ≤ r ≤ L

(i1,··· ,ir) ⊂ {1,··· ,N}r ; il 6=il+1,∀ l∑
all chosen

(
(i1,si1 ), ··· ,(ir,sir )

) (
λi1···ir [ ρti1 · · · ρtir , ρt ] +

+ λ?i1···ir [ ρtir · · · ρti1 , ρt ]
)
.

(20)

We have highlighted that it is insightful and useful to have the physics of a QMM-UE also
expressed in terms of the corresponding QM-TPFs together with their descendants, and
QM-TPOs, defined in (16,17). Now, applying those alternative expressions of the QMM-Hs
(18) to (19), we obtain an alternative form of the von Neumann equations (20),

i ρ̇t =
(must include r=L)∑

all chosen r

1 ≤ r ≤ L

(i1,··· ,ir) ⊂ {1,··· ,N}r ; il 6=il+1,∀ l∑
all chosen

(
(i1,si1 ), ··· ,(ir,sir )

) (
λi1···ir mti1 ti2 ···tir−1 tir

[ Mti1 tir
, ρt ] +

+ λ?i1···ir mtir tir−1 ···ti2 ti1 [ Mtir ti1
, ρt ]

)
.

(21)

The above equation can be rewritten in a nicer form. Remembering that ρt = |Ψt〉 〈Ψt|
and using (16) and (17), we immediately validate the following relations,

mta...tb mtbt = mta...tbt, (22)

and,
[ Mti1 tir

, ρt ] = mtir t Mti1 t
− mtti1

Mttir . (23)
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Upon applying (22,23) to (21), the ‘QMM von Neumann equations’ are recast as,

i ρ̇t = i Ṁtt =

=
(must include r=L)∑

all chosen r

1 ≤ r ≤ L

(i1,··· ,ir) ⊂ {1,··· ,N}r;il 6=il+1,∀ l∑
all chosen

(
(i1,si1 ), ··· ,(ir,sir )

) λi1 ... ir (mti1 ··· tir t Mti1 t
−mtti1 ··· tir Mttir ) +

+ λ?i1 ... ir (mtir ··· ti1 t Mtir t −mttir ··· ti1 Mtti1
).

(24)

Moreover, given the imposed purity of the system’s quantum-state-history (13), one recasts
the original form of Schrödinger equation for the unitary evolution under H(N |L)

QMM (t),

i |Ψ̇t〉 = H
(N |L)
QMM (t) |Ψt〉 . (25)

It can be recast by extraction from (24), or applying (18) to (25), and using,

Mtatb |Ψt〉 = mtbt |Ψta〉 . (26)

Either way, one finally arrives at ‘QMM Schrödinger Equation’ for unitary evolution gen-
erated by H(N |L)

QMM (t),

i |Ψ̇t〉 =
(must include r=L)∑

all chosen r

1 ≤ r ≤ L

(i1,··· ,ir) ⊂ {1,··· ,N}r ; il 6=il+1,∀ l∑
all chosen

(
(i1,si1 ), ··· ,(ir,sir )

) (
λi1···ir mti1 ··· tir t |Ψti1

〉

+ λ?i1···ir mtir ··· ti1 t |Ψtir 〉
)
.

(27)

Equation (27) is one of the main results of the present paper in three complementary ways.
First, it encodes the physical content of (14,11,12), all in all. Second, it is a mathemati-
cally novel-and-elegant nonlinear delay-differential equation with extremely complex and
resourceful structure and indeed moduli space. Third, all the rest of this paper is devoted
to exploring and understanding the novel physics, specially the phase diagrams, of the most
elementary closed system under the simplest QMM-UEs, upon solving the corresponding
Purely-QMM Schrödinger Equations (27). Furthermore, we highlight in here three char-
acteristic features of (27). First, notice that solving this equation is also determining
H

(N |L)
QMM (t). Because before that, the QMM-H (18) is an unidentified operator, as it is made

out of the yet-unsolved state-history of the closed system (4). This is intrinsically unlike
conventional closed systems where the Hamiltonian is an identified operator and we only
solve the Schrödinger equation for the wavefunctions. But for QMM-UEs, the triple equa-
tions (18,11,12) are to be solved jointly, upon solving (27), with solutions identifying the
system’s unitary time evolution operators and the corresponding quantum-state-histories,
all together.

Second, QMM Schrödinger equation is nonlocal-in-time. The ‘temporal nonlocality’ of
(27) is a direct implication of H(N |L)

QMM (t) being made of the states at different times. In

fact, nonconstant solutions to (27) are developed only if ∆(t)
1 exceeds some finite threshold:

the temporal nonlocality of (27) cannot be even ‘softened’ arbitrarily.
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Third, QMM Schrödinger equation is inherently nonlinear. Physically, the nonlinearity
is caused by the interactions which the closed system must turn on between some of its
quantum memories, to develop unitarity evolution based on (18). Mathematically, it is
sourced by all the QM-TPFs mtitj = 〈ψti |ψtj 〉 which enter into (27). Hence, the temporal
nonlocalities and the nonlinearities of (27) are merged to the core, and in a specific form.
Indeed, QMM Schrödinger equation (27) and their solutions (to be shown) are, to the best
of our knowledge [81, 82, 83, 84, 85], physically and mathematically distinctive from all
nonlinear Schrödinger equations available in the literature.

3.2 Detailing A Family of QMM-Hs With Two Quantum Memories
We now unpack the detailed structures of the QMM-H and its QMM Schrödinger equa-
tion for an arbitrary closed system whose pure-state-history realizes the unitary evolution
generated by the QMM-H (14) based on two quantum memories. The momentary Hamil-
tonian of the system, H(2|L)

QMM(t), is a Hermitian polynomial of arbitrary degree L in the
system’s states at the two past-and-present moments identified with the following choice
of the QMDs: (∆(t)

2 ,∆(t)
1 ) = (0, a) where a is an arbitrary positive constant. As before,

H(Kicker)(t) = HC , such that we only focus on H(2|2)
QMM and its QMM Schrödinger equation

during t > t∗. Given the purity of the state history, the most general QMM-H character-
ized with N = 2, arbitrary L, and the above-made choices of QMDs is formed with the
following structure of QMM monomials,

H
(2|L)
QMM(t) ≡ H

(2|L)
(odd)(t), + H

(2|L)
(even)(t),

H
(2|L)
(odd)(t) ≡

(
µ1 ρt−a + µ3 ρt−aρtρt−a + µ5 ρt−aρtρt−aρtρt−a + · · ·

)
up to degree = L

; µr=1,3,5,··· ∈ R,

H
(2|L)
(even)(t) ≡

(
λ2 ρt−aρt + λ4 ρt−aρtρt−aρt + λ6 ρt−aρtρt−aρtρt−aρt + · · ·+

+ λ?2 ρt ρt−a + λ?4 ρtρt−aρtρt−a + λ?6 ρtρt−aρtρt−aρtρt−a + · · ·
)
up to degree = L

.

(28)

Notice that all the monomials beginning with the ρt factor have been ignored in the ‘odd’
part of the QMM-H (28). This is because, by the purity of the states, all such monomials
commute with the system’s density operator at the present time, ρt. Thus, the system’s
state gains no dynamics under their inclusion in H(2|L)

QMM(t).

For N = 2, and with the chosen spectrum of the QMDs (∆(t)
2 ,∆(t)

1 ) = (0, a), the only
QM-TPFs and nonlocal-in-time QM-TPOs are: mt−a,t = m?

t,t−a = 〈Ψt−a|Ψt〉, Mt−a,t =
M †t,t−a = |Ψt−a〉 〈Ψt|, respectively. Moreover, the central observable to probe the dynamics
of the wavefunctions of N = 2 QMM-UE is the norm of the QM-TPF,

wt−a t ≡ w(a|t) ≡ |mt−a,t| = | 〈Ψt−a|Ψt〉 | = (Tr[ ρt−a ρt])
1
2 . (29)

Now, we introduce the following twin polynomials in terms of the QM observable w(a,t)
whose coefficients are given by the Hamiltonian couplings µ’s and λ’s, respectively,

P
(µ)
L (w(a|t)) ≡

s ∈{1,··· ,L+1
2 }∑

s

µ2s−1 w
2(s−1)
(a|t) ,

P
(λ)
L (w(a|t)) ≡

s ∈{1,··· ,L2 }∑
s

λ2s w
2(s−1)
(a|t) .

(30)
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By means of the polynomials (30), and the QM-TPs and QM-TPOs themselves, the QMM-
H (28) takes its final expression as follows,

H
(2|L)
QMM(t) = P

(µ)
L (w(a|t)) ρt−a + P

(λ)
L (w(a|t)) mt−a,t Mt−a,t + P

(λ?)
L (w(a|t)) m?

t−a,t M
†
t−a,t.

(31)

Now, applying (31) to (25), or by working out the right hand side of (27), the QMM
Schrödinger equation corresponding to H(2|L)

QMM(t) is organized in an efficient way in terms

of two particular quantum-memory functions S(2|L)
R and S(2|L)

N , as follows,

i |Ψ̇t〉 = S(2|L)
R |Ψt−a〉 + S(2|L)

N |Ψt〉 ,

S(2|L)
R ≡ P

(µ+λ)
L (w(a|t)) 〈Ψt−a|Ψt〉 = ( P (µ)

L (w(a|t)) + P
(λ)
L (w(a|t)) ) 〈Ψt−a|Ψt〉 ,

S(2|L)
N ≡ P

(λ?)
L (w(a|t)) w2

(a|t).

(32)

The above QMM functions S(2|L)
R and S(2|L)

N are denoted here as the ‘Retarded’ and ‘Now’
(Shrödinger equation) Functions of the (2, L) QMM-UE, respectively. Finally, let us further
write down the fully-unfolded forms of these two functions for the choices of L = 2 and
L = 3, given that the one-qubit-wavefunction solutions to (32) will be analyzed later for
both of these cases. Upon renaming the couplings according to (15), here they come,

L = 2 : S(2|2)
R = (µ+ λ) 〈Ψt−a|Ψt〉 ; S(2|2)

N = λ? | 〈Ψt−a|Ψt〉 |2,

L = 3 : S(2|3)
R = (µ+ λ+ η | 〈Ψt−a|Ψt〉 |2) 〈Ψt−a|Ψt〉 ; S(2|3)

N = λ? | 〈Ψt−a|Ψt〉 |2.
(33)

Before closing this subsection, we would like to explicitly check and make sure that the
QMM Schrödinger equation (32) preserves the norms of its wavefunction solutions. This
explicit confirmation would be done here despite that the norm-conservation of the wave-
functions |Ψt〉 is guaranteed by the very fact that the QMM time evolution operator is
unitary (11). But it is still worth showing, as a mere consistency check, that the corre-
sponding QMM Schrödinger equation also by itself realizes this feature. Indeed, it would be
enough to do this check for the case of L = 2. Applying the (R,N) Schrödinger operators
(33) to (32), one can easily check that,

d

dt
〈Ψt|Ψt〉 = 2 Re

[
〈Ψt|Ψ̇t〉

]
= 2 Im

[
〈Ψt| S(2|L)

R |ψt−a〉+ 〈Ψt| S(2|L)
N |Ψt〉

]
= 0. (34)

Being so, the QMM Schrödinger equation does by itself secure that the total probability of
the measurements is preserved to be one by the wavefunction solutions which evolve under
the corresponding QMM-H. In fact, this preservation remains always true in the entire
course of the state-history of the closed quantum system P[t0,∞),

Tr[ ρt ] = 1 , ∀ ρt ∈ P[t0,∞). (35)

3.3 The Robust Non-Markovianity of Purely-QMM Unitary Evolutions
One important aspect in understanding the physics of a memory-dependent quantum many
body system is probing its ‘Near-Markovian limit’, namely a limit of the control parameters
where QMM contributions to the system’s time-evolution and observables can be pertur-
batively computed as some sufficiently-small modifications to a Markovian version of the
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system. Clearly, the exact identification of this limit and the formulation of the pertur-
bation scheme with mathematical and physical rigour can vary depending on the specifics
of the system. We now formulate and probe the Near-Markovian limit of the QMM-UE
(11,12,14), for a general closed system whose entire evolution (as of t∗) is generated by its
interacting quantum memories, uncombined with any conventional Hamiltonian. This is
surely not the general case, as the system’s total Hamiltonian can be in its hybrid form (1).
These hybrid settings will be also briefly analyzed in the present paper, but the main idea
of our analyses in this work is that one naturally begins with exploring and understanding
the unprecedented aspects of the most extreme case of Unitary Non-Markovian physics,
that is, closed quantum systems whose unitary evolutions are completely made of their
quantum memories.

Fortunately the definition of the Near-Markovian limit of QMM-UE is straightforward.
This is because, the Hamiltonian H

(N |L)
QMM (t) is by construction a direct composite of the

system’s quantum memories which define its state-history P[t0,t] (13). Being so, all the
QMDs ∆(t)

i=1,··· ,N ≡ t − ti (5), by which the building-block density operators are singled
out, form a set of variables to which the QMM-H (14) explicitly depend as a function.
Given this feature, the above-mentioned Near-Markovian limit of H(N |L)

QMM (t) corresponds

to taking the largest QMD to be a sufficiently small parameter, ∆(t)
1 � 1, in terms of

which all the observables of the system can develop perturbative expansions. With this
definition, recollecting that the full content of the equations (11,12,14) is contained in the
QMM Schrödinger equation (27) or in its equivalent form (20), the central question we are
addressing in this subsection is the following:

In a perturbative scheme based on the sufficient smallness of the largest QMD ∆(t)
1 ≡ a,

a � 1, what perturbative solutions ρ(pert)
t to the QMM dynamical equations (20) are de-

veloped by a closed quantum system which unitarily evolves under H(N |L)
QMM (t)? Are the

solutions to (20) analytic functions of a, specially at the Markovian point a = 0, and of all
the other ∆(t)

i s likewise? Moreover, one wants to know from a more general mathematical
perspective, what functions of the QMDs the typical solutions to the equations (20) or
equivalently to QMM Schrödinger equations (27) are.

The solutions to the H(N |L)
QMM dynamical equation (20) can be generally thought as func-

tions ρ(t, a) ≡ ρt(a), with the QMD a playing the role of an independent variable. We now
look for the near-Markovian dynamical solutions ρ(pert)(t, a) ≡ ρ(pert)

t (a) to (20) which, as
functions of a sufficiently small variable a� 1, are analytic at the Markovian point a = 0.
In other words, we look for the solutions ρ(pert)(t, a) which can be recast as a full Taylor
expansion over the second variable a at the point a = 0,

ρ(pert)(t, a) =
∞∑
j=0

ajρ(j)(t) ≡
∞∑
j=0

ajρ
(j)
t ; ρ

(j)
t : a− independent.

(36)
Now, to capture the near-Markovian solutions to (20) in a way which is consistent order
by order in the perturbation parameter a, we must also implement the QMM ‘temporal’
Taylor expansions, as follows. For every past-time quantum memory that comes into the
making of H(N |L)

QMM (t), namely for every state corresponding to ∆(t)
i > 0, the right hand

side of the dynamical equation (20) contains one time-shifted density operator, ρ
t−∆(t)

i

.
Given the perturbation bound a � 1 and the analyticity assumption, every such entry
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ρ(pert)(t − ∆(t)
i , a) additionally admits a temporal Taylor expansion corresponding to its

tiny time shift, −∆(t)
i , away from the present moment t,

ρ(pert)(t−∆(t)
i , a) =

∞∑
m=0

(−1)m

m! [∆(t)
i ]m dm

dtm
ρ(pert)(t, a) =

=
∞∑
m=0

∞∑
n=0

(−1)m

m! an [∆(t)
i ]m ρ

(n|m)
t ; ρ

(n|m)
t ≡ dm

dtm
ρ

(n)
t .

(37)

Merging (20,36,37) and organizing the result order by order in the perturbation parameter
a, we are led to a hierarchically-coupled system of differential equations for the unknown
functions ρ(j)

t . The outcomes are the time-dependent operator-coefficients of the Taylor
expansion (36) which yield the Near-Markovian analytic solutions to (20). We now work
out the details and the result of this procedure for one specific case which is nevertheless
sufficient to clearly draw the general result which holds for all the (N,L) QMM-Hs defined
in (14).

One can see that it is sufficient to address the most minimal case: (N,L) = (1, 1) specified
in (15), because similar patterns develop, leading to the same end result, in the cases with
larger N or L, but only more involved algebraically. For this take, the QMM-H and the
QMM dynamical equation (20) resulting from it read as follows,

H
(1|1)
QMM(t) = µ ρt−a = µ ρ(t− a, a) ; i

∂

∂t
ρ(t, a) = µ [ ρ(t− a, a) , ρ(t, a) ]. (38)

The near-Markovian solutions of (38) are of the form (36), in which we take a to be
an arbitrary constant, for mere simplicity. For N = 1, there can be only one past-time
quantum memory, and therefore one time-shifted density operator entering in (38). Being
so, (37) is given as follows,

ρ(pert)(t− a, a) =
∞∑
m=0

∞∑
n=0

(−1)m

m! an+m ρ
(n|m)
t . (39)

Applying (36,39) to (38), we obtain the following system of differential equations, with
j ≥ 0 denoting the perturbation order in terms of the QMD a,

i ρ̇
(j)
t = i ρ

(j|1)
t = µ

m+n=j∑
m,n=0

(−1)m

m! [ ρ(n|m)
t , ρ

(j−n−m)
t ]. (40)

Now we look for the functions ρ(j)
t which solve the system (40) order by order in the

Near-Markovian perturbation. At the zeroth order, j = 0, we find,

i ρ̇
(0)
t = 0. (41)

That is, ρ(0)
t is constant. At the first order of perturbation, we extract the differential

equation for ρ(1)
t from (40), and apply the zeroth-order result to it. Thus, we obtain,

i ρ̇
(1)
t = µ [ ρ(0)

t , ρ̇
(0)
t ] = 0. (42)

Therefore, ρ(1)
t is also found to be constant. Next, extracting from (40) the equation for

the second-order entry ρ(2)
t given in (36), and using the constancy of ρ(0)

t and ρ(1)
t , yields,

i ρ̇
(2)
t = −µ ( [ ρ̇(0)

t , ρ
(1)
t ]− 1

2 [ ρ̈(0)
t , ρ

(0)
t ] + [ ρ̇(1)

t , ρ
(0)
t ] ) = 0. (43)
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That is, ρ(2)
t is also a constant solution of time. Continuing this procedure to all the higher

orders in the perturbation over the QMD variable a, we obtain,

ρ̇
(m ≥ 0)
t = 0 =⇒ ρ(pert)(t, a) = constant. (44)

Therefore, one concludes as follows. The only solutions to the (1, 1)-QMM dynamical equa-
tions (38) which are analytic at the Markovian point a = 0 are constant-in-time density
operators. In other words, the Near-Markovian limit of the equations (38) does not admit
any time-dependent perturbative solutions.

It is easy to see that by following the aforementioned procedure, detailed for the (1, 1)
QMM-UE, in the case of larger values of N and L, we are lead to the same conclusion.
For each case, the computation based on (20,36,37) is straightforward and similar, but
just becomes increasingly more involved, with the final result remaining the same. Robust
Non-Markovianity is stable under interactions between quantum memories.

The purely-QMM-UEs are ‘Robustly non-Markovian’. They are robustly non-Markovian in
the following senses: i) Their Near-Markovian limits, namely when the largest QMD be-
comes sufficiently small, are perturbatively trivial, developing only constant-in-time states
as perturbative solutions to their QMM Schrödinger equations. ii) Given any H(N |L)

QMM (t),
the analytic and nontrivial quantum-state-histories are developed only when the largest
QMD, ∆(t)

1 ≡ a, surpasses (or is not less than) some finite threshold a? which depends on
the couplings. That is, collectively denoting the couplings λi1···ir(≤N) introduced in (14)
by ~λ, there is the following ‘Robust Non-Markovianity Condition’ to be satisfied for de-
veloping state-histories which are dynamically non-trivial and solve the QMM Schrödinger
equation (27),

a ≥ a∗ = a∗(~λ). (45)

Three highlights are in order. First, typical state-histories solving the QMM Schrödinger
equations of H(N |L)

QMM (t)s are highly dynamical and develop giant landscapes which are ex-
tremely rich qualitatively. The many solutions of the QMM Schrödinger equations (27)
which we shall obtain analytically and numerically in the next sections establish the
fact. Moreover, for each one of those solutions, we will confirm that the Robust Non-
Markovianity Condition (45) is validated.

Second, the threshold a? of the purely-QMM-UE of is generally a complicated function
of the λi1···ir couplings. In some elementary examples, we compute a?, or lower bounds
to it, analytically. For example, for a specially interesting class of unitary state-histories
developed by H(2|2)

QMM(t) in (15), the right hand side of (45) is realized as,

a? ≥ 1
|λ|
. (46)

Third, hybrid QMM-UEs are threshold-free, as we will show later. For them, the con-
ventional parts of the hybrid QMM-Hs add source terms to (20), such that ρ(m)

t s in (36)
become non-constant, yielding dynamical solutions for arbitrarily small a.
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4 Purely-QMM Unitary Evolutions of The One-Qubit Closed System
4.1 State-History Representations And Quantum Memory Characters
Having formulated a very general theory of QMM-UEs, we now focus on chracterizing,
solving and analyzing, the unitarily-evolving wavefunctions of the closed system of a single
qubit, to be called the ‘one-qubit closed system’, as generated by its quantum memories, in
the concrete forms specified in (15). Physically and mathematically, the one-qubit closed
system is the most fundamental setting to be explored in the novel context of QMM-UE, for
three (two very basic and one rather surprising) reasons. First, its two dimensional Hilbert
space is the smallest state-space capable of hosting genuinely-quantum features. As a re-
sult, given a choice of H(N,L)

QMM , the corresponding QMM Schrödinger equations (27) which
are very complex and unprecedented (highly nonlocal-in-time, highly-nonlinear) differential
equations find their simplest possible mathematical profiles in this very setting. Despite
significant simplifications, we will see that handling, analyzing and solving the one-qubit
QMM Schrödinger equations is still a very demanding task, not only analytically, but also
numerically. Second, one finds many physical situations in which the actual larger (even
infinite dimensional) quantum system can be effectively or temporarily approximated by
the one-qubit closed system, given that the quantum degrees of freedom which are dynam-
ically active, or are relevant to the observables we are interested in, become effectively that
of a qubit. Third, we will find out that the unitary-evolving one-qubit wavefunctions which
solve the QMM Schrödinger equations develop phase diagrams which are remarkably rich,
in the two cases of purely-QMM-UE and hybrid-QMM-UE. In fact, as we will observe in
Section 6, these phase diagrams host universality classes of closed-system quantum states
which (to the best of our knowledge) are qualitatively unprecedented, moreover are likely
useful for various intriguing applications. Being so, the mathematical forms and physical
aspects of the purely-QMM Schrödinger equations (27) of the one-qubit closed system uni-
tarily evolving under (15) are worked out in Section 4 in all details. The solutions and
phase diagrams will be obtained in Sections 5 and 6.

The one-qubit Hilbert space, spanned by the states {|−〉, |+〉}, is isomorphic to CP1. Qubit
pure states, parametrised by the Bloch angles θt ∈ [0, π] and φt ∈ [0, 2π) are,

ρt = |Ψt〉 〈Ψt| = sin2 θt
2 A− + 1

2 sin θte−iφt C− + 1
2 sin θteiφt C+ + cos2 θt

2 A+,

C± ≡ |∓〉〈±| ; A± ≡ |±〉〈∓|,

|Ψt〉 = sin θt2 eiφt |−〉 + cos θt2 |+〉.

(47)

Representing by matrices, (|−〉 , |+〉) ≡ (
(

0
1

)
,

(
1
0

)
), the one-qubit pure states (47) are

rewritten as follows,

|Ψt〉 =
(

cos θt2
sin θt

2 eiφt

)
; ρt = 1

2

(
1 + cos θt sin θt e−iφt
sin θt eiφt 1− cos θt

)
. (48)

In spin representation where one employs the three SU(2) Pauli matrices ~σ = 2~S, the basis
states |±〉 are mapped to the eigenstates of σ3 with eigenvalues ±1, respectively. Moreover,
we have,

σ1 |∓〉 = |±〉 ; A± = 1± σ3

2 = 1
2 ± S

3 ; C∓ = σ1 ± iσ2

2 ≡ σ±

2 = S±. (49)
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Now, upon introducing a time-dependent Bloch vector of norm one, ~rt, the one-qubit pure
states (48) are represented in terms of the Pauli matrices σµ ≡ (1, ~σ) as follows,

ρt ≡
1
2 rµt σ

µ = 1
2 ( 1 + ~rt . ~σ ),

Pure-State Condition, ∀ t : |~rt| = 1 s.t.
~r ≡ (xt , yt , zt) = (sin θt cosφt , sin θt sinφt , cos θt).

(50)

Alternatively, the one-qubit closed system can be reformulated fermionically, a la Schwinger.
One begins with introducing two constrained fermion fields, say each one corresponding to
either of the coloured flavours: red and green, (fr, f †r ) and (fg, f †g ). The one-qubit Hilbert
subspace is identified with the sub-Hilbert space of this pair of fermions for which the
following constraint of total flavour-number conservation holds: nr +ng = 1. In effect, one
has the following correspondence,

σz ←→ ng ; σ− ←→ f †r fg ; σ+ ←→ f †gfr. (51)

Applying this map to (50), and introducing a pair of related coordinates x±t ≡ xt ± iyt,
one finds the following Schwinger fermionic representation of the one-qubit pure states,

ρt = 1− zt
2 1 + zt ng + x+

t

2 f †r fg + x−t
2 f †gfr. (52)

Now, representations of the state-histories of the one-qubit closed system are clear. Given
the unitarity of the evolution, every continuous-in-time succession of the above representa-
tions of the one-qubit pure quantum states, (50) or (52), collected from the initial time t0 to
the present moment t, must be identified with a representation of one (in-principle) possi-
ble pure-state-history P[t0,t] of the one-qubit closed system (13). That is, given continuous
functions (fθ(t), fφ(t)) ≡ (fθt , f

φ
t ) = (θt, φt), the map is,

{ ( sin(fθt ) cos(fφt ) , sin(fθt ) sin(fφt ) , cos(fθt ) ) ≡ ~rt ; ∀ t ∈ [t0, t] } ←→ P[t0,t]. (53)

Now, we compute the QM assemblers, that is, QM-TPF (16) and QM-TPO (17), for any
pair of moments (t′, t′′) in the pure-state-history of the one-qubit closed system. It is
natural to begin with computing the fundamental QM observable, that is, the (square of
the) norm of the QM-TPF as defined in (29),

w2
t′t′′ = |mt′t′′ |2 = | 〈Ψt′ |Ψt′′〉 |2 = 1

2 Tr[ {ρt′ , ρt′′} ]. (54)

Using the representation (50) and the algebra of Pauli matrices, we obtain,

{ρt′ , ρt′′} = 1
2 [ (1 + ~rt′ .~rt′′) 1 + ( ~rt′ + ~rt′′ ). ~σ ]. (55)

Therefore, from (54) and (55), one finds as follows the fundamental QM observable of the
one-qubit closed system,

w2
t′t′′ = 1

4 |~rt
′ + ~rt′′ |2 = 1

2 (1 + ~rt′ . ~rt′′) =

= 1
2
(

cos θt′ cos θt′′ + sin θt′ sin θt′′ cos(φt′ − φt′′) + 1
)
.

(56)

Indeed, the norm of the one-qubit QM-TPF reaches its maximum value, wt′t′′ = 1, when
~rt′′ = ~rt′ , for which ρt′′ = ρt′ , and its minimum value, wt′t′′ = 0, when ~rt′′ = −~rt′ ,
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corresponding to ρt′′ = 1 − ρt′ . Now, the one-qubit QM-TPF mt′t′′ differs from its norm
wt′t′′ by a phase factor which is removable by unobservable phase transformations on the
QM wavefunctions. Therefore, the dynamical equations (20) and (24) do not depend on the
to-be-determined phase of mtitj , because density operators are by construction insensitive
to the phase redundancies of the wavefunctions. But, the total QM-TPFs, including their
phases, do enter into the QMM Schrödinger equations (27) which are written in terms of
the state-history wavefunctions. Using definition (16) and the Bloch parametrization of
the wavefunctions (47), we obtain the one-qubit QM-TPF,

mt′t′′ = cos θt
′

2 cos θt
′′

2 + sin θt
′

2 sin θt
′′

2 ei(φt′′−φt′ ). (57)

Finally, we must compute the QM-TPO Mt′t′′ which can be done in different ways. Us-
ing representation (50) and also the algebra of Pauli matrices, one obtains the following
expression for the product of any two one-qubit density operators,

ρt′ρt′′ = 1
4 [ (1 + ~rt′ .~rt′′) 1 + ( ~rt′ + ~rt′′ + i ~rt′ × ~rt′′ ). ~σ ]. (58)

Now, using (16,17), the one-qubit QM-TPO is obtained as follows,

Mt′t′′ = 1
mt′t′′

ρt′ρt′′ =
(

cos θt′2 cos θt′′2 cos θt′2 sin θt′′
2 e−iφt′′

sin θt′
2 cos θt′′2 eiφt′ sin θt′

2 sin θt′′
2 ei(φt′−φt′′ )

)
. (59)

In conclusion, for any pair of moments (ti, tj) in the pure-state-history of the one-qubit
closed system, its QM-TPO Mtitj is determined by putting together the results (57), (58)
and (59).

4.2 (1,1) QMM Unitary Evolution: The Simplest QMM-H Made Of One Quantum
Memory

We naturally begin with the most minimal QMM-UE ever possible, the choice: N = 1.
Upon this choice, the purity of the state-history formulated in (13) implies that L = 1 is the
longest length that a monomial string in the QMM-H can take. That is, µ ρ

t−∆(t)
1
, with µ

being an arbitrary real valued coupling, can be the only monomial which the Hamiltonian
can contain. Furthermore, setting the QMD to be an arbitrary constant parameter denoted
by a, we conclude the QMM-H specified in (15): H(1,1)

QMM = µ ρt−a. Finally, picking the
‘spin’ representation of the one-qubit density operators given in (50), and upon removing
the dynamically-trivial term ∝ 1, the QMM-H becomes,

H̄
(1,1)
QMM(t) = 1

2 µ ~rt−a · ~σ. (60)

In useful analogy with conventional one-qubit Hamiltonians, it is natural to define a formal
magnetic field in terms of which the QMM-H (60) can be re-expressed as the Hamiltonian of
a magnetic field. The magnetic field, however, is purely made from the quantum memory
of the one-qubit closed system. We call this nonlocal-in-time QMM field, the ‘QMM
Magnetic Field’ (QMM-MF). The QMM-MF written in terms of the QM Bloch vector,
and the re-expressed QMM-H (60) are,

~B(1,1)
QMM(t) ≡ µ ~rt−a ; H̄(1,1) = ~B(1,1)(t) · ~S. (61)
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Having defined (61), the QMM-H (60) and the dynamical equations (20), or (24) for the
one-qubit closed system unitarily evolving under (60), take the following forms,

~̇rt = ~B(1,1)
QMM(t)× ~rt = µ ~rt−a × ~rt. (62)

Equivalently, the QMM Schrödinger equation (27) for the QMM-H (60) is given by,

i |Ψ̇t〉 = 2 µ mt−a t |Ψt−a〉 . (63)

Now, we present the system of delay-differential equations or difference-differential equa-
tions [62, 63, 64, 65] for the evolution of Bloch angles (θ, φ) of a qubit unitarily evolving
under H(1,1)

QMM(t). It can be obtained by extracting it from the vector equations (62), or by
directly applying the QM-TPF mt−a t given in (57) to (63). The result is,

θ̇t = µ Gt−a,t ; sin θt φ̇t = µ Ft−a,t. (64)

in which,

Ft−a,t = cos θt−a sin θt − sin θt−a cos θt cos(φt − φt−a),
Gt−a,t = − sin θt−a sin(φt − φt−a). (65)

The one-qubit unitary state-histories which solve (64,65) will be investigated in the next
sections. Moreover, we will present their phase diagram in Subsection 6.2.

4.3 (2,2) QMM Unitary Evolution: QMM-H Made By Two System’s States With
Monomial Interactions Up To Second Degree

We now work out in full details the Purely-QMM-UE of the one-qubit closed system made
by two interlinked quantum states, one of them being the present moment state, ρt, and
the other the state a distance a back in time, ρt−a, forming strings of length one (linear
in QMs) and two (quadratic in QMs) in the Hamiltonian. That is, we formulate a unitary
two-state system whose evolution is re-fabricated moment by moment by nothing but a
pair of its quantum memories, corresponding to (∆(t)

2 ,∆(t)
1 ) = (0, a), building up by their

monomial interactions the (N,L) = (2, 2) version of the QMM-H (14). We spelled out in
(15) this QMM-H for any closed system. Here we move on to presenting the mathematical
and physical structures of the QMM-H, and its dynamical equations, once applied to the
one-qubit closed system. In doing so, however, we shall add a dynamically effectless term
linear in ρt to the QMM-H (15) which gives more symmetric forms to some of the quantities
and equations to come. We highlight that this Hamiltonian term which commutes with
ρt will make no observable effect on the final dynamical equations apart from unphysical
deformations which only have to do with unobservable phases of the wavefunctions |Ψt〉
given in (47). Therefore, denoting the real and imaginary parts of the λ coupling in (15) by
(λR, λI) and upon renaming the past-QM µ coupling as µt−a, we now consider an isolated
qubit whose Hamiltonian is made in the following form by two of its quantum memories,

H
(2,2)
QMM(t) = µt−a ρt−a + µt ρt + λR { ρt−a, ρt } + iλI [ ρt−a , ρt ]. (66)

Applying the representation (50) of the one-qubit pure density operator, using the el-
ementary properties of the Pauli matrices, and introducing the deformed µ couplings:
(µ̂t−a, µ̂t) ≡ (µt−a + λR , µt + λR), the QMM-H (66) takes the following form,

H
(2,2)
QMM(t) =

= 1
2 [ (µt−a + µt + λR + λI ~rt−a · ~rt ) 1 + (µ̂t−a ~rt−a + µ̂t ~rt − λI ~rt−a × ~rt ) · ~σ ].

(67)
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It is natural to introduce a QMM-MF ~B(2,2)
QMM(t) which in every moment t is remade from

the two interacting quantum memories of the qubit (ρt−a, ρt), ~B(2,2)
QMM(t) = ~B(2,2)

QMM(~rt−a, ~rt).
Being so, dropping the term ∝ 1 in (67) and renaming its dynamically relevant part as
H̄

(2,2)
QMM(t), the (2,2) QMM-H of the one-qubit closed system is re-expressed as follows,

~B(2,2)
QMM(t) ≡ µ̂t−a ~rt−a + µ̂t ~rt − λI ~ra × ~rt ; H̄

(2,2)
QMM(t) = ~B(2,2)

QMM(t) · ~S. (68)

Accordingly, the dynamical equations (20) or (24) which are resulted from the above QMM-
H come to the following familiar Bloch-vectorial form,

~̇rt = ~B(2,2)
QMM(t)× ~rt =⇒ ~̇rt = λI ~rt−a − λI (~rt−a · ~rt) ~rt + µ̂t−a ~rt−a × ~rt. (69)

One now highlights, as an alternative, the insightful formulation of the (2,2) QMM-UE
of the one-qubit closed system by means of Schwinger fermions. The purely-fermionic
representation of the QMM-H, H(2,2)

QMM(t), can be done in two ways: either we work it out
independently by going back to (66), applying the fermionic representation (52) to it and
doing the algebra, or we simply apply the mapping (51) to the spin representation (67).
We shall write the final result only. First, introducing the following compact notations are
useful,

v ≡ 1− z ; (a ∧ b)t−a t ≡ at−a bt − at bt−a , ∀ (a, b). (70)

Now, the (2, 2) QMM-H of the one-qubit closed system finds the following alternative
representation as a QMM purely-fermionic system,

H
(2,2)
QMM(t) = C1(t) 1 + H̄

(2,2)
QMM(t),

2 C1(t) = µt−a vt−a + µt vt + λI (x−t−a x+
t )I + λR [ (x−t−a x+

t )R + vt−a vt ],

H̄
(2,2)
QMM(t) = ζQMM(t) ng + τ?QMM(t) f †r fg + τQMM(t) f †gfr.

(71)

As we see in (71), the dynamically relevant part of the Hamiltonian, H̄(2,2)
QMM(t), takes the

following couplings: a nonlocal-in-time real coupling ζQMM(t) which is similar to a QMM
chemical potential, and a nonlocal-in-time complex coupling τ?QMM(t) which is similar to
a QMM tunneling amplitude. In terms of the Bloch coordinates of the system’s states at
t− a and t, these QMM couplings are derived as follows,

ζQMM(t) = µ̂t−a zt−a + µ̂t zt − λI (x−t−a x+
t )I ,

2 τQMM(t) = µ̂t−a x
−
t−a + µ̂t x

−
t + i λI (z ∧ x−)t−a t,

2 τ?QMM(t) = µ̂t−a x
+
t−a + µ̂t x

+
t + i λI (z ∧ x+)t−a t.

(72)

Given (71,72), the (2, 2)-QMM one-qubit closed system physically takes the form of a
(nonlocal-in-time version of) Hubbard model [86] with two sites, each one site for one of
the Schwinger fermions. The unconventionality of the above Hubbard model comes about
by the QMM structure of the couplings: the tunneling amplitude and chemical potential
are remade, moment by moment, by the state-history history of the system. We also obtain
an ‘unconventional-Hubbard-model’ representation of the (1, 1) one-qubit closed system by
turning off the λ coupling in (72). Likewise, the n-qubit closed system yield a nonlocal-in-
time 2n-site Hubbard model in which all tunneling amplitudes, density-density interactions
and chemical potentials are QMM. Finally, we note that unconventional fermionic-or-spin
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systems similar to (71,72) or (68), but albeit with increasingly more complex QMM many-
body interactions, represent the (N,L)-QUEs of all finite-dimensional closed quantum
systems.

Now using either of the equivalent representations (71,72) or (68), one can obtain the dif-
ferential equations for the time evolution of the one-qubit Bloch coordinates. For example,
these equations can be extracted from the dynamical equation (69), by using the angular
parametrization of the two QM Bloch vectors (~rt−a, ~rt), given in (50). Alternatively, they
can be obtained by applying the QM-TPF data (57) and (54), together with the Bloch-
angle parametrizations (47), to the (2,2) QMM Schrödinger equation given in (32,33). The
result is the following coupled system of nonlocal-in-time differential equations,

θ̇t = µ̂t−a Gt−a,t − λI Ft−a,t,
sin θt φ̇t = µ̂t−a Ft−a,t + λI Gt−a,t. (73)

The two QMM functions (Ft−a,t,Gt−a,t) are the same as given in (65). In next sections,
some analytic solutions to the above equations are obtained and analyzed. Moreover, we
numerically work out the total phase diagram of the unitarily-evolving wavefucntions which
solve (73) is Subsection 6.3.

4.4 (2,3) QMM Unitary Evolution: QMM-H Made By Two System’s States With
Monomial Interactions Up To Third Degree

Now, we consider, and later analyze and solve, the QMM-UE with N = 2 and L = 3. The
motivation is more than just analyzing a QMM-H with more complex structure: the aim
is to understand the effect of turning on higher-order monomial interactions (in this case:
third order), while keeping the number of quantum memories fixed (in this case: two). The
corresponding Hamiltonian, H(2,3)

QMM(t), is specified in (15), with linear terms being ignored
in it, because (as we have seen) the linear coupling µt−a can be absorbed in a deformation
of the coupling of the second-degree monomial interaction: λR → µ̂t−a = µt−a + λR. To
this aim, as motivated before, we restrict to the fundamental example: the one-qubit closed
system under QMM-UE generated by H(2,3)

QMM(t) in (15). For the one-qubit closed system,
using (66,56,50), the (2, 3) QMM-H in (15) is,

H
(2,3)
QMM(t) = H

(2,2)
QMM(t)|(µt−a,µt)=(0,0) + H

(2,3|∆L=1)
QMM (t),

H
(2,3|∆L=1)
QMM (t) = η ρt−a ρt ρt−a = η w2

t−a t ρt−a =

= η

2 ( 1 + ~rt−a · ~rt ) ρt−a = η

4 ( 1 + ~rt−a · ~rt ) (1 + ~rt−a · ~σ).

(74)

As in (1,1) and (2,2) cases, we now define a QMM-MF ~B(2,3)
QMM (t). Introducing H̄(2,3)

QMM(t)
by setting aside the term ∝ 1 in (74), and remembering (68), we immediately find,

H̄
(2,3)
QMM(t) = ~B(2,3)

QMM (t) · ~S,
~B(2,3)
QMM (t) = λR ~rt + [ λR + η

2 ( 1 + ~rt−a · ~rt ) ] ~rt−a − λI ~rt−a × ~rt.
(75)

Being so, the resulted dynamical equations (20) or (24) are given as follows,

~̇rt = ~B(2,3)
QMM (t)× ~rt ⇒

~̇rt = λI ~rt−a − λI (~rt−a · ~rt) ~rt + [ λR + η

2 (1 + ~rt−a · ~rt) ] ~rt−a × ~rt.
(76)
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Finally, either by applying (57, 54; 47) to QMM Schrödinger equation (27) for H(2,3)
QMM(t),

or by working out (76) in Bloch polar coordinates, a coupled system of nonlocal-in-time
differential equations describing the time evolution of the Bloch angles under one-qubit
(2, 3) QMM-UE is obtained. Defining functions (Aθt−a,t,A

φ
t−a,t) as,

Aφt−a,t = 1
4

(
− cos(φt − φt−a)

(
sin(2θt) sin2(θt−a) cos(φt − φt−a)

+ 2 cos(θt) sin(θt−a) + cos(2θt) sin(2θt−a)
)

+ sin(2θt) cos2(θt−a) + 2 sin(θt) cos(θt−a)
)
.

(77)

Aθt−a,t = −1
2 sin(θt−a) sin(φt − φt−a) ×

×
(

sin(θt) sin(θt−a) cos(φt − φt−a) + cos(θt) cos(θt−a) + 1
)
.

(78)

and recalling (Ft−a,t,Gt−a,t) in (65), the dynamical equations are presented as follows,

θ̇t = η Aθt−a,t + λR Gt−a,t − λIt−a,t Ft−a,t,

sin θt φ̇t = η Aφt−a,t + λR Ft−a,t + λIt−a,t Gt−a,t.
(79)

The phase diagram of the unitarily-evolving wavefunctions which solve the equation (79)
is explored in Section 6.4.

4.5 (3,3) QMM Unitary Evolution: A Specific QMM-H Made By Three System’s States
With Third-Degree Monomial Interactions

Finally, we detail the QMM-UE of the one-qubit closed system with (N,L) = (3, 3). With
this choice of (N,L), at every present moment t, the system’s Hamiltonian H(3,3)

QMM(t) must
be made of three time-varying quantum memories which interact in the form of monomials
of maximum degree three. Furthermore, we fix these interacting quantum memories by
choosing the following spectrum of QMDs: (∆(t)

3 ,∆(t)
2 ,∆(t)

1 ) = (0, b, a), with a and b < a
being arbitrary real numbers. That is, the three quantum memories are identified with the
system’s states at the present time t, at a past moment t − b, and at a far past moment
t− a, respectively: (ρt−a, ρt−b, ρt).

Finally, it suffices to include only interaction monomials of degree three in defining the
corresponding QMM-H, given the sufficient complexity and richness of this choice, as will
be seen later in the resulted phase diagram of the one-qubit closed system. Therefore,
given the assumed purity of the states, the most general (3, 3) QMM-H with this crite-
ria is H(3,3)

QMM(t) specified in (15). As in all the previous cases, the one-qubit QMM-H is
naturally expressed in terms of a QMM-MF which in every moment t is remade by the
identifying Bloch vectors of the three interacting states: (~rt−a, ~rt−b, ~rt). That is, using the
representation (50) and defining the dynamically relevant part of the QMM-H H̄

(3,3)
QMM(t)

which differs from the original Hamiltonian given in (15) only by a dynamically irrelevant
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term ∝ 1, one has,

H
(3,3)
QMM(t) = κ ρt−a ρt−b ρt + κ? ρt ρt−b ρt−a = C(~rt−a, ~rt−b, ~rt) 1 + H̄

(3,3)
QMM(t),

H̄
(3,3)
QMM(t) = ~B(3,3)

QMM(t) · ~S,

~B(3,3)
QMM(t) = κR

2
[

(~rt−a + ~rt−b + ~rt) + (~rt−a · ~rt−b)~rt − (~rt−a · ~rt)~rt−b + (~rt−b · ~rt)~rt−a
]
−

− κI

2 ( ~rt−a × ~rt−b + ~rt−b × ~rt + ~rt−a × ~rt ).
(80)

Dynamical equations (20) or (24) which correspond to the (N,L) = (3, 3) QMM-UE of the
one-qubit closed system under the above Hamiltonian (80) are now given by,

~̇rt = 1
2 κR

[
(1 + ~rt−b · ~rt) ~rt−a × ~rt + (1− ~rt−a · ~rt) ~rt−b × ~rt

]
+

+ 1
2 κI

[
(1 + ~rt−b · ~rt) ~rt−a + (1− ~rt−a · ~rt) ~rt−b − (~rt−a · ~rt + ~rt−b · ~rt) ~rt

]
.

(81)

Finally, we obtain a coupled system of nonlocal-in-time differential equations describing
the dynamics of the one-qubit wavefunction Bloch angles under (80). As before, this can be
done either by applying (57, 54) and (47) to QMM Schrödinger equation (27) corresponding
to the one-qubit Hamiltonian H(3,3)

QMM(t) given in (80), or by detailing the vectorial equation
(76) in Bloch polar coordinates. The result is,

θ̇t = κR G̃t−a,t−b,t − κI F̃t−a,t−b,t,
sin θt φ̇t = κR F̃t−a,t−b,t + κI G̃t−a,t−b,t. (82)

The pair of nonlocal-in-time QMM functions (F̃t−a,t−b,t , G̃t−a,t−b,t) in equations (82) are
specified as follows,

F̃t−a,t−b,t = 1
2
[
− sin(θt−a) cos(φt − φt−a) cos(θt−b) + cos(θt−a) sin(θt−b) cos(φt − φt−b) +

+ sin(θt) cos(θt−a) − cos(θt) sin(θt−a) cos(φt − φt−a) +
+ sin(θt) cos(θt−b) − cos(θt) sin(θt−b) cos(φt − φt−b)

]
,

G̃t−a,t−b,t = 1
2 [ − cos(θt) sin(θt−a) sin(φt − φt−a) cos(θt−b)

+ sin(θt−b) cos(φt−b) (sin(θt) sin(θt−a) sin(φt−a)− sin(φt)) +
+ cos(θt) cos(θt−a) sin(θt−b) sin(φt − φt−b) +
+ sin(θt−b) sin(φt−b)(cos(φt)− sin(θt) sin(θt−a) cos(φt−a)) +
+ sin(θt−a) sin(φt−a − φt) ].

(83)

The complex phase diagram of the QMM unitary state-histories which solve equations (82)
is probed in Section 6.5. Indeed, we will demonstrate that, in comparison with its N = 2
counterpart whose unprecedented phase diagram is remarkably rich, N = 3 QMM-UE of
the one-qubit closed system does develop several phases of QMM unitary state-histories
which are distinctive and unprecedented qualitatively.
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5 QMM Unitary Evolutions of The One-Qubit Closed System:
Analytical Results

5.1 The General Scope of Analytical Investigations
In this section, a number of distinctive unitarily-evolving wavefunctions which, exactly or
perturbatively, solve the QMM Schrödinger equations of the one-qubit closed system are ob-
tained analytically. Moreover, we work out analytically selected features of these solutions,
because next to solving the equations mathematically, we must develop an intuitively-clear
understanding of the qualitatively-novel physics of the QMM unitary state-histories which
are realized by them. To develop these analyses, it suffices to focus all through this section
on the (2, 2) QMM-UE of the one-qubit closed system which was extensively detailed in
Subsection 4.3. The main reason for this sufficiency is twofold. First, QMM Schrödinger
equations (73) are already very challenging mathematically. Second, as we will find out,
the solutions to these equations do realize unitary-evolving one-qubit states which cannot
be developed by conventional Hamiltonian counterparts, already before considering the
more-involved (N,L) QMM Schrödinger equations.

5.2 Purely-QMM Unitary State-Histories On The ‘θ-Orbit’
In this subsection, the simplest (exact and ‘excitonic’) analytic wavefunction solutions to
the QMM Schrödinger equations corresponding to the QMM-H (66), in the form presented
in (73), are presented. Moreover, we analyze, determine or constrain the a? thresholds,
which mark the Robust Non-Markovianity of a family of related solutions.

5.2.1 The Profile-Invariant State-History, Stability, Dynamical Attractor

We now introduce the first special ‘orbit’ of the state time evolution of the one-qubit
closed system, and then obtain and analyze several (here the simplest) wavefunction so-
lutions along it, realizing QMM unitary state-histories in correspondence with (66). This
special orbit, and its counterpart introduced in the next subsection, are obtained by im-
posing the simplest dynamically-consistent constraints on the time evolution of the state,
and also on the Hamiltonian couplings. The motivation for considering these orbits is that
they are instructionally insightful and useful, specially for one’s analytic explorations. This
is because the QMM Schrödinger equations are simplified along these special orbits con-
siderably, nevertheless, they do not miss the main features of the general-orbit equations,
neither mathematically nor physically. Moving to Section 6, we solve equations (73) along
generic one-qubit orbits, using numerical tools.

The first special orbit, the θ-orbit, refers collectively to all the unitary time evolutions
of the one-qubit wavefunctions for which, stated in terms of the Bloch representation (47),
the φ angle is kept constant, but the θ angle is set free to evolve based on its interacting
memories: θ̇t = f(θt−a, θt). Along the θ-orbit, where ∀ t: φt = φt0 , one has,

Gt−a,t = 0 ; Ft−a,t = sin(θt − θt−a). (84)

Moreover, imposing the dynamical constraint φ̇t ≡ 0 to equations (73) enforces the fol-
lowing constraint on the couplings of the QMM-H (66): µ̂t−a = µt−a + λR = 0. These
constraints, together with (84), yield the dynamical equation on θ-orbit,

θ̇t = −λI sin
(
θt − θt−a

)
. (85)
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The beautiful equation (85) is concise, but infinite dimensional. It must be highlighted that
the above equation inherits the essential characteristics of equations (73). It is a nonlinear
delay-differential equation [62, 63, 64, 65] with a simplified but similar form. Being so,
our analytic analyses will be mostly based on equation (85). Applying the defining θ-orbit
constraint φt = φt0 to (57), and using the corresponding equation (85), one finds these
expressions for the QM-TPFs of the unitary state-histories on the θ-orbit,

mt−a t = wt−a t = cos
(θt − θt−a

2
)

; w2
t−a t

(
1− w2

t−a t
)

= θ̇2
t

4 (λI)2 . (86)

It is natural to begin with looking for those exact solutions to the delay-differential θ-orbit
equation (85) whose defining profiles, as expressed in terms of finitely-many elementary
functions, remain invariant in the whole course of time evolution. These are solutions θt
which preserve their defining initial-history profile, chosen for [t0, t0 + a], ever after the
turning-on of all the interacting quantum memories: namely all through [t0 +a,∞). Obvi-
ously, compared with generic solutions whose profiles can change in a-dependent intervals,
the ‘profile-invariant solutions’ are the first to be obtained.

First, we see that all the (N,L) Purely-QMM-UEs of all closed quantum many-body sys-
tems admit constant-in-time density operators as their trivial exact solutions. This fact
can be easily confirmed by noticing that upon substituting: ρtl = ρt,∀ tl into (14), we get:
H

(N,L)
QQM (t) ∝ ρt, resulting at: ρ̇t = ρt0 . The perturbative of this static solution to (85),

θt = const., will be investigated later in what comes in this section. Next, we ask: what
is the simplest profile-invariant dynamical solution to the θ-orbit equation? Equation (85)
is featured with the special structure that the time-derivative of its variable is sourced by
the mere difference between the variable at (the quantum memory moments) t− a and t.
Being so, the delay differential equation turns into a generically-solvable algebraic equa-
tion upon substituting in it a linear-in-time ansatz. Likewise, equation (85) realizes its
the simplest dynamical solution as a one-qubit unitary state-history (13) whose evolving
density operators are parametrized by a linear-in-time θ angle, modulo its identifications.
That is, we look for the state-history,(

θt , φt
)

=
(
α t+ β , φt0

)
,

mt−a t = wt−a t = cos
(a α

2
)
.

(87)

Indeed, (87) satisfies the equation (85) for arbitrary β if the slope α is a real root of,

α+ λI sin(a α) = 0. (88)

The parameters of the above algebraic equation in terms of which the slope α is fixed are
λI , namely the Hamiltonian coupling introduced in (66), and a, being the largest QMD.
For example, as long as λI is taken positive, α = 0 is the only solution, but a = 1 and
λI = −2 yields the following three solutions: α = 0 and |α| ≈ 1.89549. Indeed, one solution
to (88) is always α = 0, resulting at a static one-qubit state-history. But, even numbers of
non-zero α solutions to (88) appear (in ± pairs) only on a proper subspace of the (a, λI)
plane. Stated precisely, this subspace corresponds to the (λI < 0, a > a?) region for a
threshold a? = a?(λI) which will be determined in Subsection 5.2.3.

Now, we advance to point out that the solution (87,88), despite being a special one, has a
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very significant relation with all the solutions in the moduli space of the θ-orbit. Let us
consider any state-history (θt = θ(t), φt = const.) which identifies a one-qubit unitarily-
evolving wavefuncion on the θ-orbit, by solving (85). Clearly, an important characteristic
of any generic solution is its late-time asymptotics, also (getting to know) if this asymp-
totics by itself corresponds to any specific exact solution of (85) as a (static or dynamical)
attractor of the system. We now analyze analytically all these questions. To this aim, we
first introduce a natural dimensionless coordinate which is the time measured in the units
of the largest QMD, that is: τ ≡ t

a . Likewise, we introduce the dimensionless coupling
ξ ≡ λIa of the QMM-H, H(2,2)

QMM(τ) by which the τ -evolution is generated. Re-expressing
the θ-orbit dynamics in terms of (τ, ξ), equation (85) takes the following form,

θ̇τ = − ξ sin
(
θτ − θτ−1

)
. (89)

The objective is obtaining the leading-order solution to (89) at sufficiently-late times τ � 1,
which also is the general asymptotic solution to the above equation for τ → ∞. Now, to
work out the dominant solution at late times by means of a well-defined Taylor series, it
is good to do a second change of variable from τ to x̃ ≡ τ−1, such that the asymptotics is
captured by x̃� 1. Applying the change of variables, the largest QMD ∆(t)

1 = a is mapped
respectively to ∆(τ)

1 = 1 and ∆(x̃)
1 = −x̃2 +O[x̃3] ≈ −x̃2. Therefore, the difference between

the θ angle at the two quantum-memory moments which appears in the right hand side
of the above equation is recast, to the leading order in the x̃ � 1 Taylor expansion, as
follows: θx̃ − θx̃−∆(x̃)

1
≈ −x̃2 θ̇x̃. Being so, the late-time dynamics of the θ-orbit equation

is described by the following first-order differential equation,(
x̃2 θ̇x̃

)
+ ξ sin

(
x̃2 θ̇x̃

)
= a

[
θ̇t + λI sin

(
a θ̇t

) ]
= 0. (90)

Finally, comparing (90) with (88) proves that the late-time dynamics is given by,

θ̇
( t
a
�1)

t = constant = α(λI , a)|a real root of (88) . (91)

This completes the proof that the profile-invariant unitary state-history (87,88) is the
dynamic-or-‘curve’ attractor of all one-qubit unitary state-histories on the the θ-orbit.
Note that we did not demand the smallness of a: the proof holds for arbitrary a(≥a?).
Moreover, as anticipated, generic solutions do not wait for very long times (in a units) to
realize their dynamical attractor (87,88) with good approximations. In Subsection 6.3.2,
both for re-establishing the result (91), and for examining the fast tendency of the θ-orbit
state-histories in approaching it, we present numerical solutions to (85).

Now, we investigate the stability of the profile-invariant solution (87,88) under general
perturbations, noting that the stability analysis of the trivial solution is also included.
The very statement that the solution (87,88) is the dynamical attractor for all θ-orbit so-
lutions indicates its stability under the subclass of perturbations which are confined on the
θ-orbit. Here in what follows analytically, joined with the numerical results of Subsection
6.3.2, we directly examine the most general perturbations of this solution. That is, we must
look for sufficiently small deformations of the θ-orbit special solution (87,88) in the entire
moduli space of solutions to the general-orbit equations (73). Introducing a perturbation
parameter ε� 1, and choosing any root α of (88) for a given (a, λI), we apply to (85) the
following ansatz,

θt = θ
(0)
t + ε θ

(1)
t + · · · = (α t+ β) + ε θ

(1)
t + · · ·

φt = φ
(0)
t + ε φ

(1)
t + · · · = φt0 + ε φ

(1)
t + · · ·

(92)
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Expansing the expressions to first order in ε yields two linear first-order delay-differential
equations for the time evolution of the fluctuation modes. For the θ(1)

t modes we obtain,

θ̇
(1)
t = −λI cos(a α)

(
θ

(1)
t − θ

(1)
t−a
)
. (93)

The φ(1)
t modes are evolved under an independent similar equation which is nevertheless

featured, in distinction with (93), with a time-dependent prefactor,

φ̇
(1)
t = α

[
cot(a α)− cot(α t+ β)

] (
φ

(1)
t − φ

(1)
t−a
)
. (94)

The first thing to observe about the above equations is that, similar to their nonlinear
ancestor equation (85), the time-derivatives are sourced by the mere differences of the
functions at the quantum-memory moments t − a and t. Given this characteristics, it is
clear that the solution for the mode ever after the onset of quantum memories, namely:
t ≥ t0 + a, vanishes identically, that is: θ(1)

t = 0 or φ(1)
t = 0, if the initial-history profile of

the perturbation during t ∈ [t0, t0 + a] is taken to be any constant-in-time function. Now,
we must deal with the solutions for the modes for time-dependent initial histories of the
perturbations. Given the decoupling of the dynamical equations for θ(1)

t and φ(1)
t , one can

investigate the two moduli spaces independently.

Let us begin with profile-invariant solutions to (93). It is immediate to see that by in-
serting in (93) a linear-in-time profile for the mode, we get θ(1)

t = θ
(1)
c : a static mode.

Now, we must consider the exponential-in-time modes: θ(1)
t ∝ eγ t [62, 63, 64, 65]. The

‘characteristic equation’ which determines these modes is found from (93) as follows,

γ + λ cos(a α) (1− e−a γ) = 0. (95)

It is easy to see that the transcendental equation (95) yields γ = 0 as its single root. First,
γ = 0 is always the trivial solution to the equation. Second, the derivative of the right
hand side of (95) with respect to γ never change its sign on the entire real γ axis. Being
so, equation (95) can have one real root, but not more. Given the reality of the modes, the
complex roots of (95) must be purely imaginary and must organize linear combinations
with oscillatory profiles: θ(1)

t = c1 sin(γ t + β) + c2 cos(γ t + β). But then it can be seen
directly that demanding these profiles to solve the θ(1)

t equation (93) enforces γ to van-
ish, again giving us the static θ(1)

t mode as the only solution. Similarly, we get only static
modes for all other types of profile-invariant fluctuations, for example, those with arbitrary
polynomial-in-time profiles. The conclusion is that there cannot be any profile-invariant
mode fluctuating over the solution (87,88).

We now extend our analysis to the most general family of solutions to (93): these are
the solutions which are developed out of arbitrary initial histories: θ(1)

t|(t0≤t≤t0+a)
≡ θ

(1|0)
t ,

and being so, cannot be profile-invariant generically. Because general analysis of these
generic solutions cannot be done using the known analytical methods, we must utilize
numerical methods. This numerical investigation is to be presented in Subsection 6.3.2.
The upshot is that all the θ(1)

t fluctuations which solve (93) undergo ever-shrinking oscil-
lations whose attractors, θ(1)

c , are history-dependent constants: all θ(1)
t modes are destined

to become static. The values of these fixed-point attractors are generically non-zero, nev-
ertheless they correspond to unphysical modes. This is because the sole effect of a static
modes is a perturbative shift in the β parameter which appears in (87), an effect which
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in turn can be gauged away by resetting t0. Finally, given the decoupling of the θ(1)
t and

φ
(1)
t modes, we conclude that the profile-invariant solution (87,88) is stable against all the

perturbations which are confined to the θ-orbit.

Next, we must probe generic φ(1)
t modes. It is easy to find out that the evolution of these

modes is significantly different from that of θ(1)
t modes. The reason is that φ(1)

t modes
evolve according to equation (94) whose structure, although similar to (93), is marked
by a diverging time-dependent factor in its right hand side. Indeed, precisely due to this
factor, generic φ(1)

t modes are rapidly driven to grow nonperturbatively, destabilizing their
background θ-orbit solution (87,88). To see this fact concretely, we set a known but arbi-
trary initial-history φ(1)

t|(t0≤t≤t0+a)
≡ φ(1|0)

t for the mode. Now, one traces the φ(1)
t evolution

across time intervals of length a consecutively, using “method of steps” [62, 63, 64, 65].
Denoting the mth-step solutions by φ(1|m)

t , every next-step solution φ(1|n+1)
t satisfies this

ordinary differential equation in terms of the already-known φ(1|n)
t ,

φ̇
(1|n+1)
t = α

[
cot(a α)− cot(α t+ β)

] (
φ

(1|n+1)
t − φ(1|n)

t−a
)
. (96)

As we observe, with t approaching any root of sin(α t + β) = 0, φ̇(1|n+1)
t is boosted up

boundlessly, unless φ(1|n+1)
t = φ

(1|n)
t−a exceptionally. For example, taking t0 = β = 0, the

first divergence happens at t = π
α which, given (88), is located in one of the time steps

exceeding t = π
|λI | . Supposing again (a, λI) = (1,−2), this first divergence is reached at the

very first time interval after the outset of the quantum memories. Numerical simulations
of the solutions to (94) re-confirm the destabilizing behavior of the φ(1)

t modes, due to the
role played by the time-dependent prefactor on its RHS.

This concludes the stability analysis of the profile-invariant state-history (87,88) which
is the dynamical attractor for all the state-histories realizable on the θ-orbit. The result
is that this special state-history is stable against perturbations confined to its orbit, but
is destabilized by ‘general orbit perturbations’, namely those launched by turning on a
non-constant initial quantum-history of the φ-angle fluctuations: φ(1)

t|(t0≤t≤t0+a)
= φ

(1|0)
t . In

fact, the above instability is qualitatively very fruitful. This is so, because it is a cause
for the phenomenon that the state-histories which solve the equations (73) form a rich
phase diagram, featured with generic late-time behavior of unitarily-evolving wavefunc-
tions which is significantly different from the linear-in-time θ-orbit solution. In Section 6,
using numerical methods, we numerically map the remarkably-rich phase diagram of the
one-qubit closed system under (2, 2) Purely-QMM unitary evolution.

5.2.2 Generic Purely-QMM Unitary State-Histories On The θ-Orbit

Generic θ-orbit state-histories, namely the solutions to the delay-differential equation (85)
which are developed out of a generic initial quantum-history θt|(t0≤t≤t0+a)

≡ θ[0]
t are ‘profile-

changing’ (in the sense defined in Subsection 5.2.1). As established, all such state-histories
must tend to (87,88), being the only profile-invariant state-history on the θ-orbit, as their
dynamical attractor. Furthermore, in Subsection 6.3.2, we expose numerically examples
of generic solutions to the θ-orbit equation (85). Nevertheless, it remains worthwhile to
develop an analytic understanding of these state-histories. It is the objective of the present
subsection to fill this gap.
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To work out such solutions, as used in probing the φ(1)
t modes, the best method one utilizes

is the method of steps to consecutively integrate the delay-differential equation across time
intervals of length a, beginning from an initial quantum-history θ[0]

t [62, 63, 64, 65]. The
implemented procedure is iterative: the solution at each new (n+ 1)th-step, θ[n+1]

t , is ob-
tained based on the already-obtained previous-step solution θ[m]

t , by solving this nonlinear
first-order ordinary differential equation,

θ̇
[n+1]
t = −λI sin

(
θ

[n+1]
t − θ[n]

t−a
)
. (97)

To integrate iteratively the chain of ordinary differential equations which encode the full-
time solution to a given delay-differential equation, one takes, as initial condition, an
input-function which serves as the initial history in the time interval [t0, t0 + a]. De-
pending on what input-function one chooses as the initial history, exact solutions to the
resulted differential equations at (some of the) subsequent length-a time-steps may be
obtained analytically. In the case of the nonlinear delay-differential equation (97), if we
take a linear-in-time initial quantum history θ[0]

t ∝ t, being the simplest choice, then the
first-step differential equation for θ[1]

t becomes integrable in terms of trigonometric and
inverse-trigonometric functions. However, because this integrability does not further even
to the second time-step for θ[2]

t , it is not particularly instructional to write it down explic-
itly. Indeed, it is well-known to mathematicians that nonlinear delay-differential equations
are very rarely integrable by available analytical methods. Therefore, we need to take an
alternative approach to carry out the integration of the sequential differential equations
(97) analytically. The alternative is a perturbative approach in which the resulted integra-
bility comes with the following three merits. First, it works with very diverse choices of the
initial quantum history θ[0]

t . Second, it extends up to arbitrary orders in the perturbation,
in a way which is entirely covariant. Third, it continues in a highly similar fashion to
arbitrary length-a time-steps.

Let us consider an arbitrary function h
[0]
t∈[t0+t0+a] and marginalize it by the action of a

sufficiently small prefactor ε� 1. We identify the initial quantum history with this com-
bination. Now, we aim to construct each one of the fixed-step state-histories θ[n ≥ 1]

t in the
orders of perturbation in terms of the ε parameter. That is, we set a perturbative scheme
as follows to consecutively integrate the sequential differential equations (97),

θ
[0]
t ≡ ε h

[0]
t ; θ

[n]
t =

∞∑
m=1

εm θ
[n|m]
t . (98)

Substituting (98) into the first-step equation (97) for θ[1]
t , and organizing the resulted

expression as a series expansion in powers of ε, we obtain a generically-inhomogeneous
first-order differential equation of the following form for every one of the functions θ[1|m]

t ,

θ̇
[1|m]
t + λI θ

[1|m]
t = λI J

[1|m]
t

(
h

[0]
t−a , θ

[1|r<m]
t

)
. (99)

To be concrete, here are the explicit forms of the first few ‘source’ functions J [1|m]
t ,

J
[1|1]
t = h

[0]
t−a ; J [1|2]

t = 0 ; J [1|3]
t = 1

6
(
θ

[1|1]
t − h[0]

t−a
)3 ; J [1|4]

t = 1
2 θ

[1|2]
t

(
θ

[1|1]
t − h[0]

t−a
)2
,

J
[1|5]
t = 1

2
(
θ

[1|1]
t − h[0]

t−a
)2
θ

[1|3]
t + 1

2
(
θ

[1|1]
t − h[0]

t−a
)

(θ[1|2]
t )2 + 1

120
(
θ

[1|1]
t − h[0]

t−a
)5
.

(100)
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The general solution to differential equations (99) for θ[1|m]
t is analytically well-known, and

for example using the method of ‘variation of parameters’, can be written as follows,

θ
[1|m]
t = e−λ

I t ( c[1|m] +
∫
dt eλ

I t J
[1|m]
t

)
; ∀ m ∈ N. (101)

The coefficients c[1|m] are determined by imposing the following boundary conditions,

θ
[0]
t0+a = θ

[1]
t0+a =⇒ θ

[1|m>1]
t0+a = 0 ; h

[0]
t0+a = θ

[1|1]
t0+a. (102)

The above patters goes on, almost identically, to the subsequent length-a time-steps. That
is, one obtains the same expressions for all fixed-step θ-orbit state-histories θ[1|n>1]

t . The
only change that we need to implement at each time-step is to re-set the initial quantum
history, being the state-history in the previous step, and re-compute the source functions
J

[n|m]
t accordingly. To be clear, let us now consider the θ-orbit state-history in the second

interval [t0 + 2a, t0 + 3a], θ[2]
t . The corresponding initial quantum history is similarly

marginalized by the ε parameter, but also receives the higher order terms in ε in the
following form,

θ
[1]
t ≡ ε h

[1]
t ; h

[1]
t = θ

[1|1]
t +

∞∑
m=1

εm θ
[1|m+1]
t . (103)

Being so, the solutions θ[2|m]
t will be found to be of the same form as (104), with the

only change being in the expressions of the source functions J [2|m]
t , in comparison with

their counterparts (100), given all the higher order terms in ε which enter into (103). In
conclusion, the fixed-step θ-orbit state-histories are all in the following form,

θ
[n|m]
t = e−λ

I t ( c[n|m] +
∫
dt eλ

I t J
[n|m]
t

)
; ∀ (n,m) ∈ N2. (104)

The boundary conditions which fix the coefficients c[n|m], for every n > 1, are as follows,

θ
[n−1]
t0+na = θ

[n]
t0+na =⇒ θ

[n−1|m≥1]
t0+na = θ

[n|m≥1]
t0+na . (105)

5.2.3 Determining The Thresholds Along The θ−Orbit

One intriguing characteristic of all Purely-QMM-UEs is that they are developed only if
their corresponding largest QMDs are larger than (or at least equal to) some thresholds
whose finite values depend on the defining couplings of the QMM-H: a ≥ a? = a?(~λ). This
general aspect was established in Subsection 3.3 and we will furthermore verify it in all nu-
merical solutions to the QMM Schrödinger equations presented in Section 6. Now, one asks:
what functions of the Hamiltonian couplings ~λ are the thresholds a?? The fact is, given
the mathematical significant complexity of generic delay-differential QMM-Schrödinger
equations even for dimensionally-very-small quantum systems, the above dependencies are
generically too complicated to be analytically computable by the available methods. But,
there are rare cases where we can analytically determine a?(~λ). The simplest example of
these rare cases is presented in this subsection, mainly in order to shed analytical and
quantitative light on the ‘Robust Non-Markovianity’ of Purely-QMM-UEs.

We determine in what follows the threshold a? of the (2, 2) QMM-UE of the one-qubit
closed system along the θ-orbit. In Subsection 5.2.1, the profile-invariant solution to the
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φ-orbit equation (85) was obtained. The solution, given by (87,88), corresponds to the one-
qubit unitary state-histories with constant φ angles and linear-in-time θ angles. According
to (88), the slopes α of the linear-in-time θ angles must be a real root of the algebraic
equation,

a α+ arcsin
( α
λI
)

= 0. (106)

Now, we analyze the full Taylor-series expansion of the LHS of equation (106) as a function
of α, around α = 0 as its trivial root. Notice that, only the convergence of the Taylor series
concerns us in this analysis (rather than its perturbative utility), therefore, there is not any
small-α restriction involved in here. Equation (85) implies that every θ-orbit state-history
must validate the dynamical inequality: |θ̇t| < |λI |. Remembering the convergence of the
Taylor-series expansion of arcsin(x) around any point on the interval |x| ≤ 1, we deduce
that the Taylor series of the LHS of equation (106) is convergent for any profile-invariant
unitary state-history (87,88), resulting at the following strict inequality,

a | profile-invariant solution (87) = 1
−λI

{
1 +

∞∑
n=1

(2n!)
(2n n!)2 (2n+ 1) ( α

λI
)2n } s.t.

a | profile-invariant solution (87) >
1
|λI |

≡ a?| profile-invariant solution (87,88)
.

(107)

Result (107) is indeed satisfied by every nontrivial solution of (88) and quantifies the Ro-
bust Non-Markovianity of the non-constant profile-invariant solutions on the θ-orbit. We
remind that for positive values of λI , the θ-orbit (85) admits only trivial constant solu-
tions, such that the negativity of λI is assumed in resulting the inequality (107). Before
going on, it is worth knowing quantitatively how the Robust Non-Markovianity feature,
manifested by the strict inequality (107), is satisfied by the ‘highest-rate’ profile-invariant
solution: |θ̇t| = |α| = −λI . Either by looking into the corresponding principal value of the
RHS of the equation in the relation (107), or directly from (88), the measure of the Robust
Non-Markovianity of the highest-rate solution is obtained to be: a = π

2
1
|λI | >

1
|λI | . As

proved, result (87) places a strict lower bound on the largest QMDs of all the non-constant
profile-invariant solutions on the θ-orbit.

Moreover, one sees that the validity of the above inequality extends much beyond the
solutions (87,88) for which we laid out the given proof. There are two independent ways in
which a much wider coverage of the lower bound (107) can be confirmed and also specified.
First, as proved in Subsection 5.2.1, the profile-invariant solution is the late time asymp-
totics of all solutions on the θ-orbit. As such, with the largest QMD a being a constant,
its late-time-asymptotics lower bound is necessarily imposed on the entire-time solution.
Second, any smooth and differentiable solution along the θ-orbit must become reducible
in sufficiently time windows around every generic point on Rt to the profile-invariant so-
lution (87) corresponding to a real root of (88). Given this requirement, the largest QMD
a of every nontrivial differentiable solution of the θ-orbit dynamical equation (85) must
admit 1

|λI | as a strict lower bound. We conclude that, a quantification of the Robust Non-
Markovianity of all θ-orbit unitary state-histories of the one-qubit Purely-QMM-UE under
H

(2|2)
QMM(t) is stated by the following lower bound,

a∗| all θ-orbit solutions ≥ a∗| profile-invariant solution (87,88)
= 1
|λI |

. (108)
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5.2.4 The θ-orbit Purely-QMM-UEs In Their Infancy

We have shown that the asymptotic behavior of all θ-orbit state-histories, developed in
the late-times regime t

a � 1, is the profile-invariant solution (87,88). Naturally, one now
examines the period when the Purely-QMM-UEs are in their ‘infancy’, t

a � 1, and asks
what analytic solutions the θ-orbit state-histories approximate in these very early times.
We have shown that under the (N,L) purely-QMM-Hs, there always are finite thresholds
a?, such that non-constant wavefunctions are developed only if a ≥ a?. Hence, an interest-
ing subset of infant unitary state-histories are constructible by taking a? thresholds which
are sufficiently large and lead to the infancy periods t

a ≤
t
a? � 1 which are sufficiently

long. For θ-orbit state-histories which obey (108), the sufficient largeness of a? is secured
by taking sufficiently small values of the interaction coupling |λI |. Moreover, we remem-
ber that the unitary evolution under any H(N,L)

QMM(t) is to be measured from the outset of
having the quantum-memory-pool filled completely: t = t∗. All in all, if one introduces
the dimensionless time variable: τ ≡ |λI | (t − t?), rewrites the θ-orbit equation (85) as
a delay-differential equation in terms of τ , and obtains polynomial solutions θ̂(τ) to it as
an order-by-order perturbation in terms of τ � 1, an interesting family of θ-orbit infant
unitary state-histories are constructed. Finally, because (for constant a,) t? = t0 + a, and
that with no loss of generality one can choose t0 = −a, we set τ = |λI | t in what follows.

We now implement the recipe prescribed above. First, the QMD measured in the new
time variable τ which parametrizes the post-t? evolution in 1

|λI | units, reads as: â ≡
|λI | a ≥ a

a? ≥ 1. Redefining Bloch variable: θ̂(τ) ≡ θ(−λI t), (85) takes the form,

dθ̂(τ)
dτ

≡ ˙̂
θ(τ) = − sin

(
θ̂(−â+ τ)− θ̂(τ)

)
. (109)

We confine to the regime τ � 1 which given (108) guarantees the evolution infancy:
t
a? ≤ τ � 1. Next, for solving the above QMM delay-differential equation, we expand the
time-shifted θ̂(−a+ τ), around the moment τ0 = −a, as a Taylor series for τ � 1,

θ̂(−â + τ) = θ̂(−â) + R̂(−â)
0 (τ) = θ̂−â + ˙̂

θ−â τ + 1
2

¨̂
θ−â τ

2 + 1
3!

...
θ̂ −â τ

3 + · · · (110)

Before working out the perturbative solutions as described, we ensure the convergence
of the Taylor series (110), by obtaining an upper bound on the remainder R̂(−â)

0 (τ). As
equation (109) implies, during the entire QMM-UE τ ≥ τ∗ = 0, one has: | ˙̂θ(τ)| ≤ 1. Hence,
using the Remainder Estimation Theorem, we conclude that at every moment τ ∈ [0,∞),
the zeroth-order absolute value of the remainder function R̂(−â)

0 (τ) in (110) respects the
upper bound,

|R̂(−â)
0 (τ)| ≤ τ1

1! ·Max
(
| ˙̂θ(τ ′ − a)|

) ∣∣
τ ′∈ [0,τ ]

= τ · 1 = τ. (111)

Hence, imposing τ � 1 which secures the QMM-UE infancy, we obtain: R̂(−â)
0 (τ) � 1̂.

Therefore, the convergence of the Taylor series (110) is guaranteed.

Now, everything is set for us to combine (109) and (110), and solve the following first-
order differential equation for θ̂(τ),

˙̂
θ(τ) = − sin

(
R̂(−â)

0 (τ) − θ̂(τ) + θ̂−â
)
,

R̂(−â)
0 (τ) = ˙̂

θ−â τ + 1
2

¨̂
θ−â τ

2 + 1
3!

...
θ̂ −â τ

3 + · · ·
(112)
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It is natural to impose polynomial-in-time profiles on the solutions θ̂(τ),

θ̂(τ) = θ̂0 + θ̂1 τ + θ̂2 τ
2 + θ̂3 τ

3 + · · · (113)

Applying (113), we solve (112) in perturbation over τ , order by order. One notices that
in the perturbative fixation of the solutions (113), the n-th order derivatives of θ̂(τ ′)|τ ′=−a ,

namely (θ̂−â, ˙̂
θ−â,

¨̂
θ−â,

...
θ̂ −â, · · · ), play the role of the ‘boundary-conditions’ constants, in

terms of which the polynomial coefficients (θ0, θ1, θ2, θ3, · · · ) are to be found as the equa-
tion variables. Assuming the perfect differentiability of the entire solution, these boundary
constants dnθ̂(τ ′)

dτ ′ n |τ ′=−a
must be read from the pre-t∗ solution developed by the Kicker

Hamiltonian. It is straightforward to obtain perturbative polynomial solutions of differen-
tial equation (112) to arbitrary orders in the expansion (113). For example, one obtains the
first three variables (θ̂1, θ̂2, θ̂3) in terms of (the arbitrary constant) θ̂0 and (θ̂−â, ˙̂

θ−â,
¨̂
θ−â)

as follows,

θ̂1 = sin(θ̂0 − θ̂−â),

θ̂2 = 1
2 cos(θ̂0 − θ̂−â) · [ sin(θ̂0 − θ̂−â)− ˙̂

θ−â ],

θ̂3 = 1
12
{

sin[ 3(θ̂0 − θ̂−â) ]− sin(θ̂0 − θ̂−â) +

+ [ 1− 3 cos[2(θ̂0 − θ̂−â) ]− 2 sin(θ̂0 − θ̂−â) ˙̂
θ−â ] ˙̂

θ−â − 2 cos(θ̂0 − θ̂−â) ¨̂
θ−â

}
.

(114)

5.3 Purely-QMM Unitary State-Histories On The ‘φ-Orbit’
The counterpart of the θ-orbit is also a special orbit of the one-qubit Purely-QMM-UE.
This second special orbit, the ‘φ-orbit’, is such that the θ angle is kept constant, but one
lets the φ angle evolve purely based on its two interacting memories: φ̇t = f(φt−a, φt).
Although the defining constraint of the φ-orbit is the exact counterpart to that of the
θ-orbit, it calls for an independent analysis in regard with its solutions. Indeed, the ways
in which the two Bloch angles appear in the dynamical equations of the one-qubit closed
system, in this case equations (73), are distinctive enough to make the moduli spaces of
the purely-QMM unitary state-histories developed along these counterpart special orbits
nonidentical. This analysis is undertaken carefully in what follows.

Along the φ-orbit which is constrained by θt = θt0 , the functions Ft−a,t and Gt−a,t de-
fined in (65) are given by,

Ft−a,t = sin(2θt0) sin2(φt − φt−a2 ) ; Gt−a,t = − sin(θt0) sin(φt − φt−a). (115)

Moreover, imposing the constancy of the θt angle on the general expressions (56,57), the
QM-TPF and its observable norm for a φ-orbit unitary state-history are found as,

mt−a t = sin2(θt02 )
(
ei(φt−φt−a) − 1

)
+ 1 ; w2

t−a t = − sin2(θt0) sin2 (φt − φt−a
2

)
+ 1.

(116)
Now, we return to the one-qubit (2, 2)-Purely-QMM delay-differential equations (73), ap-
ply to them the φ-orbit traits θ̇t = 0, and (115), and work out all the implications. The
outcomes depend on the couplings λI and µ̂t−a and the Bloch-angle constant θt0 . Let us
present the final results as classified in the following five distinct categories.
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. Generic (µ̂t−a, λI , θt0) Triplet
This is the generic category with the triplet (λI , µ̂t−a, θt0) being only constrained by:
λI µ̂t−a sin(θt0) 6= 0. Modulo the arbitrariness in setting φt0 , there is nothing but one
unitary state-history realizable in this category along the φ-orbit, given by the solution,

θt = θt0 ; φt = β +
[ 2 cos(θt0)

(
(λI)2 + µ̂2

t−a
)
µ̂t−a

(λI)2 cos2(θt0) + µ̂2
t−a

]
t. (117)

. µ̂t−a and λI Non-Vanishing, Fine-Tuned θt0 : sin(θt0) = 0
This class is very special. The θ-orbit dynamical equations are solved automatically, re-
gardless of what function φt is. That is, one has a whole arbitrary family of unitary
state-histories realizable on the φ-orbit,( θt

π
, φt

)
=
(
k ∈ {0, 1} , ft

)
. (118)

. λI = 0 , Non-Vanishing µ̂t−a, Fine-Tuned θt0
If µ̂t−a is the only non-vanishing coupling of the (2, 2)-Purely-QMM-H, modulo one’s free-
dom in setting φt0 , only a discrete family of non-constant unitary state-histories is realizable
along the φ-orbit, upon fine-tuning θt0 . The solutions, being labeled by k ∈ Z, are given
by,

θt = arccos [ (2 k + 1) π
2 a µ̂t−a

] , φt = β + (2 k + 1) π
a

t. (119)

Notice that although (119) is from (25b), this is not a sub-class
. Only One Non-Vanishing Coupling, Generic θt0
When either µ̂t−a or λI is the only non-vanishing coupling, and θt0 is not fine-tuned to
the values specified in the previous or the next category, the only φ-orbit solutions are
constant-in-times state-histories,

( θt , φt ) = ( θt0 , φt0 ). (120)

. µ̂t−a = 0 , Non-Vanishing λI , Fine-Tuned θt0
Finally, when the only coupling which is turned on in the (2, 2)-Purely-QMM-H given in
(66) is λI , and furthermore one implements the fine-tuning: cos(θt0) = 0, the unitary
state-histories along the φ-orbit are realized by solutions to the equation,

φ̇t = −λI sin(φt − φt−a). (121)

Because the above delay-differential equation is mathematically identical to (85), it is im-
mediate to draw three conclusions as follows.

First, the only profile-invariant φ-orbit unitary state-history in this category is given by
the following solution,

( θt
π
, φt

)
=
( k ∈ {1, 3}

2 , β + α t
)

; α + λI sin(a α) = 0 ; w2
t−a t = cos2(a α2 ).

(122)
Second, the profile-invariant solution (122) is the dynamical attractor of all solutions to
the φ-orbit dynamical equation (121). This already secures that the profile-invariant solu-
tion (122) is stable against the perturbations which are confined to the φ-orbit. Equation
(121) develops a large family of generic profile-varying unitary state-histories, some of
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which (modulo its different angular identifications) are given by the numerical solutions
presented in Subsection 6 for its θ-orbit counterpart.

Third, an analysis similar to what was done in Subsection 5.2.1 demonstrates that the
profile-invariant solution (121) is however unstable against the more general family of per-
turbations with non-constant initial-history of (δθ)t is also turned on.

5.3.1 The φ-Orbit Thresholds

Now, we move on to quantify analytically the Robust Non-Markovianity of the unitary
state-histories along the φ-orbit. The procedure is very straightforward and similar to its
φ-orbit counterparts. All it takes is to explicitly reconstruct only one section of the entire
analysis we had to do in Subsection 5.3 in order to completely classify the φ-orbit solutions.
As such, in what follows, it suffices to this relevant part of the φ-orbit impositions on the
one-qubit dynamical system (73). Imposing the constancy of the θt angle on the θ̇t equation
in the system (73) states that Ft−a,t and Gt−a,t must be proportional: Ft−a,t = µ̂t−a

λI
Gt−a,t.

Using this and the Gt−a,t in (115), the φ̇t equation in (73) yields,

φ̇t = −
(
λI +

µ̂2
t−a
λI

)
sin
(
φt − φt−a

)
. (123)

Because the dynamical equation (123) is mathematically identical to equation (85), doing
the same analysis as above, the Robust Non-Markovinaity of all the φ-orbit unitary state-
histories is immediately quantified likewise,

a∗| all φ-orbit solutions ≥
|λI |

(λI)2 + µ̂2
t−a

. (124)

5.4 Hybrid Unitary Evolutions: General-Orbit Near-Markovian Solutions
We now look for one-qubit unitary state-histories made in the general context of (1), when
the dynamics of the qubit is generated by a linear combination of both QMM and con-
ventional Hamiltonians, namely ‘Hybrid Hamiltonians’. Let us recall that by the term
‘conventional Hamiltonians’, we refer collectively to all possible (local-in-time or nonlocal-
in-time) Hamiltonians made only from the building-block operators which, in their defi-
nitions, are entirely independent of the system’s state-history, as the discipline commonly
used in formulating quantum systems. There are plenty of intriguing novel questions to
address about the observables of closed quantum systems whose unitary evolutions are
generated by the joining of conventional Hamiltonians and QMM-Hs. Here, we address
only one such questions: the simplest one. We work out analytically the Near-Markovian
limit of the hybrid-UE of the most elementary quantum system, namely the one-qubit
closed system we have been considering from Section 4.

To be concrete, let us focus on the Hybrid-QMM-UE of the one-qubit closed system in
which the (2, 2)-Purely-QMM-H is deformed by the conventional Hamiltonian of a con-
stant magnetic filed. Because the roles of the independent couplings µt−a and λR in the
QMM-Schrödinger equations (73) are additively combined in a single coupling µ̂t−a, we can
safely restrict the monomial interactions of the two quantum memories to the second-order
couplings (λR, λI). The hybrid Hamiltonian of the qubit is given by,

HHybrid
QMM (t) ≡ H

(2,2)
QMM(t) +HC = λR {ρt−a, ρt} + i λI [ρt−a, ρt] + 1

2
~B.~σ. (125)
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As we detailed in Subsection 4.3, and using the (2, 2)-QMM magnetic field ~B(2,2)
QMM(t) as

given in (68), the QMM-Schrödinger equation for the hybrid Hamiltonian (125) is,

~̇rt =
[
~B(2,2)
QMM(t) + ~B

]
× ~rt. (126)

Let us assume, with no loss of generality, that the memory-free magnetic field is coupled
to only one of the Pauli matrices which we choose to be σ3, ~B = Bz ẑ. Recalling the
general-orbit equations (73) expressed in terms of the functions (65), the one-qubit delay-
differential dynamical system for the Bloch angles (θt, φt) is given by,

θ̇t = λR Gt−a,t − λI Ft−a,t
sin θt φ̇t. = λR Ft−a,t + λI Gt−a,t +Bz sin θt. (127)

As explained, we only focus on the near-Markovian limit of the above Hybrid-QMM system
which corresponds to arbitrarily-small values of the largest QMD. In this limit, we solve
the system (127) order by order in terms of the parameter a� 1.

Being so, we introduce an infinite doublet-series of unknown angular functions (θ(n)
t , φ

(n)
t ),

as the to-be-obtained solutions at the Near-Markovian perturbation order: n ≤ N → ∞,
such that the full solutions to the dynamical system (127) are so constructed,

θt ≡
N→∞∑
n=0

an θ
(n)
t ; φt ≡

N→∞∑
n=0

an φ
(n)
t . (128)

Because (127) is a system of delay-differential equations involving functions (Ft−a,t,Gt−a,t),
the Near-Markovian expansions of the time-shifted functions (θt−a, φt−a), being deduced
from the above expansions, also come into play in every chosen order of perturbation.
Applying the perturbative series of (θ̇t, φ̇t) and (Ft−a,t,Gt−a,t) to the LHS and the RHS of
equations (127) respectively, we can analytically solve the system to arbitrarily-high order
N in the Near-Markovian perturbation (128), with the solutions (θ(n≤N)

t , φ
(n≤N)
t ) being

polynomials of maximum order n in time. For concreteness, we have obtained the above
Near-Markovian solution all the way to the order N = 6. However, it suffices to detail the
Near-Markovian solution to second order in the perturbation (128), as obtained according
to the above procedure. The resulted Ft−a,t and Gt−a,t are given by,

F (up to O[a3])
t−a,t = a θ̇

(0)
t + a2 [ θ̇(1)

t + 1
4 sin(2θ(0)

t ) (φ̇(0)
t )2 − 1

2 θ̈
(0)
t

]
,

G (up to O[a3])
t−a,t = −a sin(θ(0)

t ) φ̇(0)
t +

+ a2 [ cos(θ(0)
t ) (θ̇(0)

t − θ
(1)
t ) φ̇

(0)
t + 1

2 sin(θ(0)
t )

(
φ̈

(0)
t − 2 φ̇(1)

t

) ]
.

(129)

Given (129), to second order in the perturbation, the delay-differential system (127) is
turned to the following chain of ordinary differential equations for the six unknown con-
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tributing functions θ(0,1,2)
t and φ(0,1,2)

t ,

θ̇
(0)
t = 0 ; Bz − φ̇(0)

t = 0,

θ̇
(1)
t + λI θ̇

(0)
t + λR sin(θ(0)

t )φ̇(0)
t = 0 ; sin(θ(0)

t ) φ̇(1)
t + λI sin(θ(0)

t ) φ̇(0)
t − λR θ̇

(0)
t = 0,

θ̇
(2)
t + λI

[
θ̇

(1)
t + 1

4 sin(2θ(0)
t )(φ̇(0)

t )2 − 1
2 θ̈

(0)
t

]
+

+ λR
[

cos(θ(0)
t )θ(1)

t φ̇
(0)
t − cos(θ(0)

t )θ̇(0)
t φ̇

(0)
t + sin(θ(0)

t )φ̇(1)
t −

1
2 sin(θ(0)

t )φ̈(0)
t

]
= 0,

sin(θ(0)
t ) φ̇(2)

t + λI
[

sin(θ(0)
t )φ̇(1)

t − cos(θ(0)
t )θ̇(0)

t φ̇
(0)
t −

1
2 sin(θ(0)

t )φ̈(0)
t

]
+

+ λR
[

cot(θ(0)
t )θ(1)

t θ̇
(0)
t − θ̇

(1)
t −

1
4 sin(2θ(0)

t )(φ̇(0)
t )2 + 1

2 θ̈
(0)
t

]
= 0.

(130)

The general solutions to equations (130), modulo angular identifications and upon ignoring
the redundant constant parameters in the higher order contributions, are given by the
following polynomial functions of the time variable,

θ
(0)
t = c1 ; φ

(0)
t = Bz t+ c2,

θ
(1)
t = − sin(c1) λR Bz t ; φ

(1)
t = − λI Bz t,

θ
(2)
t = 1

4 sin(2 c1) (λR)2 B2
z t

2 + 1
4
[

8 sin(c1) λI λR − sin(2 c1) λI Bz
]
Bz t,

φ
(2)
t = 1

2
[
Bz λR cos(c1) + 2

(
(λI)2 − (λR)2) ] Bz t.

(131)

We remark that the polynomial structures of the corresponding higher order solutions,
which we have obtained up to O[a7], remain as observed in (131). For example, φ(6)

t and
θ

(6)
t are respectively found to be likewise-simple polynomials of orders five and six. More-
over, we note that the complete perturbative solution (128), being truncated to arbitrary
orderN in the perturbation, is uniquely known by determining the constant doublet (c1, c2)
appearing in (131). This doublet is in turn fixed by choosing the initial value of (θt, φt) at
t = t0 + a, namely at the outset of the hybrid-QMM-UE.

Let us end this subsection with highlighting the most important message we learn from
the above investigation which comes in contrast with the corresponding aspect of purely-
QMM-UE analyzed in Subsection 3.3. The lesson is that the hybrid-QMM-UE breaks free
from the lower bound of Robust Non-Markovianity: its Near-Markovian limit is dynami-
cally non-trivial. In other worlds, the threshold of the largest-QMD a? vanishes identically
for generic hybrid-QMM-UE, such that no matter how infinitesimal the finite value of a
is set to be, solutions to the hybrid-QMM-Schrödinger equations realize unitary state-
histories (2) with non-constant ρ(t′). On the other hand, as we observe, upon setting the
| ~B| in (125) zero which takes us back to purely-QMM-UE, the solutions (131) and all their
high-order counterparts become constants-in-time.

6 Mapping The Phase Diagrams of One-Qubit Pure States Evolving
Under Purely-QMM-Hs: Numerical Investigations

6.1 Generalities About The Numerical Analyses And The Results
The unitary state-histories which correspond to QMM-UEs are realized by solutions to
QMM Schrödinger equations (27) or (in their alternative equivalent form) (24). Mathe-
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matically, they are highly-nonlinear delay-differential equations with complicated forms.
Thus, exact analytical solutions to these equations, or even ‘good’ approximate analytic
solutions to them which survive sufficiently-long times in units of the largest QMD, are
rarely attainable using the known methods. This is a mathematically-known fact which we
have concretely examined even in some simplest examples of the most elementary quan-
tum setting: the closed system of only one qubit which, driven by its interacting quantum
memories, evolves unitarily.

Therefore, we resort in the present section to (a couple of) numerical approaches which en-
able us to obtain generic unitarily-evolving wavefunction solutions to the one-qubit QMM
Schrödinger equations developed by two or three interacting quantum memories. We nu-
merically construct these generic solutions in a sufficiently-wide range of all the control
parameters which quantitatively configure the setting: the QMM-H couplings, the one or
the two QMM distance(s), and magnetic fields of the Kicker Hamiltonians. Carrying out
such a broad numerical analysis, we succeed in mapping the complete phase diagram of
the one-qubit unitary pure-state-histories generated by the least order polynomial Hamil-
tonians made by two interlinked quantum states chosen as (ρt−a, ρt). The specific cases,
analyzed in their increasing complexities, are given as follows: the (1, 1), (2, 2) and finally
(2, 3) QMM-H. Moreover, we implement one of these numerical methods in exploring the
example of a one-qubit closed system whose unitary evolution is generated by the sim-
plest interactions of a triplet of its quantum memories: the (3, 3) QMM-UE. Mapping the
phase diagram of this example is much more involved, however we are able to classify’ the
qualitatively-more-significant phases of the (3, 3) one-qubit QMM-UE. In each one of the
above cases, we choose one of the quantum memories to be the present moment state of the
system, and also take the QMDs to be constants. As such, we numerically solve equations
(64), (73), (79) and (82).

The first numerical method which we employ relies on Mathematica’s developed routine for
numerically solving systems of coupled differential and delay-differential equations: ND-
Solve. The second approach is however an independent numerical solver. Here we remark
briefly on the implementation and the specifics of both the approaches.

Let us begin with explaining the algorithms of the Mathematica codes we have used.
The first remark is that the NDSolve routine has both a ‘standard’ and a ‘generalized’
version, and that, it is the standard version which we utilize throughout Section 6, except
than Subsection 6.3.2 where, given its purpose, it suffices to use the alternative. The stan-
dard version construct numerical solutions to differential equations, using the given values
of the unknown functions at an initial time, as the boundary condition. Similarly, the
generalized version constructs numerical solutions to delay-differential equations, defined
with a constant delay time, upon implementing the method of steps and using the given
initial histories of the unknown functions as input of the procedure. As remarked above,
the numerical code we have developed to construct the QMM-UEs of the one-qubit closed
system uses the standard NDSolve routine, in a way that the method of steps is automat-
ically, but only implicitly, realized by running it.

The code considers a single qubit whose density operator at t0 = 0 is the arbitrarily
chosen pure state identified with initial Bloch coordinates: |ρ0〉 ←→ (θ0, φ0), and then
numerically the unitary time evolution of the state under the two-part Hamiltonian (10).
Unitary evolution preserves the purity of states. Therefore, the time-dependent state of
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the qubit remains to be uniquely coordinated by the two Bloch angles which, modulo
their defining angular identifications and based on the two-part Hamiltonian (10), must
be both continuous functions of time: (θt, φt) ←→ |ρt〉. In accordance with the total
Hamiltonian (10), the code divides the numerical construction of the time evolution of the
qubit state into two successive distinctive parts. In the first part, which begins at t0 = 0
and continues for a time duration of length ∆(t)

1 = a, the quantum memory pool is filled.
In this part, the qubit-state time evolution is Markovian and is generated by a ‘Kicker
Hamiltonian’ which we set to be that of constant magnetic field: ~B = By ŷ. Immediately
after having the quantum-memory pool filled, the unitary time evolution of the qubit state
becomes Non-Markovian, generated by the (N,L)-QMM-H under consideration. This is
the second part which begins from t = a and goes on ‘forever’, numerically meaning up
to a sufficiently-long time tend ≡ K a, withK � 1 being a few thousands in most examples.

This straightforward code gives us enough flexibility to range over sufficiently-wide spec-
tra of all the control parameters of the QMM-UE of the qubit: the initial Bloch angles,
the Kicker magnetic field By, the QMDs, and all the couplings of the QMM-H. As such,
we have been able to efficiently explore the novel phases of the one-qubit (N,L)-Purely-
QMM-UEs with N ≤ 3 and L ≤ 3. In fact, in the examples with N < 3, we have done the
complete classification of the phases of one-qubit QMM-UEs.

Moreover, we have developed an independent numerical solver, in order to cross check
the reliability of the above code, and also have a more direct control of the numerical solu-
tions. It consists of a modified Runge-Kutta-4 algorithm with discrete fixed time step (see
e.g. [66]). To incorporate the QMM character of the evolution, the subroutines implement-
ing a single Runge-Kutta step were modified so as to use the information of the dependent
variables not only at the present time step, but also at an older time at fixed delay. We
have tested both of these approaches in a wide range of configurations, especially with
regard to the QMDs, and all the defining couplings of the QMM-Hs. We have found in
all cases that, within acceptable numerical uncertainties, the two codes give same results,
leading to the same phase diagrams of the one-qubit QMM-UEs.

Now, we begin to work out numerical constructions of the state-histories (13) which are
realized by the unitarily-evolving wavefunctions of a qubit whose quantum memories inter-
act and compose each one of the four specific choices of the (N,L)-Purely-QMM-Hs (14)
detailed in Section 4.

6.2 The Phase Diagram of One-Qubit Wavefunctions Evolving Under The (1,1) Purely-
QMM Hamiltonians

Let us begin with solving numerically the simplest setting, that is, the unitarily-evolving
wavefunctions of the one-qubit closed system generated by the QMM-H of the type (1, 1).
As we see in (15), the Hamiltonian at the present moment consists of the pure density op-
erator of the qubit at a uniquely-specified moment in the past: that which is of a temporal
distance ∆(t)

t = a from the present moment. Moreover, because of the assumed purity of
the unitary state-history (13), the Hamiltonian admits only one control parameter, being
the real coupling µ introduced in (15). Although, in (1, 1) theory, one has a QMM-H which
simply is a linear monomial of the system’s quantum memory, the theory is actually non-
linear, interacting and also non-trivial dynamically. One really has a physically-interacting
theory because the QMM-H, although being linear in quantum memory, imposes observ-
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able interaction-type correlations between the two wavefunctions which participate in the
dynamics. We can understand this fact most easily from the corresponding nonlocal-in-
time and nonlinear QMM Schrödinger equation (62), or equivalently (63), according to
which |ψt−a〉 and |ψt〉 are made to interact due to the QM-TPF and its observable norm
(56) as explicitly given in (57) and (56). Therefore, the phase diagram of the unitary
state-histories which the (1, 1) theory develops is non-trivial and deserves its independent
numerical exploration, as we present here in what follows.

We now present a careful classification of the phases by scanning over the profiles of the one-
qubit-wavefunction dynamics, and the norm of its QMM-TPF, when (µ, a), the only cou-
pling of the (1, 1) QMM-H and the QMD, are chosen freely in R×R+. For sufficiently-many
choices of the real coupling, the QMD, and all the other control parameters, the system
(64,65) is solved numerically for the Bloch angles (θt, φt), applying the methods of Sub-
section 6.1. Briefing the procedure, the arbitrarily-chosen values of (µ, a; θ0, φ0;By

Kicker),
and the numerically-filled quantum-memory pool of the two Bloch angles in the duration
t ∈ [0, a] as developed by the Kicker Hamiltonian, are fed to this nonlinear nonlocal-in-
time infinite dimensional dynamical system as the input data. Henceforth, we construct
the input-resulted numerical solution to (64), beginning from the outset of the QMM-UE,
that is t = a, up to a sufficiently-long time t = tcompletion.

The complete solutions and the phase diagram resulting from the above procedure can
be demonstrated optimally in three plots as identified now. Obviously, the outputs of
solving the system (64,65) are two dynamical plots: one for θt and one for φt. But, the
phases of the purely-QMM-UEs of the one-qubit closed system can be shown and un-
derstood in a more clear way, if (instead) two alternative plots are presented, together
with a supplementary third one. As for the alternative independent plots, we choose two
quantities which straightly represent the one-qubit wavefunctions (48), so as to have the
advantage of being more directly related to the physical observables. One-qubit wavefunc-
tions |Ψt〉 have three real valued independent constituents in their vector parametriza-
tion (48): the up component, Ψup

t ≡ cos( θt2 ), the imaginary part of the down compo-
nent: Im[Ψdown

t ] ≡ sin( θt2 ) sin(φt), and its counterpart, the real part of the down com-
ponent: Re[Ψdown

t ] ≡ sin( θt2 ) cos(φt). Because by unitarity, these three quantities satisfy:
| 〈Ψt|Ψt〉 |2 = 1, there are two independent real valued constituents among them, with
the third one being deducible. We have proved, and also specifically checked in Subsec-
tions 3.2 and 2, that QMM-Hs generate unitary time evolutions. We choose the doublet
(Re[Ψdown

t ],Ψup
t ) as the two alternative independent quantities which represent the QMM-

UE of the one-qubit closed system. Moreover, the dynamics of the norm of the QM-TPF
is the natural observable which serves as the discerning signature of the phases of the
QMM-UE. Therefore, although being deducible from the other two quantities, it is crucial
to present the plot of the QM-TPF observable for every solution. On the whole, an optimal
representation of the distinct phases of the wavefunction solutions to all one-qubit QMM
Schrödinger equations marked with delay spectrum (∆(t)

2 ,∆(t)
1 ) = (0, a) is showing the

numerical results in the figures each of which containing these three plots: one for w2
t−a a,

one for Re[Ψdown
t ] and one for Ψup

t . Indeed, from now on, for every numerical solution
which represents one distinct phase of a one-qubit QMM-UE, we present the plots of these
wavefunction quantities.

Now, we report and show the results of our scanning of the phase diagram of (1, 1) QMM-
UE of the one-qubit closed system. For utter clarity, let us emphasize what we mean by
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Figure 1: Numerical solution of the QMM-UE-System (64,65) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|µ ↔ µ̂t−a|a; tcompletion)=(7 ; 1.001, 0.089 | 1.85 | 1.73; 2000a). ‘Phase A’ of the one-
qubit (1, 1) QMM-UE ∼= ‘Phase Two’ of the one-qubit (2,2) QMM-UE.

‘the phase diagram’ of the QMM one-qubit wavefunctions for each one choice of (N,L):
the classification of the defining dynamical profiles of the ‘post-early-times’ solutions to the
associated QMM Schrödinger equations. In the case at hand, the QMM Schrödinger equa-
tions correspond to the delay-differential equations (64,65).

We begin with a specially remarkable phase of the one-qubit (1,1) Purely-QMM-UE whose
representative is the solution shown in Fig.1. The dynamical profiles of the triple (Re[Ψdown

t ],
Ψup
t , w

2
t−a a) that uniquely identify this phase are shown in the four, 3 + 1 = 4, plots of Fig.1

which, to enhance visibility, correspond to two sample temporal sub-zones, [100a, 138a] and
[5a, 1250a], of the entire numerical solution: t ∈ [0, 2000a]. As one sees, in this phase, the
post-early-times wavefunction of the one-qubit closed system undergoes everlasting ‘regular’
oscillations which are large and synchronized in such a way that the one-qubit QM-TP ob-
servable sticks effectively to a constant value. All numerical solutions confirm that, in this
phase, the dynamics of wt−a t is suppressed down to extremely narrow strips which are
made by tiny fluctuations of almost-constant width around constant values, while the two
independent components of the one-qubit wavefunction experience synchronized, large, reg-
ular oscillations. To distinguish it from the forthcoming distinct classes of all the solutions
to the dynamical system (64,65), this phase of unitary state-histories is to be called the
phase ‘A’ of the one-qubit (1,1) QMM-UE. The numerical solution presented in Fig.2 shows
another remarkable phase of the one-qubit (1,1) Purely-QMM-UE: the phase ‘B’. As the
representative solution of Fig.2 shows in a sample time zone of the entire numerical solution
specified in the caption, the one-qubit wavefunction and its QM-TPF observable form large
oscillations whose dynamical profiles are notably structured. Specially, the hallmark of the
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Figure 2: Numerical solution of the QMM-UE-System (64,65) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|µ ↔ µ̂t−a|a; tcompletion)=(7 ; 1.001, 0.089 | 2.96 | 1.73; 2000a). ‘Phase B’ of the one-
qubit (1, 1) QMM-UE ∼= ‘Phase Four’ of the one-qubit (2,2) QMM-UE.

phase B is the ‘pronounced’ structure in the oscillations of the QM-TPF: the oscillations
are formed in structural units of ‘bump modules’ which are marked with robustly-ordered
well-gapped local extrema. In particular, in the third plot of Fig.2, one sees that w2

t−a a
picks up four ordered extrema over each bump module: the global maximum ∼ 0.79, one
local maximum ∼ 0.71, one local minimum ∼ 0.4 and the global minimum ∼ 0.17. To
observe how robustly these defining structures are preserved across different time scales
of the corresponding QMM-UE, Fig.3 presents the two plots for w2

t−a a and Ψup
t of the

representative solution shown in Fig.2, but in the time zone shifted by +1500a.

Now, we come to the phase ‘C’ as represented by the specific solution shown in the three
plots for Re[Ψdown

t ],Ψup
t and w2

t−a a in Fig.4. As in the previous cases, it suffices to show
the plots in a sample zone t ∈ [165 a, 178 a] of the total time span of the numerical solu-
tion, specified in the caption together with other control parameters, merely to enhance
the fine structure visibility of the solution profile. As we see in the three plots of the
Fig.4, specifically that for w2

t−a a, the first phase of the one-qubit (1, 1) Purely-QMM-UE
is characterized by irregular oscillations of the wavefunction and its QM-TPF observable.
Indeed, all the numerical simulations performed in sufficiently wide temporal spans in this
phase region show that, these unstructured oscillations of this phase go on likewise ever-
lastingly.
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Figure 3: Numerical solution of the QMM-UE-System (64,65) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|µ ↔ µ̂t−a|a; tcompletion)=(7 ; 1.001, 0.089 | 2.96 | 1.73; 2000a). ‘Phase B’ of the one-
qubit (1, 1) QMM-UE ∼= Phase Four’ of the one-qubit (2,2) QMM-UE.
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Figure 4: Numerical solution of the QMM-UE-System (64,65) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|µ ↔ µ̂t−a|a; tcompletion)=(7; 1.001, 0.089 | 5.124 | 1.73; 2000a). ‘Phase C’ of the One-
qubit (1, 1) QMM-UE ∼= ‘Phase Three’ of the one-qubit (2,2) QMM-UE.
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Indeed, the fact that the (1, 1) QMM-UEs form a special sub-family of their (2, 2) coun-
terparts is a clear statement, which is true more generally: given definition (14), the phase
diagram of any system under (N,L)-QMM-UE must be consistently locatable inside the
phase-diagram of that system under (N+1, L)-QMM-UE. The other way around, one sensi-
bly regards the phases of the (N,L) system as ‘the building blocks’ of the ‘compositionally-
reducible subsets’ of the phases of the higher-(N,L) systems. Henceforth, for clarity in
both identifying and understanding the phases of all one-qubit (N ≤ 3, L ≤ 3) QMM-UEs,
we employ the five phases of (2, 2) one-qubit closed system, specified in the next subsection,
as a convenient ‘reference system’. Having it as a useful reference system at hand, we now
summarize the statement of one-qubit (1,1) QMM-UE.

One indeed validates, by constructing sufficiently-many numerical solutions to (64,65) upon
varying (µ, a) and other control parameters in sufficiently-wide ranges, that the phase di-
agram of the (1,1) QMM-UE of the one-qubit closed system consists of the above three
phases: A, B and C. Moreover, insensitive to the sign of the real coupling µ, these three
phases take place in the alphabetic order: A→ B → C, if one increases a|µ| ∈ R+ mono-
tonically. Finally, the phases A, B and C are equivalent with the three (to be identified)
compositionally-reducible phases of the one-qubit (2,2) QMMUE, the phases two, four and
three, respectively. Accordingly, the representative solutions shown in Figs.1,2,4, corre-
spond respectively to the phases two, four and three of the one-qubit (2,2)-QMMUE.

As observed above, the particular QMM-UEs generated by (60) develop three classes of
one-qubit state-histories with significant profile variability. Certainly, the one-qubit (1, 1)
system is the most elementary quantum system featuring the simplest QMM-UE. In the
landscape of all possibilities, it is the most minimalistic setting: A two-state degree of free-
dom is evolving unitarily as generated by momentary Hamiltonians which are essentially
nothing but one of its quantum memories in its constant-distant past. To us, the fact
that the most elementary implementation of QMM-UE leads to the above phase diagram,
consisting of three phases with such level of distinctiveness in their defining qualities, is
remarkable.

6.3 The Phase Diagram of One-Qubit Wavefunctions Evolving Under The (2,2) Purely-
QMM Hamiltonians

6.3.1 The General-Orbit Phase Diagram

Now we turn to Unitary Non-Markovian dynamical system (65,73) and construct its nu-
merical solutions, ranging over the spectra of its control parameters, to explore and make
a complete map of its phase diagram. The novel dynamical system (65,73) is the nonlocal-
in-time nonlinear Schrödinger equation for the (2,2)-Purely-QMM-UE which is given in
(32,33), applied to the closed system of one single qubit to become (69), and re-written
as the Non-Markovian unitary time evolution of the one-qubit Bloch polar coordinates:
(θt, φt). To conclude, the delay-differential equations (69) describe how pure states of a
qubit unitarily evolve under the first-and-second degree monomials made of the chosen
pair of its quantum memories: ρt−a and ρt.

To construct solutions to the delay-differential equations (65,73), we follow the procedures
detailed in Subsection 6.1. Moreover, we check and indeed confirm that, a) there always is a
finite threshold a?(µ̂t−a, λI) as the strict lower bound of the largest QMD of any dynamical
solution, b) if λI is the only QMM-H coupling, the numerical threshold and the analytical
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Figure 5: QM-TPFs of the numerical solutions of (64,65) with (λI , µ) = (0, 3.202) in the left, and
(65,73) with (λI , µ̂t−a) = (−0.35, 3.202) in the right, with the other parameters being given by
(By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|a; tcompletion)=(2.75; 1.001, 0.089|1.73; 2600 a).

determination (108) are consistent. To characterize all one-qubit phases optimally, the nu-
merical solutions are shown in three (‘two + one’) plots: (Re[Ψdown

t ],Ψup
t ), supplemented

with QMM signature of the corresponding phase of the system, being w2
t−a a. Ranging over

sufficiently-wide spectra of all the control parameters: a, θ0, φ0, B
y
Kicker, λ

I , µ̂t−a, tcompletion,
the complete map of the phase diagram made by solutions to (65,73) is presented in what
follows.

One firstly sees that, upon the following mapping of the associated couplings: µ̂t−a ↔ µ,
the (2, 2) one-qubit QMM-UE becomes mathematically equivalent with one-qubit (1, 1)
system: QMM-Hs (60,66), and their QMM Schrödinger equations (64,73) show this fact.
Accordingly, by one’s turning on a finite value of |λI | which relative to |µ̂t−a| is sufficiently
small, no sudden change is to be seen in the wavefunction behavior. Hence, imposing
|λI |
|µ̂t−a| � 1, every one-qubit (2,2) phase must fall into one of the (1,1) phases: A, B, C.
This fact can be also checked by numerical investigations when |µ̂t−a| becomes, typically by
something like one order of magnitude, dominant: by turning on sufficiently small values of
|λI |, the corresponding phase of the solution stays invariant, but it receives sub-structures
which gradually become richer. Fig.5 shows an example of this fact: phase 4 ∼ B same but
the effect of |λI | multiplying the structured pattern extrema: in the left, only one minimum
between every, but on the right, one global minimum and 8 local extrema between every
subsequent pair of global maxima.

As explained above, in the regions of the coupling space corresponding to |λI |
|µt−a+λR| � 1,

the (2, 2) system reproduces the three phases of the (1, 1) system as prescribed in the
previous subsection. Therefore, we focus on describing the behavioral phases of the (2, 2)
one-qubit QMM-UE in the ‘non-redundant’ regions of the (µ, λR, λI)-coupling space in
which the effective µ-coupling, |µ̂t−a| = |µt−a + λR|, is either sufficiently small or its
strength is comparable with that of |λI | but does not overwhelm it too much. We now
briefly describe the ‘five’ behavioral phases which are observed, carefully examined and
validated upon doing many simulations in our exhaustive numerical analysis.
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PHASE 1: The Fixed-Point-Attractor Dynamics
In phase 1 of one-qubit (2, 2)-Purely-QMM-UEs, all the solutions develop fixed point at-
tractors at sufficiently late times. A representative solution of this phase is presented in
Fig. 6. As one observes in the (Re[Ψdown

t ],Ψup
t ) plots, the one-qubit wavefunction becomes

monotonically static. Moreover, the signature of the attractor phase is seen in the third
plot of figure 6: the fundamental QM-TPF observable, that is wt−a a, evolves monotonically
to its fixed-point attractor whose unique value can be nothing but 1. As our numerical
investigations confirm, irrespective of the initial control parameters (By

Kicker; θ0, φ0) and
for arbitrarily values of the largest QMD which do satisfy a ≥ a?, this attractor phase is
formed in the following regime of the QM-couplings: λI ∈ R+, while |µ̂t−a| is either zero
or sufficiently smaller than λI .

Moreover, we highlight that in this phase, the (2,2)-QMM-UE can drive the one-qubit
system to its fixed-point attractor within durations as short as several tens or several hun-
dreds of length-a time interval, as simulations show. For example, in the specific solution
shown in Fig. 6, we see that the one-qubit wavefunction has already settled down to its
attractor in about 35 a after t∗ = a, namely the outset of QMM-UE.

Indeed, the fact that the QMM-UE of closed quantum systems can develop phases in which
the global wavefunctions experience fixed-point attractor behavior, a typical hallmark of
open quantum systems, is indeed remarkable. Indeed, going on with further explorations
of the phase diagrams under consideration, we find that other celebrated features of open
quantum system are naturally realized by (even the simplest versions of) QMM-UEs. Fi-
nally, we highlight in reference to the phase diagram of the (1, 1) system, that the phase
one, namely the fixed-point attractor behavior, is new to the enlarged system of the (2, 2)
QMM-UE.

PHASE 2: Regular Oscillations With (Almost-)Constant Attractors of The QM-TPF
The second phase of the one-qubit system under (2, 2) QMM-UE is equivalent with the
phase ‘A’ of its (1, 1) counterpart: the curious case of an ‘oscillatory-attractor mixed be-
havior’. The system’s QMM-UE suppresses the sufficiently-late-times oscillations of the
QM-TPF down to infinitesimal fluctuations around initial-data-dependent constant values,
while ordering the asymptotic dynamics of the global wavefunction in the form of large
oscillations which are extremely regular.

Interestingly enough, one finds that the second phase of the (2, 2) system can be eas-
ily formed even in the non-compact regions of couplings where the equivalence with the
(1,1) system is broken completely. Specifically, simulations confirm the formation of the
second phase with arbitrary negative values of (the ‘new’ coupling) λI and with (zero or
finite) |µ̂t−a| upper bounded as |µ̂t−a|−λI ∈ [0, 1 + ε] where ε is a case-dependent parameter
whose value is typically smaller than one.

A representative solution of the second phase, with its double-faced quality clearly mani-
fested in the sample time windows, is presented in Fig. 7. Indeed, the solution of Fig. 7
belongs to the non-compact region of the (µ, λR, λI)-coupling-space where the one-qubit
(2, 2) system is far beyond the reach of its (1, 1) counterpart.
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Figure 6: Numerical Solution of The QMM-UE system (65,73) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|λI , µ̂t−a|a; tcompletion)=(2.75; 1.001, 0.089|6.111, 0.592|1.73; 2600 a).
‘Phase 1’ of one-qubit (2,2)-Purely-QMM-UE.
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Figure 7: Numerical Solution of The QMM-UE system (65,73) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|λI , µ̂t−a|a; tcompletion)=(5.75; 1.001, 0.089| − 2.07, 1.85|1.73; 6000 a).
‘Phase 2’ of one-qubit (2, 2)-Purely-QMM-UE.

PHASE 3: Unstructured Oscillations
The third phase of the one-qubit (2, 2)-Purely-QMM-UE is identical to the phase ‘C’ of its
(1, 1) counterpart in which the global wavefunction and the QM-TPF observable experi-
ence everlasting irregular oscillations. Fig. 4 presents this ‘disordered’ phase. It is formed
only when µ̂ has a finite value of either sign, sufficiently larger than λI .

PHASE 4: Oscillations which are clearly Structured or even Regular
This phase is equivalent with the phase ‘B’ of the (1, 1) system. However, simulations
show that it can be developed even going far beyond the regime of small |λI | coupling.
Specifically, choosing an arbitrary λI ∈ R−, while |µ̂t−a t|−λI being neither less than one, nor
too large, results in the formation of the phase four of the (2, 2)-Purely-QMM-UE of the
one-qubit closed system. The major hallmark, once more is the post-early-times behavior
of QM-TPF: it develops repetitions of large ‘oscillatory patterns’ which are robustly struc-
tured and are featured with several well-gapped extrema. The wavefunction oscillations are
not disordered likewise. In Fig. 8 a representative of the phase is shown.

PHASE 5: BiState Meta-Stable Dynamics
This one is the most intriguing phase qualitatively. Moreover, among the five phases, it is
the most structurally-ordered one: both in terms of the QM-TPF profile and the wavefunc-
tion oscillations themselves. Like other phases, the only condition for a generic solution
of the dynamical system (73) to be in this phase is one’s choosing the ‘right’ range of the
couplings of the QMM-H (66). As our numerical investigations confirm, the corresponding
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Figure 8: Numerical Solution of The QMM-UE system (65,73) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|λI , µ̂t−a|a; tcompletion)=(7; 1.001, 0.089| − 2, 3.36|1.73; 2200 a).
‘Phase 4’ of one-qubit (2, 2)-Purely-QMM-UE.
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right range of the couplings for this phase is this: λI ∈ R+, while one sets a comparable
strength for its competitor coupling µ̂t−a t, that is, the ratio |µ̂t−a t|

λI
is neither too small,

nor too large. Hence, the (1,1) system cannot form this phase.

One representative solution of the fifth phase is shown in the three plots of Fig. 9. We
highlight the temporal relations between the dynamical patterns of plots ((a),(b)) for the
one-qubit wavefunction oscillations, and that of plot (c) for the oscillations of the funda-
mental QM observable: the emergent patterns are all synchronized robustly. Intriguingly,
in the sufficiently-long duration of the representative solution of Fig. 9, tcompletion

a = 3600,
one clearly sees a Two-State Metastable Dynamics. This two-state meta-sable dynamics,
resembling an ‘exhaling-holding-inhaling’ pattern, emerges from the everlasting trails of
fast dense oscillations, and is highly robust even quantitatively. Moreover, the one-qubit
closed system switches the two metastable states by means of sharp transitions. The time
scale of the transitions is about one order of magnitude shorter than the duration of the
metastable states. One discerns discerns the unique hallmarks of the phase five of the
one-qubit (2, 2)-Purely-OMM-UE, shown by the three plots of Fig. 9. The pure state and
the QM-TPF of the one-qubit closed system form highly-ordered temporally-correlated
oscillatory behavior as such: (i) reach at one of their up-or-down levels quickly, (ii) settle
down and very tinily fluctuate there for O[100a], (iii) swiftly transition to the switched-
level round in succession. Remarkably, the QM-TPF transitions between a typically-deep
minimum and its maximum being 1, while holding to 1 for O[100a].

We conclude that the one-qubit unitary state-histories which solve (65,73) yield five behav-
ioral phases of Purely-QMM-Us generated by the second order polynomial made from two
quantum memories, as explained above. In Section 7, we come back to this surprisingly-rich
five-region phase diagram, and its even richer generalizations in the next two subsections,
to present a selection of interesting lessons.

6.3.2 Supplementary Numerical Solutions Along The θ-orbit

The unitary state-history (87,88) features unique and significant characteristics among the
theta-orbit solutions. These properties were analytically derived, and extensively discussed,
in Subsection 5.2.1. First and foremost, although being the simplest of all nontrivial so-
lutions to the dynamical system (85), this special unitary state-history has an interesting
and important relation with all the unitary state-histories in the θ-orbit moduli space,
as follows. The unitary state-history (87,88) is the dynamic-or-curve attractor of all one-
qubit unitary state-histories formed along the θ-orbit. We now present a supplementary
numerical study with double purposes. First, this numerical analysis re-validates, actually
in a most general setting as explained below, the above statement. Second, as promised
in Subsection 5.2.1, it demonstrates ‘the fast tendency’ (in a units) of the θ-orbit unitary
state-histories in approaching (87,88).

Fig. 10 presents six solutions θt to the dynamical system (85), numerically constructed
based on six qualitatively-distinct functions f(t) taken as their initial histories, θ(t ≤ a).
These exemplary functions are specified in the caption. The left and right plot show the
dynamical behavior of θt-and-θ̇t in the two time intervals of the Purely-QMM-UE written
on the vertical axes. For enhanced visibility and differentiation: (i) these six solutions are
coloured: Light Blue (exponential ft), Red (non-special linear ft), Green (cubic polynomial
ft), Orange (oscillatory ft), Strong Blue (complicated ft) and Yellow (special linear ft),
see the caption; (ii) the curves are shown with exaggerated thickness. The yellow solution
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Figure 9: Numerical Solution of The QMM-UE system (65,73) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|λI , µ̂t−a|a; tcompletion)=(7.5; 1.001, 0.089|5.921, 3.786|1.73; 3600 a).
‘Phase 5’ of one-qubit (2,2)-Purely-QMM-UE.
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Figure 10: Purely-QMM-UEs solving (85) with (λ, a) = (−2, 5), assuming the six initiations θ(t ≤
a) = f(t) = 1
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whose linear f(t) realizes (88) is ‘a’ profile-invariant one.

One clearly sees in the right plot of Fig. 10, showing the time derivatives of the six θ-orbit
solutions in an exemplary time duration of their Purely-QMM-UE: θ̇t ; t ∈ [ 3a , 27a ],
that the five profile-non-invariant solutions all realize, precisely as the Subsection 5.2.1 has
prescribed, one of the two unitary-state-histories (87,88) as their curve-attractor. As we
see, the time-derivate θ̇t of every one of the five profile-non-invariant solutions has devel-
oped, after a while, a profile of monotonically-shrinking oscillations which swiftly converge
to either the slope of the profile-invariant yellow solution which satisfies (88), or to its
sign-flipped mirror root. Indeed, the statement that every θ-orbit solution, θt, has a curve-
attractor being a profile-invariant linear-in-time, θ?t , is translated to the statement that the
time-derivates of the solutions, θ̇t, have fixed-point attractors whose values are the roots
α of the equation (88). Accordingly, the right plot is a numerical manifestation of both
the derived equation (91) and the ever-shrinking simple-profile oscillations as fluctuations
around it, realized by all the θ-orbit unitary state-histories.

Moreover, we observe in the left plot of Fig. 10 that even within the first few length-
a steps as of the outset of Purely-QMM-UE, all the five profile-non-invariant solutions
have effectively taken profiles which approximate their dynamic attractors: the yellow (or
its mirrored) solution. It must be further highlighted that we observe similar rapid ten-
dencies, and the same curve-attractor behavior of θ-orbit unitary state-histories shown in
the right plot, using sufficiently-many other choices of the initiation functions for θt≤a, and
in other sufficiently-late-times durations of their Purely-QMM-UE.

Now, we come to the numerical investigation of the leading order ‘θ-orbit-confined’ pertur-
bations over the profile-invariant unitary state-history (87,88). The aim is to investigate
the asymptotic dynamics of general leading order perturbation modes, θ(1)

t , as derived from
equation (93). That is, we are interested in the late-time behavior of the solutions to the
delay-differential equation (93) which are resulted from general time-dependent functions,
f

(1)
t , taken as their initial histories: θ(1)

t≤a.
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Figure 11: Evolving θ(1)
t modes = excitons of the profile-invariant unitary state-history on the θ-orbit,

solving (93) with (λ, a) = (−2, 3.5) s.t. α ∼ 0.783, and five initiations: θ(1)(t ≤ a) = f (1)(t) =
1

20 (t3 − 14t2 + 33t) (Green); 2
5 t cos(t3 − t2 + 5t) (Red); 1

7 sinh(t) (Blue); sin(cosh(t)) (Orange);
1
2 (t

1
1+t + tanh(t)) (Magenta). For better visibility, the five curves have received appropriate amounts

of relative vertical shifts.

Fig. 11 shows the solutions for θ(1)
t modes evolving under (93), assuming the five ini-

tial histories f (1)
t , specified in the caption, with diversely-different defining profiles. As one

sees in Fig. 11, regardless of their initial histories, all θ(1)
t modes have developed fixed-point

attractors. The same behavior is observed from any other initial-history function taken for
the simulation. Hence, as promised in Subsection 5.2.1, we observe that all θ(1)

t excitons
are asymptotically static and preserve the original slope of the profile-invariant solutions
(87,88): the θ-orbit perturbations cannot destabilize the characteristic profile invariance
of the unitary state-histories (87,88).

We highlight that quite exceptionally in this subsection, given the purposes of the above
two numerical simulations, the quantum-memory pools were filled by means of initial his-
tories chosen independent of Kicker Hamiltonians. That is, sufficient numbers of temporal
functions with distinctive defining profiles were chosen as initial histories, to compare the
θ-orbit Purely-QMM unitary state-histories ‘initiated’ quite differently. Mathematically
viewed, in this way, we have effectively explored the (almost-) entire moduli spaces of solu-
tions to the delay-differential equations (85) and (93). These moduli spaces contain as their
(proper or improper) sub-spaces the solutions generated by Kicker Hamiltonians. Such,
we have come up with confirming and completing the analytical results of Subsection 5.2.1
on the θ-orbit one-qubit Purely-QMM-UEs, within an encompassing numerical approach.

6.4 The Phase Diagram of One-Qubit Wavefunctions Evolving Under A (2,3) Purely-
QMM Hamiltonian

We now set to understand how the first-to-come higher order monomial interactions be-
tween N quantum memories impact the phase diagram of the one-qubit QMM-UE. To this
aim, the same analyses is performed for (N = 2, L = N + 1 = 3) Purely-QMM system:
we activate cubic links between a chosen pair of state-history-members of the one-qubit
system, (ρt−a, ρt), and map the evolution phases generated by the QMM-H.

Specifically, we classify the Purely-QMM-UE phases generated by the H(2,3)
QMM(t) given

in (74). Such unitary evolution of one-qubit states is described by the QMM Schrödinger
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equations (65,77,78,79). This delay-differential system contains three couplings: λR (whose
value is kept zero for simplicity while maintaining a rich phase diagram), λI and η whose
values we run over sufficiently-large domains to monitor the effects of the cooperation or
competition between the second and third order interactions of the two quantum memories.
In our numerical simulations, we safely choose the very same initial conditions as the (2,2)
case, for comparison purposes. We highlight that the real coupling η sets the strength of
the third order interaction, L = 3, between the chosen quantum memories.

Indeed, higher order linking of the QMs are impactful. Numerical exploration proves
that (2, 3) Purely-QMM-UE phases are physically richer. This is true despite the fact
that the one-qubit (2, 3) system essentially develops the five principal phases, even when
| η
λI
| is not small. First, one-qubit Purely-QMM-UE in the co-presence of the third order

interactions develop dynamical phase transitions (between those same five phases) in non-
narrow regions of the (λI , η)-space. Moreover, even without dynamical phase transition
taking place, the third order interactions can produce, without any fine-tuning, remarkably-
deformed versions of the five phases of the N = 2 system.

In order to make the effects of the third-order interactions crystal clear, we compare the
numerically-constructed (2, 3) solutions with their (2,2) ‘reductions’. That is, for every
one of the (2,3) numerical solutions, we additionally construct the solution of the (2,2)
system with the same values of control parameters (aside from η), to make a more precise
comparative analysis. But, it suffices to showing the (2, 3) solutions and explaining notable
differences. To discern all the novel effects of the Purely-QMM third-order interactions,
we choose sufficiently-many values of λI , run (for every one of them) the third-order in-
teraction coupling η from zero to sufficiently-large values, construct numerical solutions to
the delay-differential system (65,77,78,79), and classify the phases of the one-qubit unitary
evolutions in correspondence.

One-qubit (2,3) phases are sensitive only to the sign of λI . We now begin with λI ∈ R+.
Numerical investigations confirm that the range λI ∈ [0, 5] covers all the interesting phases
of the system. When λI = 5 at vanishing η, solutions show the attractor phase, as it must.
Increasing η slightly from zero, the phase 5 of the (2,2) system begins to be formed. Inter-
estingly enough, before the establishment of the phase 5, in the whole range of 1.6 . η . 2.3
with λI = 5, the (2,3) Purely-QMM-UE of the one-qubit states develops a dynamical phase
transition which switches, in the course of time, the two phases mentioned above. We must
highlight the purely internal and dynamical nature of this ‘unitary’ phase transition: it
does not take any kind of external influences, or any change in the couplings or in the
initial data, to occur. It happens all-internally to the one-qubit closed system, during its
Purely-QMM-UE, and is sourced by nothing but the (higher order) interactions that the
past-or-present density operators of the unitary-evolving qubit make. Also, in sharp con-
trast with (2,2) system, we notice the non-narrow bound for the formation of this dynamical
phase transition: ∆η

η ∼ 0.48. Fig. 12 shows a solution of the kind during [0, 13000 a], but
its numerical construction was performed for one order of magnitude longer time span,
that is [0, 70000 a], for being ensured of the defining nature of this unitary phase transi-
tion. It is worthwhile to additionally mention that the time period for jumps between two
stable states is almost the same as the corresponding (2, 2) system, but number of jumps
before going into attractor phase is now larger. As we see in Fig. 12 for the given val-
ues of (λI , η), the one-qubit Purely-QMM-UE moves after ∼ 4000a from phase 5 to phase 1.
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Figure 12: The purely-QMM-UE described by (65,77,78,79) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0;φ0|λI , η|a; tcompletion) = (7.5; 1.001, 0.089|5.00, 2.00|1.73; 70000a), showing dy-
namical phase transition of the one-qubit closed system under the (2,3) QMM-H: switching phase five
to phase one.
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Figure 13: The Purely-QMM-UE described by (65,77,78,79) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0;φ0|λI , η|a; tcompletion) = (7.5; 1.001, 0.089|10.00, 4.00|1.73; 5000a). It equals the
‘Phase 5’ of one-qubit (2,2)-Purely-QMM-UE.

Increasing η above 2.3, we find an all-times-surviving two-state meta-stable phase which
is identical to the phase 5 characterized for the (2, 2) system. A representative solution of
this phase is presented in Fig. 13. The time span of each meta-stable state equals its (2,
2) reduction, being ∼ 50 a, and w2

t−at variations are almost equal too.

One also encounters in the phase diagram of the one-qubit (2, 3) Purely-QMM-UE altered
versions of the standard phase 5. These are morphological deformations of the binary-
metastable QMM-UE which are interesting physically. One such deformation is presented
in Fig. 14: we see that the altered evolution features the standard profile of the QM-TPF
in the phase 5, but now in such a way that the relative configurations of both metastable
states undergo robust simple oscillations. The long wavelengths of these relative oscilla-
tions are determined primarily by the λI and η couplings. We explored these interesting
deformations of the phase 5 in a sufficiently-wide range of the couplings. The numerical
solution of Fig. 14 corresponds to (λI , η) = (2.6, 2.53) as a representative, where a peri-
odicity of about T ∼ 1000 a is featured. For optimal clarity, the wavefunction is shown in
two time intervals of the QMM evolution. One sees again that more complex phases are
made because of the third order interactions.
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Figure 14: The Purely-QMM-UE described by (65,77,78,79) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0;φ0|λI , η|a; tcompletion) = (7.5; 1.001, 0.089|2.6, 2.53|1.73; 8000a). Oscillatory de-
formation of the ‘Phase 5’ of one-qubit (2,2)-Purely-QMM-UE is featured.
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Figure 15: The Purely-QMM-UE described by (65,77,78,79) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0;φ0 | λI , η | a; tcompletion) = (7.5; 1.001, 0.089 | 1.3, 4.93 | 1.73; 3000 a). Dynam-
ical Phase Transition of the one-qubit (2,3) system switching from a metastable ‘Phase 3’ to a stable
‘Phase 5’.

Moreover, we find that the one-qubit (2,3) Purely-QMM-UE can form dynamical phase
transitions under which a metastable phase 3 is eventually switched with an stable phase
5. It has the same purely-internal nature that its previously mentioned counterpart has,
where a dynamical switching from the phase 5 to the phase 1 was realized. Fig.15 and
Fig.16 present a representative solution of the kind where the unitary dynamical phase
transition occurs at tdpt ' 1155 a, given the couplings (λI , η) = (1.3.4.93). To clarify
the defining criterion of this novel phase transition, we have exposed, and zoomed into,
two sufficiently-distant time intervals as follows: [ 300 a, 400 a ] and [ 2200 a, 2300 a ].
Specially, one sees in our zooming into the QM-TPF profiles in the pre-vs-post phases
of the purely-internal transition, Fig. 16, that the (2,3) one-qubit Purely-QMM-UE has
‘itself’ evolved from the phase-3 evolution to the phase-5 evolution. In the plots of Fig. 15,
we see the transformed behaviors of (Re[Ψdown

t ],Ψup
t ), by means of the dynamical phase

transition.

Sufficiently strengthening the third-order (over the second-order) interaction, we see that
the one-qubit Purely-QMM-UE wavefunctions show the defining quality of the phase 3.
For example, having λI = 5 fixed and raising η above ∼ 10 is sufficient to derive the system
into the phase 3.
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Figure 16: The Purely-QMM-UE described by (65,77,78,79) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0;φ0 | λI , η | a; tcompletion) = (7.5; 1.001, 0.089 | 1.3, 4.93 | 1.73; 3000 a). Dynam-
ical Phase Transition of the one-qubit (2,3) system switching from a metastable ‘Phase 3’ to a stable
‘Phase 5’.

We now explore the distinct category of negative λI in regard with the one-qubit phases
of the (2,3)-Purely-QMM-UE. Setting λI = −5, we increase η from zero, with steps of
∼ 0.1 or 0.01, up to sufficiently large values, to identify and classify the corresponding
phases. In the whole range of η taking values from zero up to ∼ 50, we observe the phase
2. At η ∼ 50, where the third-order interaction has become dominant about one order of
magnitude, the one-qubit purely-QMM-UE makes a crossover to irregularity: the phase
3 takes place beyond this soft border. Along the way to its crossover to irregularity, the
one-qubit (2,3) system makes a unitary and purely-internal dynamical phase transition
from a long-time-surviving phase 3 to an ultimate phase 2. In fact, we observe this re-
markable behavior in the whole range: λI = −5, 40 . η . 50, corresponding to the bound
∆η
η ∼ 0.1. Fig. 17 shows a clear representative numerical solution which features this
dynamical phase transition. We highlight that, as it comes about in the next subsection, a
phase-interpolating behavior of the same kind is seen in the one-qubit (3,3) system. This
suggest that this dynamical phase transition is a signature of the third-order Purely-QMM
interactions.

One-qubit (2,3) Purely-QMM-UE with negatively-signed second-order interactions can also
form the phase 4. For example, realizations of phase 4 is obtained in the entire range:
λI = −1.3 and 5.5 . η . 8. Moreover, because now the third-order interactions are
present in the QMM-H, quite non-generic versions of phase 4 are easily realizable. In these
non-generic and refined versions, the structured modules of phase 4 feature significantly-
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Figure 17: The Purely-QMM-UE described by (65,77,78,79) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0;φ0|λI , η|a; tcompletion) = (7.5; 1.001, 0.089| − 5, 40.30|1.73; 3000a). Dynamical
Phase Transition of one-qubit (2,3)-Purely-QMM-UE: ‘Phase 3 to Phase 2’.

enhanced orders in their patterns. A representative solution of the kind is given in Fig.
18 where, for visual clarity, only the window [200 a, 300 a] is presented. Furthermore, in
narrow bounds of (λI , η), dynamical phase transitions from phase 3 to phase 4 is observed.
Naturally, we expect that these alternative dynamical phase transitions can likewise oc-
cur without any fine-tuning of the couplings, in the presence of higher order interactions:
L > 3.

6.5 The Phase Diagram of One-Qubit Wavefunctions Evolving Under A (3,3) Purely-
QMM Hamiltonian

Now we construct and investigate one-qubit state-histories for (3, 3)-Purely-QMM-UE. We
focus on the specific Hamiltonian (15), a simplified version of the most general case (14)
one could take, as only one complex coupling is now turned on: (κI , κR). However, the
simplified (3,3) QMM-H (15) is sufficiently complex, leading us to a whole variety of novel
phases. The coupling κ is the strength of the cubic hyper-link, L = 3, between three specific
quantum memories, N = 3. The quantum memories, reselected at every present moment t,
correspond to these three wavefunctions of the one-qubit closed system: one is the qubit’s
pure state at the very now, ρt, one is qubit’s pure state in its past moment with an un-
changing temporal distance b ∈ R+ from the now, ρt−b, one is the third qubit’s pure state,
ρt−a, with a > b being a free constant specifying a moment further in the past from the
time now. Hence, besides the (By

Kicker; θ0, φ0) triplet of initial data, the one-qubit (3, 3)-
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Figure 18: The Purely-QMM-UE described by (65,77,78,79) with parameters:
(By

Kicker; θ0;φ0|λI , η|a; tcompletion) = (7.5; 1.001, 0.089| − 1.30, 6.5|1.73; 3000a). ‘Phase 4’ of
one-qubit (2,3)-Purely-QMM-UE.

QMM-UE generated by the QMM-H (15) has four more real valued control parameters
which we identify as follows: the couplings (κI , κR), the largest QMD a, and the ratio of
the two past-time QMDs: a

b ≡ r ∈ [1,∞]. In fact, we numerically investigate and establish
that this seventh control parameter r, despite being totally independent of the couplings
of third order interactions (κI , κR), plays significant role in deciding what particular phase
of the phase diagram is formed by a given one-qubit (3, 3)-Purely-QMM-UE. Moreover,
as there are three quantum memories participating in the generation of unitary time evo-
lution, each one state-history is marked with three QM-TPFs (16): wt−a,t−b, wt−b,t and
wt−a,t.

The QMM Schrödinger equation (27) encoding the above unitary evolution is (81) for
the dynamics of the one-qubit Bloch vector, or equivalently is the coupled system of delay-
differential equations (82,83) for the dynamics of the one-qubit Bloch angles. As before,
we construct the unitary state-histories under consideration by solving the polar version of
the QMM Schrödinger equation, namely (82,83) by means of the same numerical discipline
explained and used in previous subsections. However, given that the matching of the two
methods have been established in the previous examples, it suffices here to implementing
the first method. We have seen by extensive numerical investigations that the complete
phase diagram of (3, 3)-Purely-QMM-UE happens to be much more complex than that of
its counterpart with only two quantum memories, even in as elementary quantum setting
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as the one-qubit closed system. Because of this, the forthcoming presentation of one-qbit
unitary state-histories with N = 3 and L = 3 is cut down to a sufficiently-rich variety of
numerical solutions to (82,83) which we have found to be most remarkable qualitatively.

Besides few exceptions, for every one-qubit QMM unitary state-history of the (3, 3) theory
which is shown in this subsection, these four plots are presented: Re[Ψdown

t ],Ψup
t and also

w2
t−a t, as were presented for all the QMM unitary state-histories with N = 1 and N = 2,

together with only one (among the two) of the other QM-TPFs: w2
t−b t. Note that there

still remains one more QM-TPF, w2
t−a t−b, whose plots we ignore to show. This is mainly

because it develops the same qualitative profile as the two other QM-TPFs, in all the many
numerical solutions we have constructed. This also prevents further enlargement of the vol-
ume of the paper, and the population of the plots, which are both already large enough. In
addition to several numerical solutions singled out for demonstration in figures, we present
brief explanations about all the phases of the one-qubit (3,3)-Purely-OMM-UE which we
have seen in the course of our explorations of its (large and complex) phase diagram. We
first explain the method with which we have organized our extensive (but not exhaustive)
exploration of the phase diagram.

Geometrically, the phase diagram of the unitary state-histories whose generator is the
(3, 3)-QMM-H (15) lives in one dimension higher than that corresponding to the (2, 2)-
QMM-H (66). One can identify this additional dimension with geometrization of the ratio
of the two larger QMDs, b and a, that is (as introduced before) with the extra control
parameter r. All the rest of their control parameters are in a one-to-one correspondence.
In particular, the defining coupling constants of both QMM-Hs form C = R2. Moreover,
by purity of the unitary state-histories (13), and via a mapping (µ̂t−a, λI) ↔ (κR, κI),
the total phase diagram of the (2, 2) theory corresponds to the following codimension-one
hypersurfaces of the phase diagram of the (3, 3)-theory: one is the boundary hypersurface
r = 1, and the other is the asymptotic boundary r = ∞. In conclusion, r ∈ S1. Given
geometric reconstruction as such, and knowing the five N = 2 phases, we have extensively
explored the phases of the (3, 3)-Purely-QMM-UE. Focusing in turn on every one of the
five phases identified in Subsection 6.3, we first obtain a handful of solutions to the QMM
Schrödinger equations (82,83) at r = 1, belonging to that phase. Next, we gradually
raise the (3,3)-parameter r above r = 1, having kept (By

Kicker|θ0;φ0|κR;κI) and the largest
QMD a fixed, re-solve the system (82,83), and identify what qualitatively-distinct phases
are formed by the resulted r-deformed solutions. We go on with this procedure up until
hitting a sufficiently-large r which (with acceptable approximation) reproduces the initial
solution with r = 1. Put differently, we systematically generate and single out the distinct
phases of the N = 3 Purely-QMM theory as the higher-dimensional r-deformations of the
five phases of the counterpart N = 2 theory.

Mapping the r-deformations of the Phase 1
Numerical investigations establish that the phase 1 of N = 2 is invariant under the (3,3)
r-deformations. All Purely-QMM unitarily-evolving one-qubit wavefunctions which solve
the (3, 3) dynamical system (82,83) within the coupling range 0 ≤ |κR

κI
| � 1, develop at

sufficiently-late times fixed-point attractors.

Mapping the r-deformations of the Phases 2,3,4
The (3,3) phases found by applying the r-deformation on the phases 2,3 and 4 of the
one-qubit N = 2 theory, are essentially accommodated in the total landscape of the r-
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deformations of the phase 5. A rich landscape to which we now turn.

Mapping the r-deformations of The Phase 5
Now, we simulate and classify the (3,3) solutions, by moving on the S1 deformation, from
within the original phase 5 of the one-qubitN = 2 theory. We know that at r = 1, the initial
point of the deformations, the behavior of the one-qubit Purely-QMM-UE is the everlasting
switching, under sharp transitions, between two meta-stable states. Concretely, we classify
the numerical solutions obtained by varying the r parameter along its S1, with the other
control parameters being chosen and kept fixed as follows: (By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|λI , µ̂t−a|a) =
(35.5; 1.001, 0.089|5.124, 3.185|3.67). Beginning from r = 1, increasing r-deformations are
implemented in sufficiently-small steps, and the system (82,83) is solved numerically. With
the choice of r = 1: ∆(t)

1 = ∆(t)
2 = a, and we do obtain a numerical solution whose profile

is of the form presented in Fig. 9. We expect that within a not-too-wide band above r = 1,
the system must stay in the phase 5. Indeed, numerical solutions confirm the stability of
the phase 5 under r-deformation in the range: 1 ≤ r . 1.15. Within this range, the only
effect of increasing r-deformations is that all the three simultaneous stages of wtitj = 1
shorten monotonically. Moreover, one sees that the defining feature of bistate metastability
is taken away gradually.

Making a crossover at r ∼ 1.15, one-qubit Purely-QMM-UEs enter a special phase. This
special phase, being formed everywhere in the following r-deformation range: 1.15 . r .
1.632, is a finely-balanced blend of the phases 5 and 4. A representative unitary state-
history in this special phase is presented in Fig. 19. See the distinctive orders, both in
the oscillations of the one-qubit wavefunctions, and in the clear patterns of the QM-TPFs.
It marks a very non-generic sub-class of the phase 4, in the sense of its built-in struc-
tures. Being formed as a phase-5 deformation, however, the norms of the three QM-TPs
(wt−a t, wt−b t, wt−a t−b) feature the following pattern. Generically, between the neighbour-
ing pairs of the wt−a t = wt−b t = wt−a t−b = 1 stages, which are shortened by now about
two orders of magnitude compared to the corresponding stage in the r = 1 phase 5, one
narrow bump is formed which contains three sharp extrema: two unequal minima and one
maximum. Interestingly enough, the dynamics of the three QM-TPFs are finely synchro-
nized, such that the wtitj = 1 stages and the aforementioned three extrema all happen
simultaneously.

Surpassing r & 1.632, the (3, 3) Purely-OMM-UE crossovers to the general realm of the
phase 2, and stays there up until r . 3.23. One sees, in a considerable sub-interval of
this range, two deformed variants of the phase 2, in particular. Qualitatively, they are
two possible ‘amplifications’ of the phase 2: the ‘semi-frozen’ and ‘fully-frozen’ versions
of phase 2. In these remarkable variants, one, two or all of three wtitj s become totally
frozen, with the wavefunction oscillations becoming perfectly regular. See Fig. ?? for a
representative solution. Moreover, depending on the value of r, other non-generic versions
of the phase 2 are formed.

More remarkably, one observes that at r ∼ 1.725, within the above range, the (3, 3) Purely-
QMM-UE experiences a dynamical phase transition under which the one-qubit wavefunc-
tion changes a long-lasting phase 3 with the stable fully-frozen phase 2. The phenomenon
is of the same nature observed and described in Subsection 6.4: a unitary purely-internal
dynamical transition, resembling a phase-interpolating time-like kink, caused by the third-
order interactions between the chosen QMs of the closed system. The six plots of Fig. 21
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Figure 19: Numerical Solution of The QMM-UE system (82,83) with parameters:
r = 1.173, (By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|κI , κR|a; tcompletion)=(35.5; 1.001, 0.089|5.124, 3.185|3.67; 6600 a).
A special phase of one-qubit (3,3)-Purely-QMM-UE: blending phases 5 and 4 of the one-qubit N = 2
Theory.
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Figure 20: Numerical Solution of The QMM-UE system (82,83) with parameters: r = 2.79,
(By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|κI , κR|a; tcompletion)=(35.5; 1.001, 0.089|5.124, 3.185|3.67; 3518 a). A special phase of
one-qubit (3,3)-Purely-QMM-UE: fully-frozen version of phase 2.

present a representative solution of the corresponding QMM Schrödinger equations, given
by (82,83). In particular, to further enhance clarity, one of the QM-TPs has been zoomed
in within two largely-separated time windows. As we see, the dynamical phase transition
has occurred in ∼ 920 a after the outset of the (3,3) Purely-QMM-UE.

Walking the direction of r-deformations ahead, the one-qubit closed system makes crossover
to ‘ordered behavioral patterns’: the general realm of the phase 4 of the N=2 theory. Right
before it, we see a special profile in a narrow band about r = 3.235: Purely-QMM-UEs
are simple synchronized oscillations. Fig. 22 shows clearly the highly nongeneric, regu-
lar, simple configurations which are formed in the aforementioned range. As we see in
the representative solution presented in Fig. 22, all the three system’s QM-TPFs, and
its wavefunction experience stable, almost-perfectly simple oscillations. Moreover, the os-
cillations of (wt−a t, wt−b t) are oppositely synchronized, as precise examination of their
maxima/minima shows. After this, the system moves into the ordered-but-complex oscil-
lations of the phase 4, up until r . 3.3.

A remarkable family of one-qubit (3,3) Purely-QMM-UEs which structurally are highly
‘intricate and exotic’ are formed, within a narrow band of r-deformations at the verge of
system’s crossovering from the phase 4 to the phase 5. Fig. 23 shows a numerical solution
which represents this intricately-patterned family of unitary state-histories, corresponding
to r = 3.299. One can examine and confirm that the QM-TPFs wt−a t and wt−b t are, once
more, oppositely synchronized: their local extrema inside every structural module, being
a handful in population, happen in reverse orders at almost simultaneous moments.
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Figure 21: Numerical Solution of The QMM-UE system (82,83) with parameters:
r = 1.725, (By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|κI , κR|a; tcompletion)=(35.5; 1.001, 0.089|5.124, 3.185|3.67; 6000 a).
A phase-interpolating state-history of one-qubit (3,3)-Purely-QMM-UE.
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Figure 22: Numerical Solution of The QMM-UE system (82,83) with parameters:
r = 3.235, (By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|κI , κR|a; tcompletion)=(35.5; 1.001, 0.089|5.124, 3.185|3.67; 6600 a).
Special one-qubit (3,3)-Purely-QMM-UE, featuring Synchronized Simple Oscillations.
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Figure 23: Numerical Solution of The QMM-UE system (82,83) with parameters:
r = 3.299, (By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|κI , κR|a; tcompletion)=(35.5; 1.001, 0.089|5.124, 3.185|3.67; 3300 a).
It represents various intricately-patterned forms of one-qubit (3,3)-Purely-QMM-UEs, right before mak-
ing the crossover from Phase 4 to phase 5.
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Figure 24: Numerical Solution of The QMM-UE system (82,83) with parameters:
r = 3.77, (By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|κI , κR|a; tcompletion)=(35.5; 1.001, 0.089|5.124, 3.185|3.67; 3900 a).
One-qubit (3,3)-Purely-QMM-UE corresponding to morphologicaly-deformed phase 5.

Finally, for r & 3.5, the one-qubit closed system develops (3, 3) Purely-QMM-UEs which
feature ongoing two-state-switching metastability, corresponding to the phase 5, including
morphological deformations. See the representative of Fig. 24 at r = 3.77.

Likewise, we have analyzed the resulted r-deformations of the r = 1 phase 5 for a handful
of independent examples, classified their phases, and found them qualitatively equivalent
with those obtained based on the solutions above. But, we highlight that our extensive
explorations do not necessarily exhaust the entirety of the large-and-complex spectrum
of all possible r-deformations of the phase 5. Nevertheless, we regard that the presented
spectroscopy of one-qubit (3,3) Purely-QMM-UEs is inclusive enough.

6.6 Selected General Highlights On One-Qubit Purely-QMM-UEs
Having known the distinct phases of the (N ≤ 3, L ≤ 3) Purely-QMM-UE of the one-qubit
closed system, we now want to highlight few general remarks about the phase diagram.
Although these points were essentially brought about in the previous subsections given the
context, these five remarks can serve the presented results as a supplement.

One-qubit Purely-QMM-UEs in which the wavefunction experiences ongoing disordered
or structured oscillations are realizable if (at least) one Hermitian QMM monomial is
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Figure 25: Crossover by the numerical solution from Phase 4 (a) to Phase 2 (b) of the one-qubit
(2,2)-Purely-QMM-UE, demonstrated by w2

t−a t, upon a shift: δµ̂t−a = 0.018.
(a): (By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|λI , µ̂t−a|a; tcompletion)=(7.5; 1.001, 0.089| − 2, 3.01|1.73; 3600 a).
(b): (By

Kicker; θ0, φ0|λI , µ̂t−a|a; tcompletion)=(7.5; 1.001, 0.089| − 2, 2.992|1.73; 3600 a).

turned on in the Hamiltonian. Hence, (1, 1)-or-(N = 2)|
λI=0

QMM-Hs are sufficient.

One-qubit Purely-QMM-UE attains fixed-point attractor, along with the everlasting be-
havior of switching between two metastable attractors, the phases ‘one and five’, on the
condition that one turns on interaction operators given by anti-Hermitian QMM monomi-
als. The simplest Hamiltonian to realize those two phases is (66) in which the commutators
of two quantum memories, O(†)

a = [ρt−a, ρt−a](†), run the above-mentioned interactions.
Moreover, being intuitive, the formation of the two-attractor meta-stable dynamics of the
phase five demands that the strengths of the couplings λI and µ̂t−a, which compete to
drive the system to oscillatory versus fixed-point-attractor behavior, are made comparable
to one another.

The only kind of transitions that one observes between the distinct phases of one-qubit
Purely-QMM-UEs, as a consequence of varying the QM-couplings (µt−a t;λI , λR; η;κ), are
crossovers. Turning on flows of QM-couplings causes continuous changes. Fig. 25 shows a
clear example of the inter-phase crossovers. Plot (a) shows a solution in phase four. With
λI = −2 and all other parameters fixed, µ̂t−a t is lowered from 3.01 to 2.992. The new
solution is in phase two. Gradually making the above shift, δµ̂t−a t = 0.18, and classifying
the solutions, we find that the crossover has occurred at µ̂t−a t ∼= 3.

Purely-QMM-UEs realize dynamical phase transitions which, resembling time-like kinks,
switch between a pair of the one-qubit phases. A generic solution of the kind has a long
lasting stay in one phase, but makes a sharp transition which stabilizes it in one other
phase. Interestingly, they can switch between various (unstructured or structured) oscil-
latory phases and the (fixed-point or multi) attractor phases. They take place without
external influences, coupling variations, or quenched disorders. These unitary transitions
are caused internally, by the higher order interactions, L ≥ 3, between the N ≥ 2 QMs
which compose the Hamiltonian. Finally, these unitary dynamical phase transitions are re-
alized, in diverse forms, in various regions of the interaction-coupling space whose volumes
increase by raising the degree of QM monomial interactions, but are considerable even at
L = 3.
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Overall, the one-qubit closed system endowed with first, second or third order monomial
interactions between its past-or-present quantum states can develop five principle kinds of
unitary time evolutions, along with time-like kink behavior interpolating between them:
fixed-point attractor behavior (phase one), three distinct kinds of everlasting oscillatory
behavior (phases two, three and four), and everlasting swapping behavior between two
meta-stable attractors (phase five). That, the Purely-QM-UEs of the most elementary
quantum setup is capable of such surprising behavior is remarkable to us. These findings
seem to be truly promising for the visions we bring about in Section 7.

7 QMM-UEs: Outlook, Open Questions And Visions On
‘Experience Centric Quantum Theory’

7.1 A Conceptual Overview And Selected Elucidations
All fundamental laws of nature as we have discovered are successfully formulated by means
of microscopic interaction operators, Lagrangians and Hamiltonians which are unchange-
ably ‘enforced’ on closed systems, in the sense that they are, and so remain, intrinsically
indifferent to the accumulating-and-evolving ‘experiences’ that the total closed system
and its constituent parts develop in the course of their time evolutions. Mathematically,
they are given by local-in-time operators on the Hilbert space of a closed system that are
defined with no dependencies on the system’s past-or-present quantum states. Indeed,
a discipline as such establishes a strictly-one-way relationship between states and their
evolutions. Hamiltonians and their constituting interactions make the states moment-by-
moment evolve unitarily, however, do not ‘tolerate’ (any structural kind of) back reaction
from them: they receive no impact, hence no update, from the past-or-present states of the
closed system. The standard model (= theory) of particle physics is our best theoretical
and experimented validation of how successful the assumption of the one-way relationship
between the closed-system states and their unitary evolution has (perhaps astonishingly)
turned out to be.

Nevertheless, a paradigm shift is necessary if we aim for a general sensible theory of quan-
tum intelligence. What we mean by quantum intelligence is the ability of a system to
generate, organize and output a sufficiently-rich spectrum of behaviors which are general
quantum behavior on the one hand, and general intelligent behavior on the other hand.
In other words, if one aims to bring about a general synthesis and merge of quantum
behavior and intelligent behavior, within a sound and successful theoretical framework,
a novel approach, featuring the alteration of some conventional (and ‘less’ fundamental)
assumptions, must be adapted. Specially, it is in the outset crystal clear that the aforemen-
tioned one-way relationship between unitary evolutions and the system’s quantum states
is at complete odds with the most (or one of the most) fundamental characteristic(s) of
intelligent behavior. Any possible form of intelligent system must output manifold be-
haviors whose dynamical profiles undergo recurrent remarkable updates which are directly
originated from its state-history experiences. In particular, the very time evolution of the
states must receive moment-by-moment revisitations, and recurrent updates, based on the
relevant sub-histories of the system. For closed systems which are the focus of the present
work (as we shall argue soon), the mere possibility of intelligent behavior requires that the
Hamiltonian generating the unitary evolution operator, and hence the system’s internal
interactions which source it, can-and-must-typically receive adequate ‘structural’ updates
which are driven by the system’s quantum-state-history. In other words, already in the pri-
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mary context of closed evolving systems, we need quantum memory effects which manifest
themselves as compositional nonlocal-in-time dependencies of the unitary time-evolution
operator and its sourcing interactions on the (relevant information content of the) state-
history, as one necessary condition for the system’s capability to develop behavior which
are, at the same time, quantum and intelligent.

In this regards, it is highlighted that the quantum memory effects induced or mediated by
the system-environment coupling are ubiquitous and cause a landscape of Non-Markovian
time evolutions in open quantum systems. These effects are quantified, and also measured
indirectly, using independent characterizations such as information backflow or lack of
CP-divisibility. But, environmental Non-Markovianities come generically with dissipation,
decoherence, and time evolution irreversibility: they source evolutions which are Non-
Unitary. Moreover, the strength-or-largeness of such memory effects follows dynamically
the strength-or-largeness of the overall system-environment coupling, and hence generically
the correlated strength-or-largeness of the induced Non-Unitarity of the system’s evolution.

On the contrary, as various thought experiments can easily show, no such monotonic or
dynamical binding between the Non-Markovianity and the Non-Unitarity of the time evo-
lution should-or-is required by quantum intelligent systems in the general context. Clearly
enough, general intelligent behaviors neither should, nor actually do, bound themselves to
any inevitable-or-monotonic dynamical non-unitarity cost in exchange for required mem-
ory dependencies as their experience resource. We must highlight that the above statement
stays valid even when the initial formation of learning and intelligence would require cou-
pling the system to an interacting environment for sufficiently-long times. Indeed, an
intelligent system which ‘lives’ in an interactive environment and respond to it, undergos
generically some form of Non-Markovian evolution of the non-unitary kind. Nevertheless,
if the system with (a degree, kind or level of) emerged intelligent behavior becomes (even if
nearly) isolated, its time evolution should become (nearly) unitary, but now in some non-
conventional form which has sufficiently-strong dependencies on its in-the-making state-
history. The three points in (conceptual and technical) relation with the above highlight
are now summarized:

(1) Firstly, there is no fundamental argument against the remarkable possibility that, even
in the total absence of initial environmental interactions, a sufficiently-complex sufficiently-
aged system can self-organize in isolation (some degrees, kinds, or levels of) emergent in-
telligent goal-oriented behavior. (2) Even if we assume that the collective development of
intelligence, as a sustainable behavioral emergent quality of a complex (closed or open)
system across a proper subset of all its phases, needs an initial history of sufficient environ-
mental interactions, once the environmental couplings are made negligible, the correspond-
ing (dominantly-) unitary evolution must be generated by a nonlocal-in-time Hamiltonian
operator which is state-history-based ‘constructionally’. (3) Now, if we consider open
intelligent systems coupled to an interactive environment, the intelligence-required Non-
Markovianity of the system’s evolution does not need to follow a corresponding scale of
evolution Non-Unitarity. That is, the general dynamics of open intelligent systems should
not necessarily be of the conventional Non-Markovian kind, namely, of the kind deducible
from the conventional Hamiltonian evolution of an encompassing closed system. Indeed,
as in the case of conventional quantum systems, a general deduction should instead follow
a ‘closed → open’ direction as follows. General Non-Unitary Non-Markovian evolutions
of intelligent open systems are deducible from Unitary Non-Markovian evolutions, such as
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those in the present work, of encompassing intelligent closed systems.

Above all, it is within the broader perspective of intelligent quantum behavior that we
have proposed, formulated and primarily investigated a complementary distinctive way of
memory participations in the system’s internal interactions and unitary evolution. Quan-
tum memory roles and effects come with three distinctive qualities in this novel way: (a)
they can be (completely or partially) Non-Environmental, namely, Internal ; (b) they are
‘constructive’, serving the (re-)organization of the system’s behavior, by being (some of
the) direct building-block operators of the updating Hamiltonian; (c) In principle, their
compositional role in the system’s evolution are pushable all the way to the extreme, that
is, the Hamiltonian operator can be entirely made from the system’s density operators
as developed in its state-history. Specifically, the focus of our work has been the central
role that the quantum-state-history of a closed system can play in sourcing, updating and
directing its internal interactions and unitary evolution.

The novel family of Non-Markovian quantum processes proposed by the present work are
completely coherent: their quantum-state-history dependencies are developed free from
any dissipative effects (at least ideally) and they remain so, therefore, preserving the quan-
tum information in the entire state-history-based evolution. Indeed, despite being Non-
Markovian, the proposed evolutions are (by construction) perfectly unitary. The perfect
unitarity of these evolutions is directly implied by the built-in Hermicity of a moment-
by-moment Quantum-Memory-Made operator which generates it, namely H(QMM)

t which
serves the closed system as its nonlocal-in-time Hamiltonian. Moreover, the unitarity of
these QMM processes has been shown crystal clearly in the explicit construction of their
time-evolution operator presented in (11), using (the continual sequence of) momentary
QMM-Hs generally defined in (4) and formulated in (7,8) specifically. Furthermore, we
remark that in all one-qubit realizations presented in the Sections 4, 5 and 6, the time-
evolution unitarity has been tested and re-confirmed in several independent ways.

About the relation between standard quantum mechanics and the present work, namely
our generalizing framework and the novel systems formulated within it, there are some clar-
ifying points which we now come to highlight. First and foremost, the QMM-UEs defined
in (4) and specified in (7,8) and in their next-subsection generalizations, do not necessitate
any underlying form of the so-called ‘nonlinear quantum mechanics’. The statement holds
despite the fact that all QMM-UE must be unavoidably nonlinear and nonlocal-in-time,
due to their compositional dependencies on the past-to-present state-history of the closed
system, as QMM Schrödinger equations manifest. The point is, as explained above, the
QMM-Hs ((4);(7,8);(132)) are proposed foremostly as emergent Hamiltonians in any com-
plex system that describe the (sufficiently-developed ‘higher-level’) phases which possess
(the primary characteristics of) quantum intelligent behavior. The system itself, however,
can be a completely-standard quantum system at its microscopic level of formulation, and
likewise at all its ‘lower’ levels. In fact, the system does not even need to be necessarily
quantum-mechanical at all: it can be a classical complex many-body-interacting system
which develops at functional collective levels a form of emergent quantum behavior. More-
over, intelligence-aside, QMM-UEs and their non-unitary open-system descendents provide
effective descriptions of new emergent phases of microscopically-standard quantum systems
whose Non-Markovian behaviors feature significantly more coherent quantum memory ef-
fects. Nevertheless, one does not exclude, either, the intriguing possibility of the ‘orthog-
onal’ branch of the physical relevance of QMM-UEs, which deduction-wise goes the other
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way around: one can propose these generalized quantum evolutions to define more fun-
damental quantum theories, for example in the context of quantum gravity, out of which
both standard quantum mechanics and geometric spacetime emerge. We shall present more
detailed explanations on the above-mentioned points in Subsection 7.2.

The proposed unification of time evolution Unitarity and Non-Markovianity for closed
quantum systems led us to observe, already in the most minimal context of a one-qubit
closed system evolving by means of the lowest-order interactions between its quantum mem-
ories, a rich landscape of unprecedented behavioral phases and dynamical phase transitions.
Mathematically, they arise from the inseparably-entangled nonlinearity and nonlocality-
in-time of the corresponding QMM Schrödinger and Von Neumann equations presented
in Sections 3 and 4. The physical origin of these novel kinds of quantum behavior and
purely-internal behavioral transitions, however, is the merge between state-history partici-
pations and a ‘renewable’ operator of evolution Unitarity. The surprising characteristics of
the behavioral landscape of the one-qubit QMM-UEs which were detailed and explained in
Section 6, do clearly indicate to us that these novel systems can naturally find promising
applications in several envisioned domains and disciplines which shall be mentioned in the
next subsection.

Independently, we have advanced towards a speculative idealized quantum scheme in which
states, interactions and evolutions are all unified. The extreme message of such a unified
scheme is most clearly conveyed by the scenario (132). Taking the subsystem decompo-
sition in the recipe (132) all the way down to its ultimate level of resolution, a radical
perspective of a consistently-circular interplay manifests. It speculates a closed universe
in which all many-body interactions and all evolutionary processes are remade continually
from within its internal experience(s), and vice versa.

7.2 Forward Views: A Generalization, Selected Open Questions And The Envisioned
Applications In Fundamental And Applied Domains

QMM-UEs can naturally find promising applications in several distinct domains, as we
envision and conjecture. Clearly, there are also many directions to advance the work of
the present paper, and there are many interesting open questions to be addressed. We
now elaborate, on a selective basis, on some open questions, future advancements, and
envisioned applications of QMM-UEs.

Firstly, we present an alternative more general recipe to formulate the QMM-UEs for
a general closed system, denoted by S. Indeed, it is within the very same paradigm we
conceptualized in Section 3 that this second recipe is now proposed. Nevertheless, it gener-
alizes the formulation in (7,8). Consider a partitioning of S into M interacting subsystems
{Si}Mi=1, mirroring an arbitrary Hilbert space factorization, H(S) = ⊗Mi=1Hi. The second
recipe is to define the system’s total QMM-H, HQMM

(S) , directly based on the chosen subsys-
tem decomposition, using the past-or-present states of the subsystems ρi(ti), defined by the
complementary-space traces ρi(ti) ≡ TrHī [ρ

(S)(ti)]. One chooses a set of QMM r-body op-
erators interlinking the M Si’s, OQMM

i1···ir|ti1 ···tir
[ ρi1(ti1), · · · , ρir(tir) ], and packs them into a

Hermitian HQMM
(S) . For example, one can form such a HQMM

(S) , by introducing OQMM
i1···ir|ti1 ···tir

with r ≤ 3, together with the corresponding collections of state-history-independent oper-
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ators and the λ-couplings (A,Λ), likewise (7,8), as,

HQMM
(S) (t) ≡ H

(Hermitian)
(Polynomial, Exponential, ··· )[ { O

QMM
i|ti } , { OQMM

ij|titj } , { O
QMM
ijk|titjtk } | (A , Λ) ],

OQMM
i|ti ≡ ρi(ti)⊗ 1ī ; OQMM

ij|titj ≡ ρi(ti)ρj(tj)⊗ 1ij ; OQMM
ijk|titjtk ≡ ρi(ti)ρj(tj)ρk(tk)⊗ 1ijk,

ρi(ti) = TrHī [ρ
(S)(ti)] ; H(S) = Hi ⊗Hī , ∀ t, ti, tj , tk ∈ [t∗, t] , ∀ i, j, k ∈ 1, · · · ,M.

(132)

For M = 1 and Polynomial QMM-Hs, the above recipe reduces to the recipe presented in
(7,8). Nevertheless, they represent two distinctive scenarios to form QMM-UEs. In the
first scenario the QMM-UE of a closed system is directly driven from the history of its
total-or-‘global’ quantum states. In the second scenario, however, a closed system inter-
connects the state-histories of its chosen subsystems, to structure its QMM-UE.

Regarding analysis extensions, an obvious direction is studying the closed system of M
interacting qubits, for small M and M → ∞, and M quantum fields (of various kinds
and symmetries) endowed with QMM many-body interactions. We have focused on a sin-
gle qubit, but the Hubbard-model-like reformulation of the N = 2 one-qubit system in
(71,72), manifests possible forms of two-body and higher r-body QMM interactions. It is
straightforward to extract these interactions out of the two recipes, likewise one-qubit cases
in Section 4. Investigating the behaviors of the QMM variants of quantum spin systems,
Hubbard models, and various QFTs can be insightful.

Another interesting direction of furthering our analyses corresponds to QMM-UEs sourced
by interacting quantum memories which fill up a continuum state-(sub)history. One re-
introduces the H(N ;L)

(QMM)’s defined in (7,8,14) in their N → ∞ QM continua, integrating
degree-l(≤L) monomials of the past-or-present density operators over entire participating
subsets of [t∗, t]. For example, choosing a ‘QM-width’ parameter a ∈ [t∗, t] and taking
L = 2, one intuitive QMM-H made by all quantum states in the history window [t− a, t],
H

(∞|2|a)
QMM (t), can be formulated as the following reformation of (15),

H
(∞|2|a)
QMM (t) ≡

≡
∫ t

t−a
dt′ ft′t

[
µt′(Pchosen

[t−a,t] ) ρt′ + i λIt′t(Pchosen
[t−a,t] ) [ ρt′ , ρt ] + λRt′t(Pchosen

[t−a,t] ) { ρt′ , ρt }
]
.

(133)

The temporal functions ft′t multiply the QM-couplings
(
µt′ , λ

I
t′t, λ

R
t′t

)
in order to weight

the participation of those quantum memories. One can choose a monotonically-decreasing
tunable function ft′t = f(t− t′). Moreover, one can choose the QM-couplings (λI,Rt′t , µt′) to
be themselves functions of the quantum-memory fidelities or various other kinds of state-
history-dependent scaler observables, incorporating higher-oder interactions and quantum
memory effects already at the L = 2 level.

One can investigate statistical behavioral effects of ‘memory-participation randomness’
in QMM-UEs, using the same general recipe of QMM-Hs formulated in (5, 6,7,8).
For example, considering a probability distribution A with mean value a, variance α2, and
support DA ⊂ R+, a QM-random H

(2|2)
QMM(t) is formulated by imposing that the participat-

ing past-states are chosen moment by moment, based on a random-variable QM distance
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drawn from A. The QMM-H reads as,

H
(2|2)
QMM(t|A) = µ ρt−at + iλi [ ρt−at , ρt ] + λR { ρt−at , ρt } ; a

(∈ R+)
t ∼ A( a, α2 ).

(134)
Moreover, one can take some or all independent dimensionless couplings to be drawn from
probability distributions. Mapping disorder-averaged phase diagrams of random QMM-
UEs (134) and their generalizations is interesting. In the context of their spin models, it
leads us to various novel families of quantum spin glasses endowed with QMM random
interactions.

We find it natural, moreover theoretically elegant, to reformulate general QMM-UEs in
the ‘History Hilbert space’ frameworks such as [67, 68, 72], using higher quantizations
and the postulated algebras of quantum-memory fundamental operators. It can serve as
a useful abstract language to investigate and establish general characterizations of QM
many body interactions. Independently, another advancement of our analyses is to explore
QMM-UEs made of general mixed quantum states, mapping their richer behavioral phases
and dynamical phase transitions.

The hybrid family of QMM-UEs, generated by combining conventional (time-independent
or local-in-time) Hamilonians and Purely-QMM Hamiltonians, constitute novel closed
quantum systems of special importance to be investigated extensively. The importance
is both theoretical and observational. Because the limit of QMM-UEs with extreme mem-
ory dependency, namely the case of Purely-QMM-Hs, was totally unexplored while quite
interesting and sufficiently complex, it constituted the bulk of our analyses in the present
work. However, the analysis of Subsection 5.4 shows that the hybridization is qualitatively
nontrivial: some principal features of the pure limit do remain stable, other behavioral
aspects undergo interesting deformations. Hence, the phase diagram of hybrid QMM-UEs
is a matter for careful explorations. Phenomenologically, hybrid Hamiltonians which are
dominantly conventional, that is coming from perturbing the conventional Hamiltonians by
means of QMM operators, are specially interesting. This is because, in the context of closed
quantum systems in nature, even if one finds some structural Non-Markovianity in their
unitary evolutions, the observational effects likely come from some very-weakly-coupled
perturbative QMM operators [87]. Nevertheless, because of aspects such as ‘mobility phe-
nomenon’ [69, 70, 71], perturbative couplings can be impactful. Hence, one specially inter-
esting question for future works is to pinpoint robust fingerprints of perturbatively-coupled
QMM operators on two-or-higher point functions of observables in cosmological settings
and laboratory-setup closed quantum matter. Indeed, investigating and characterizing
such robust traces should be a crucial advancement toward discovering phenomenological
landmarks of QMM-UEs [87].

The capacity of our model to explore a wide range of regimes, from a completely memory-
less all the way to a heavily non-Markovian regime, places our work naturally in the
stream of research studying the crossover from a Markovian to a non-Markovian dynam-
ics, explored previously on the theory side in works such as [77], [78] and [79], and on
the experimental side in [80] in which full control over the (non-)Markovian character of
the dynamics could be achieved in an all-optical setup. Moreover, the ability to access
explicitly the past states of the system can potentially shed more light on the connec-
tion between memory in quantum dynamics and quantum correlations, a topic already
explored for example in [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. The main focus of these works is on the mo-
mentary system-environment correlations, while we can look instead at time correlations
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of the system with itself. In the common scenario where memory effects are induced by
the system-environment correlations, the environment plays the role of an intermediary,
storing and carrying over traces of the system’s history. In a way, our approach is more
fundamental, since we wish to look instead at a purely-internal source of participating
quantum memories: the closed quantum system itself.

The experimental realization of the QMM-UEs defined in (4) is a subtle exciting open
question. One can first consider the scenarios (7,8,14) and (132) which are two specific
ways of structuring (4) as the general definition of QMM-UEs. In either scenario, a closed
system must select and connect its available ‘internal experiences’, as contained in its
quantum-state-history, to update its momentary unitary evolution. They however differ
in the way that this central point is structured. In (7,8,14), the available memories of
the total system link up to update the system’s Hamiltonian. In scenario (132), a system
updates its Hamiltonian by joining accessible memories of its subsystems. Primarily, we
suggest that the second scenario offers a flexible framework for the experimental realization
of (at least well-approximated) QMM-UEs, via befitting alterations of platforms such as
[73, 74, 75, 76], of course combined with necessary novel ideas. One can also devise QMM-
UEs (4) using partial content of the (sub)system states. Finally, we highlight that, as
the intriguing generalizing perspectives and formalisms such as the ‘Quantum Cognition’
[138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146] or [108] suggest us, a (rather surprising but)
natural way to experimentally realize the proposed QMM-UEs may be paved by the emer-
gent functionally-quantum phases of classical complex neural networks, even the brain itself.

As explicitly derived in Section 3, sate-history-driven unitary evolutions are described by
QMM von Neumann and Schrödinger equations whose nonlinearities and temporal nonlo-
calities are coupled strongly. Nonlinear quantum dynamics has a long history of unsettled
conceptual, theoretical and phenomenological investigations. In particular, unitary nonlin-
ear evolutions, if being fully deterministic, can result in superluminal signalling, within the
standard settings [88, 89, 90]. One can formulate, however, diverse distinct forms of non-
linear deformations which safeguard causality either by ‘construct’ or by the ‘context’. The
former case includes, alongside stochastic nonlinearities and the (physical or mathematical)
generalized frameworks [95, 96, 97, 98, 100, 99], various causal families of constrained or
finely-structured nonlinear quantum evolutions [91, 92, 93, 94]. Moreover, broad classes of
nonlinear quantum evolutions arise in the effective contexts where the indicated concerns,
such as the superluminal signalling, become irrelevant naturally [81]. Finally and impor-
tantly, we must highlight that state-dependent Hamiltonians and nonlinear Schrodinger
equations are ubiquitous in the whole domain of ‘emergent quantum theories’, specially
the diverse distinct scenarios where quantum dynamics emerges either as an effective de-
scription, or an alternative equivalent formulation, in an underlying ‘non-quantum’ system
which can even be classical [101, 102, 104, 105, 106, 103, 107, 108].

Another principal category of the above-mentioned theories are ‘topological quantum the-
ories’, and beyond them, the fundamental theories formulating quantum systems under-
lying the emergent spacetime, such as the (0 + 1)-dimensional matrix-or-network for-
mulations of pregeometric quantum gravity, in the spirit of the proposals [114, 115].
Furthermore, nonlinear unitary evolutions can find applications in modeling black holes
[109, 110, 111]. Characterizing causality constraints such as those in [92, 93] for QMM-Hs,
where the temporal nonlocalities and nonlinearities are entangled, is an open question.
Independently, we like to state the envisioned possible applications of QMM-UEs in the
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fundamental domain of pregeometric quantum gravity. Revisiting proposals-and-models
[112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 107, 118, 119], with similar objectives and within similar
perspectives, we conjecture one can formulate novel (0 + 1)-dimensional unitarily-evolving
information-theoretic quantum many body systems from which phenomenologically-plausible
dynamical local geometric spacetime and interacting quantum matter can emerge via the
‘state-history driven’ mechanisms of self-organization which are processed by means of the
QMM-UEs of the kind (7,8),(132,1).

One principal realm where the proposed ‘Experience Centric Unitary Evolutions’ (1), struc-
tured as (7,8) or (132), can have natural, diverse and promising applications is Quantum
Intelligent Systems, as generally highlighted in (the previous subsection) 7.1. We conjec-
ture, and aim to show in the future works, that one can come up with novel advantageous
systems and mechanisms of Quantum Neural Computation, and broadly with Interact-
ing Systems Developing Quantum Intelligent Behaviour, using QMM-UEs. In the former
case, we envision developing advantageous qualitatively-novel kinds of Quantum Artificial
Neurons and Quantum Neural Networks, including the data-driven context of Quantum
Machine Learning [120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 131, 128, 129, 130]. In the much-
broader latter category, we envision their natural applications in developing or modeling
diverse (quantum or classical) interacting many-body systems which, without (any under-
lying or explicit kind) of neural network structure, develop and feature various forms and
hierarchical levels of intelligent quantum behavior.

As such, we envision and highlight the following application categories for QMM-UEs: (a)
The Agent-Environment-Interacting Systems of Quantum Artificial Intelligence, including
specially the broadly-defined context of Quantum Reinforcement Learning [132, 133, 123,
134], (b) The alternative frameworks of Quantum Decision-Making Models [135, 136, 137,
145], and Computational Quantum Modeling of Noisy Decision Making of classical sub-
jects [138, 140, 141, 143, 144, 145], specially engaged with Complex Bayesian Inference. (c)
Closed quantum systems performing intelligent tasks by means of their Many Body Inter-
actions which can be task-engineered [147, 148, 149], or are emergent via self-organization.
(d) On partially-common technical grounds, we suggest QMM-UEs can be utilized in the
Quantum Modeling of General Stochastic Processes, specially as advantageous variants of
Quantum Hidden Markov Models and their close associates [150, 151, 152]. (e) Moreover,
we must emphasize ‘Cognitive Complex Systems’ formulated, modeled and investigated in
their broadest perspective, specially in the context of ‘Quantum Cognition’ and its asso-
ciates [138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146].

General reasons motivating advantageous applications of QMM-UEs in formulating Quan-
tum Intelligent Systems, as suggested above, are manifold. We outline them. The state
evolution of every sensible neural circuit is intrinsically nonlinear by virtue of the activa-
tion functions of its computing units. Functionally, evolution nonlinearities are essential
for neural computations, for example central to their attractor behaviors. Quantum com-
puting circuits, however, are structured based on linear unitary gates, albeit up to quan-
tum measurement effects or engineered environment-coupling effects. Therefore, quantum
implementations of computational neural nonlinearities have been limited to designing
sequential-or-recurrent quantum measurement actions or the open system environmental
interactions or correlations. The resulted non-unitary quantum neural processes, however,
experience general drawbacks such as unwanted dissipations, reduced or inflexible Con-
trollability, and limitations on the learning-task generalization. Reliable quantum neural
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nonlinearity has been elusive. QMM-UEs can yield unitary nonlinear quantum gates which
are free from dissipation and can be robustly flexible. Hence, advantageous Quantum Ar-
tificial Neurons [125, 128, 163, 164, 165] can be naturally realized by means of QMM-UEs.

Compared to the standard linear quantum algorithms, significant manifold benefits of
nonlinear quantum computations has been established in various old and recent works.
Nonlinear quantum algorithms, based on (even using few) nonlinear gates, can provide
exponential superiorities across a wide range of realistic computational problems, such as
NP-complete and #P problems, state discrimination and unstructured search, and the
Neural-Network-Architecture learning [153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162].
Indeed, the family of QMM-UEs can serve as a large flexible resource for implementing
these superiorities unitarily.

QMM-UEs, by the virtue of their state-history compositeness, offer other significant ad-
vantages, alongside flexible unitary nonlinearity, for quantum neural computation. Using
quantum memories in quantum learning algorithms is exponentially gainful [166]. The
general formulation of QMM-UEs, specially its subsystem-based prescription (132) host
a wealth of possibilities to design closed systems of quantum neural networks in which
computations can be processed on-and-utilizing unitarily-stored quantum data. Indepen-
dently, classical networks whose synaptic connections experience (time-)delay interactions
have been investigated, already from the outset of neural computations. Indeed, the ef-
fects of nonlocal-in-time synaptic interactions in classical neural networks, even in the
simplest models of associative memory, are significant and diverse, sourcing behavioral
richness, functional advantages and broader range of applications [167, 168, 169]. The
intrinsic time-nonlocality of QMM-UEs and their generating interactions provide the nat-
ural setting to bring these functional features to the quantum realm, as unitary time-delay
quantum neural networks.

Moreover, as our extensive analyses showed in great details, the intrinsic interplays of
delayed response effects and nonlinearity effects in QMM-UEs naturally enable a closed
system to develop behavioral phases whose usefulness is known for the purpose of neural
computations. For instance, the classical analogues of dynamical phases such as the phase
‘five’ of one-qubit QMM-UEs, featuring robust patterns of multistable attractor behavior,
play important roles in brain neural computations, see [170] as an example. It is worth-
while to highlight that stable and multistable attractors of QMM-UEs not only occur in
the smallest quantum system with simplest interactions between only two arbitrary quan-
tum memories, but also take place in the complete absence of any kind of stochasticity.
Furthermore, straightforward generalization of our behavioral analyses in Sections 5 and 6
to larger systems should reveal much richer kinds of multi-attractor and dynamic-attractor
phases, such as sequential limit cycles and higher dimensional attractors in biologically-
inspired neural networks [171, 172]. QMM-UEs are natural to realize these behaviors in
quantum neural computations.

The first signatures of the QMM-UE advantages for quantum neural computations, spe-
cially in supervised and unsupervised learning, should likely appear in the quantum spin
glass category of the learning machines. The first steps forward could naturally be the
QMM-UE reformulations of Quantum Hopfield Neural Networks [173, 174, 175, 176], and
Quantum Restricted Boltzmann Machines [177, 178]. The Hopfield class includes the
QMM-UE reformulation of their alternative variants, for example [147, 148], likewise. Spe-
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cially, the free-energy-minima landscape, quantum-enhanced memory capacity and memory
retrieval processing of renovated Quantum Hopfield Neural Networks must be compared
with those of all the earlier quantum models, see for example [149]. Moreover, quantum ver-
sions of p-spin-glass and ‘Modern’ Hopfield networks [179, 180, 181] should be formulated
using QMM-UEs. Obvious further advancements include the reformulation of Quantum
Convolutional Networks [182]. In brief, we suggest that QMM-UEs (1) can offer a novel
discipline of state-history-driven quantum neural computation.

In the realm of Quantum Intelligent Systems, the envisioned utilities of QMM-UEs should
naturally go beyond quantum neural computation and data centric learning. The expec-
tation is, in fact, natural. Alongside those reasons in common with the aforementioned
applications, it has to do, first and foremost, with the intrinsic aspects
of a unitary quantum system which realizes (1), specially in the general form of (132).
These characteristics naturally enable a network of quantum agents living inside an en-
compassing quantum system to pick up, interjoin and use their experiences, their accessible
histories of states-actions-outcomes, in order to (continually or recurrently) redirect their
momentary many-body interactions and interdependent time evolutions, including policy
updatations, on a goal-driven basis. Clearly, generic problems of (single and multi-agent)
Quantum Reinforcement Learning [123] are flexibly programmable in the contextual formu-
lations of the QMM-UEs (132,1). Moreover, the formalism can lead to novel-and-flexible
quantum models and quantum algorithms in the context of the various conceptual and
mathematical generalizations of Reinforcement Learning [123]. One can begin with a com-
parative reformulation of the Projective-Simulation framework of [183] using QMM-UEs,
and further advance to program evolving networks of quantum agents being endowed with
the vital faculties of Generalization and Meta Learning [184].

Beyond the framework of Reinforcement Learning and its straightforward extensions, we
also envision that QMM many body interactions and unitary evolutions (7,8;132) and (1)
can find applications in the behavioral modeling and physical formulation of Complex
Quantum Systems featuring various kinds and levels of Emergent Intelligence. Indeed,
the generality of our proposed framework, and its mathematical-and-physical formulation,
should enable us to systematically come up with unprecedented diverse kinds of many
body systems which feature behaviorally-superior quantum intelligence. Complex systems
which ongoingly exploit the quantum-behavior experience, as the compositional resource
of a a re-emergence flow, to reinvent and redirect themselves. Their many-body inter-
actions and time evolution operators are internally re-designed and re-constructed on a
moment-by-moment basis or recurrently, utilizing the chosen ‘modules’ of their quantum-
state history. Based on our extensive investigations of the one-qubit closed systems driven
by first, second and third order QMM interactions, it is crystal clear that the many-body
behavioral phases of the resulted quantum-intelligent systems should be outstandingly rich
and largely promising.

7.3 Conclusion
We have taken only the first step in formulating, investigating and understanding the
innermost interactions and the unification of time evolution unitarity in closed quantum
systems and one fundamental characteristic of intelligent behavior, being the impactful
exploitations of the ‘experience’ of the system, namely its state history, to reorganize
and update its quantum behavior. The further details, the broader perspectives, and
manifold outcomes of the resulted theory, ‘Experience Centric Quantum Theory’, is to be
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investigated and disclosed in future works.

8 Dedication
Alireza Tavanfar dedicates the present paper to his father, Manouchehr Tavanfar, who
always inspired and encouraged him on the marvelous path of research and discovery in
natural sciences, specially in the deeper contexts of fundamental questions.
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A Purely-QMM Kicker Hamiltonians
Here we ask if one can construct diverse and natural QMM realizations of (4) to serve us as
the Kicker part of total Hamiltonian (10). In other words, the question we address is the
following. Can H(Kicker)(t) itself be a construct of the state history of the closed system, and
(in the most extreme case) nothing else? The question is interesting conceptually, because
such Purely-QMM realizations of H(Kicker)(t) secure the ‘self-sufficiency’ of QMM-UEs as
a dynamically complete theory, that is, a theory free from any conventional Hamiltonian.

The answer to the above question is affirmative, with various ways of realizing it. The
point is, for a Hamiltonian to be QMM, it does not need to be made from the system’s
density operators themselves, as for example implemented in the recipe (8). Rather, an
operator is QMM if, by any means, it is made (partially or entirely) from the quantum
information which is encoded in the state history of the closed system. For example, as
building blocks of QMM operators, one can break apart momentary density operators of
the system, and re-assemble them as various deformed operators which nevertheless contain
(at least partially) the qubit memories of the closed system. Employing state alterations as
such, we can come up with infinitely many versions of Purely-QMM Kicker Hamiltonians,
HKicker(t), without the use of any conventional Hamiltonian. For example, it does suf-
fice to introduce H(Kicker)

QMM (t) at any moment t ∈ [t0, t∗] which is a Hermitian ‘alteration’ of
ρt, call it ρ̃t, satisfying [ρ̃t, ρt] 6= 0, hence triggering the momentary evolution of the system.

One good recipe, among many others, goes as follows. Bipartitioning the total Hilbert
space of the total system into arbitrary sub-Hilbert spaces, call them Left and Right,
H(total) = HL ⊗ HR, and using any doublet (A(fixed)

L , A
(fixed)
R ) of QM-independent Her-

mitian operators, an Purely-QMM Kicker Hamiltonian can be introduced as such,

H
(Kicker)
QMM (t0) ≡ λ1 ρ

(altered)
t0 ; ρ

(altered)
t0 ≡ aL ρ

L
t0 ⊗ A

(fixed)
R + aR A

(fixed)
L ⊗ ρRt0

ρLt0 ≡ TrHR ρt0 ; ρRt1 ≡ TrHL ρt1 ; (aL, aR) ∈ R2.

(135)

Indeed, the idea of employing the states of the chosen subsystems of the closed system
to construct its Purely-QMM Kicker Hamiltonian conceptually connects with generalized
QMM-Hs presented in the recipe (132). Moreover, alternative forms of Purely-QMMKicker
Hamiltonians can be introduced which do not require a tensorial decomposition of the
Hilbert space. For example, employing any state-history-independent Hermitian operator
A acting on the Hilbert space of the total system, one can introduce,

H
(Total)
(QMM|A)(t) ∈

{
{ρt, A} , i[ρt, A] , AρtA

}
. (136)

The constructions (135) or (136) still require state-history-independent operators to be
used. In the terminology of the paper, those Kicker Hamiltonians are Purely-QMM, how-
ever they are not Entirely-QMM. Now we highlight that one can introduce Kicker Hamilto-
nians which also satisfy the stronger condition, that is being Entirely-QMM. For example,
we can use operations such as the transposition or time derivatives on the momentary
density operator of the closed system, to construct Kicker Hamiltonians,

H
(Total)
(QMM|A)(t) ∝ ρ

T
t or H

(Total)
(QMM|A)(t) ∝ ρ̇t . (137)
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